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Abstract

The chlamydial major outer membrane (MOMP) protein has attracted much

interest in the design offrrst generation chlamydial subunit vaccines. As yet, few

constructs elicit high titre neutralizing antibody to the native MOMP proteins, and no

chlamydial candidate vaccine has been able to create broad immunity. In the absence of

precise structural information regarding MOMP we studied the molecular basis of

antibodies raised to the native MOMP in order to guide vaccine design. Both polyclonal

and monoclonal immunoglobulin responses to a neutralizing epitope on the MOMP of

Chlamydia tachomatis (serovar C) were comprehensively analyzed in Balb/c mice. This

thesis has defined the molecular basis fo¡ the classic serologic phenomenon termed

"original antigenic sin" and has generated precise new data regarding host antibody gene

usage in response to an antigenic site on a major pathogen protein that is ofgeneral

significance to the field of immunobiology and relevant to vaccine design. Sequence

analysis of MOMP variable domain 1 (VD-l) specific mAbs revealed a patterned usage

of particular V-genes with structural commonalities, which suggests that antigen-

mediated clonal expansion exerts a powerful selective force upon B cell clones that are

commonly found within the host's available antibody repertoire. Novel reverse-

transcriptase PCR studies suppoft the confention that the host responds to MOMp with a

specific increase in expression levels ofthe same V-genes alleles used to recurringly

encode VD-1 mAbs. For example, a Vrzr-Jtz gene, used in 50% of VD-t mAbs, was up-

regulated in all mice immunized with se¡ovar C EBs, in some mice recieving VD-l

synthetic peptides, but not in mice recieving inelevant bacterial antigens or peptides.
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Predominance of the same Vrzr-allele has been seen previously with other pathogenic and

"self" epitopes which raises the possibility that Vrz¡ is overabundant through

developmental mechanisms, and selected for frequent use against protein antigens on

common pathogens. This relationship between a variable pathogen epitope and variable

host paratopes, determinants of molecules thatjuxtapose the two, supports the co-

evolutionary paradigm between antigenic determinants of pathogens and immune

recognition molecules found within the host genome.



II. INTRODUCTION

Chlamydiae a¡e obligate intracellular eubacterial parasites composed of four

recognized species Chlamydia trachomatis, Chlamydia pneumoniae, urd Chlamydia

psifiaci , and Chlamydia pecorum. The chlamydiae collectively cause a wide range of

human and animal diseases. Diseases caused by C. lrachomatis a¡e a major public health

concem and are generally initiated by ocular or genital i¡fection. C. trachomatis is

responsible for trachoma, lymphogranuloma venereurq saplingitis, cervicitis, and can lead

to blindness and infertility. Although C. trachomatis is pnmarily a human pathogerL the

retated mouse pneumonitis (MoPn) strain of C. trachomalis causes lethal respiratory

infections in mice. C. pneumoniae hasbeen shown to be a major cause ofacute respiratory

disease in humans and more recently has been associated with lesions in developing

artherosclerosis. C. psittaci is mainly an animal pathogen infecting birds but also causes

economically important reproductive disease in sheep, cows, and goats. C. psiltaci can

cause serious pneumonia in humans by zoonotic transfer or through accidental laboratory

acquisition. The chlamydiae are in general mucosal pathogens and strategies designed to

reduce clrlamydial transmission and acquisition must ultimately transpire at mucosal sites.

Despite the availability of excellent anti-microbial therapy @eeling and Brunhan\ 1996)

Chlamydia trachomalis remains a predominant human pathogen. The reasons for the

prevalence ofhuman chlamydial disease worldwide are comple4 and include socio-

economic factors, and the inability ofantibiotics to prevent re-infection. Vaccines for the

prevention of chlamydial disease a¡e clearly desirable.
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Since the early triumph of lenner in his historic studies of human immunity

(Brunham and Coombs, 1998) scientists have been working towards the development of

vaccines for the prevention of most important hfectious diseases. The advent of high level

and multi-drug resistance in recent years has re-fueled efforts for vaccines that q priori

prevent bacterial infection rather than treat an infection after it has presented. The value of

vaccination for improving the human condition is indisputable (Krause et al., 1997).

Active vaccination is based upon two fundamental principles of the adaptive

immune system. These principles are specificity and memory. The capability of antigen-

specific lymphocytes to undergo clonal expansion allows the host to deal with pathogens

whose life cycles are many times faster than the host itself, at the single cell level. Indeed,

the exquisite speciûcity ofthe host response is due to antigen selection and clonal

expansion of specific T and B lymphocytes (Paul, 1995; figure 1). Appropriate

difierentiation and maturation ofthese cells ensures that a memory pool is created to be

drawn upon in future encounters. Whle the factors that drive memory pool formation are

not entirely understood, it is clear that a rapidly inducible, higher magnitude (higher

antibody concentration), and longer lasting secondary response results following

secondary exposure to most protein antigens. These defenses have evolved to ensure that

a single host is best equipped to deal with the myriad ofinfections or toxic insults they

face over their lifetime.
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Clearly, there has been powerful natural selection on the immune system for providing

host defense. Vaccines educate the immune system (without causing disease) to

specifically recognize and "remember" the antigens ofa pathogen such that immunity is

confened at the time of encounter via the presence of circulating antibodies, or is rapidly

engendered at the time ofthe encounter via the recall of immune defenses.

Many scientists believe that all ofthe oeasyn vaccines have already been made.

"Easy" vaccines can be defined as those that confer immunity to reinfection by

immunization with either the killed or attenuated native organisms or their products.

Creating a vaccine for many other organisms has proved much more difrcult. Chlamydia

trachomatis falls into the classification of 'difrcult' for vaccine design. Reasons for this

include the shortlived and sometimes inapropriate immune responses produced in

humans after vaccination with parenterally administered noninfectious whole clrlamydial

organisms (Graysto4 1971; Grayston and Wong, 1975). The presence ofpathological

antigens is further confounded by the inability to genetically transform C. trachomatis tn

order to produce an attenuated strain. Furthermore, the obligate intracellular nature of

chlamydial organisms prevents easy cloning in pure culture and makes their laboratory

study complicated as well as expensive. Indeed, the intracellular habitat of chlamydial

organisms likely evolved in order to limit direct contact ofthe pathogen with the humoral

immune system and is recognized as a virulence factor.

Many pathogenic microorganisms have intriiate virulence mechanisms that enable

them to subvert or avoid host immune defenses (Manack and Kappler, 1994). Improved
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knowledge of the host immune system as well as better basic understanding of virulence

factors posessed by chlamydial pathogens can benefit chlamydial vaccine development.

For example, the clrlamydial RecA gene-homolog was identified via complementatio4

and has a potential role in chlamydial virulence for genetic processes requring

recombination. Recombinatorial mechanisms are commonly used by bacterial pathogens

for creating antigenic variation in surface exposed structures (Borst and Greaves, 1987;

David and Maizels, 1989; Spanopoulou et al., 1996) and this is important to vaccine

design. The recent sequence determination ofthe enti¡e chlamydial genome holds great

promise for identification and characterization ofother chlamydial virulence factors

involved in antigenic variation and intracelular metabolism by comparison with known

virulence genes in other microorganisms. UltimatelS this knowledge may allow for

targetted gene removal to aid in attenuation, identification of previously unknown

vaccine candidate antigens, or perhaps lead to rationally designed media formulations for

host cell free growth of chlamydiae.

A rational approach for the design of subunit vaccines consists ofthree main steps

(Lanzavecchi4 1993). I will address each in turn in terms ofrelevance to the status of

chlamydial vaccines; First, protective effector mechanisms must be identified. Second, an

antigen that consistently induces the desired immune response must be chosen. Third, the

vaccine must be delivered in an appropriate fashion in order to induce the conect immune

response. The conelates of protective cell mediated immunity to C. trachomatis havebeen

established in mouse models (Yang and BrunhaÍL 1997). A Tn-l like polarized response

with the induction of cell mediated immunity and secretory IgA antibody (sIgA) are
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correlated with immunity. In the murine immune system a cell mediated response to a

limited clrlamydial infection leads to rapid resolution and clearance ofthe organism. How

these data translate to human chlamydial disease is not entirely clear and is under intense

investigation in many laboratories. However, in order to prevent the pathological damage

caused by repeated and/or ckonic chlamydial infectioq sterile immunity is the ultimate

goal ofa chlamydial vaccine. Therefore, a clrlamydial vaccine that induces protective

antibodies is also desired because antibody is the only host defense capable of completely

preventing infection (Ada and Ramsey, 1996). However, the correlates ofantibody

mediated protection in humans are not well understood. A direct exploration ofthe role of

antibodies in preventing clrlamydial infection may necessitate the cloning ofmucosal

antibodies from convalescent human patients. The role of antibodies in chlamydial

infection is discussed fr¡rther below.

The second principle ofvaccine development concerns choosing an antigen that

consistently elicits the desired immune response. Unfortunately, most recombinant subunit

vaccines do not trigger identical immune responses compared to those elicited by the

native antigen (Eisenstein and Engleberg, 1986). This is likely due to diferences in the

ability ofa recombinant product to portray the target antigen in terms oftkee dimensional

structure, local conformation of carrier moieties, as well as the differential ability of

subunit vaccines versus live pathogen in terms of competing antigens, proinlammatory

signalling, and in localization and persistence in the correct microenvLonment in order to

stimulate appropriate immune defences. These differences may contribute to the generally

lower immunogenicity of subunit vaccines.
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The clrlamydial MOMp is the major protective antigen of C. trachomatis.

Recently, studies in our laboratory have shown that the MoMp is unequivocally a

protective antigen for c. trachomaris (zhang et at., 1997). Indeed, DNA - based subunit

vaccines have shown prot eclion in vlvo against the C. trachomatisMopn (mouse

pneumonitis) strain in a rive mouse lung infection model. rmportantly, these vaccines

induce a T¡¡- I like immune response simirar to the response engendered against the native

organism However, the antibody response to the DNA vaccine was inconsistent, of low
titre, and did not include IgA antibodies.

Protective MOMp B cell epitopes map to the surface exposed domains of the

M.MP' The ompl gene that encodes the MoMp has many allelic forms as the result of
immune serection pressure over time (stothard et ar., lggg). MoMp variation has

produced antigenically variant crrlamydial serovars. Neutrariz.ing antibodies are directed to
either either group, subgroup, or type specific epitopes of the MoMp with approximately

20%o of the total anti-MoMp antibody response being directed to the four sequence

variable domains (VDs) (GuangmingZhong,Universiry of Manitobq ph.D. Thesis). The

immunodominance of the vDs is consistent with the serovar specific protection that has

been demonstrated in immunized humans (Jawetz et al., 196l) and animal models

(Brunham et al., 1984). Unforrunately, MOMp antigenic variation and type specific

immune responses create an additional revel of complexity in vaccination for broad

immunity. Additionar studies are needed to identify vaccines capabre ofinducing broad

protection against infection wtth c. trachom'rrs. However, in the absence of an animar

model for human c. trachomatis strains, our observations have been rimited to in vitfo
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analysis' For this thesis MoMp peptides and synthetic peptide vaccines have been used as

in vitro tools for the dissection ofthe chramydial antibody response. Experiments on the

effect ofsequentiar vaccine delivery on antibody cross-reactivity was arso examined in this

thesis as they act as a reasonable estimate ofB ce diversity (Fish and Manser, l ggg),

Improved understanding ofthe parameters that read to enhanced cross-reactivity among

the antigenic variants of the MoMp is considered significant in order to exploit for
vaccination against C. trachomatis.

synthetic peptides have shown limited varue as crrlamydiar vaccines. studies by

our lab and others using synthetic (Su and Caldwell, 1992;Zhonget al., 1993) or

recombinant MOMp polypeptides (Toye et al., 1990; Hayes et al., l99l) have helped to
provide information on MOMp immunogenicity and antigenic structures. To datg no

chlamydial peptide vaccine has shown sþnificant efrcacy in animar moders. on the other

hand' M.MP synthetic peptide vaccines have not yet been designed nor tested for
protecfion against c' trachomatis Mopn strair¡ the onry read y accessibre c. trachomatis

strain for which an in vivo protection moder exists with an associated mortality due to

infection. Intuitively, synthetic peptide vaccines may not be adequate for priming

protective immunity. Reasons for this thinking include the fact that peptides are

structurally very simple, derivered extraceflurarly, and contain a very limited number of r
helper cell epitopes. Recently we observed that conformationa y constrained MoMp
peptides, with affinity selected structures, exhibit improved irnmunogenicity over linear

constructs when both are carried on filamentous p hage (Zhonget al., 1994b). Such

polypeptides may have use in the future perhaps as a booster immunization in combination



with DNA vaccines (Lewin et al., l99z). studies on the immunogenicity of constrained

vD-l polypeptides in the absence of the phage carrier are included in this thesis. we

predicted that constrained vDl peptides would biologically portray the native MoMp

peptide epitopes and engender a host antibody response more similar to that elicited by

the native protein.

The third step in rational design ofsubunit vaccines concems the appropriate

method of vaccine delivery. This is particularly important for a clrlamydial vaccine where

entrance and infection by the pathogen occur at mucosal surfaces. Little is known on the

chlamydial protective effector mechanisms found on the mucosa and much remains to be

explored. However, mucosal IgA may mediate protection since secretory IgA antibody to

c' trachomatis n the cervical mucus has been inversely correlated with quantitative

shedding of the organism in humans @runham et al. 1983). while the role of human

cellular immunity to c. trachomatis on the mucosal surface is largely unknown (cotter

and Byme, 1996) it is likely to involve a triggering of dendritic cells which have been

found to be critical in stimulation of IgA production @ayette et al., 1997). Mucosal

delivery of DNA vaccines creates nearly sterile immunity in mouse lung infection animal

models, however the results are inconsistent (due to variations in delivery ofthe nucleic

acids to the cells beneath the mucosal layer; Dr. Dongii Zhang, university of Manitob4

personal communication). combination vaccines will need to be studied at the mucosal

surface. Especially in light of the absence of immune protection despite systemic immune

responses following combination DNÄ/ protein vacci¡ation fo¡ Hrv-l @utkonen et al.,

19e8).
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The host antibody gene repertoire is potentially vast. Recent immunological studies

have provided more information on host antibody gene diversity to epitopes on foreign

proteins. Despite the complexity ofantigens, such as whole bacterium, the host antibody

response is focussed to a rema¡kably small number of surface exposed epitopes. Initially,

many B cells may recognize various epitopes on an incoming pathogen and all are turned

on against it (weiss, 1993). This is supported by the finding that many variable region

genes are tumed on early in an immune response (Kelsoe et al., l9g9; Kelsoe, r99l). But

over time the complex and cooperative mechanisms within the immune system graduany

select for dominant B cell specificities which best ,'fit" the evoking antigen . Indeed,

affnity selection of antibodies during immune responses depends upon two mechanisms:

The fust molecular, involving the specific introduction of somatic mutations in reananged

immunoglobulin genes ; the other cellular, involving the clonal activation and expansion of

B cells expressing a surface bound immunoglobulin with higher affnity for antigen

(Andersson et al., 1998). The somatic mutational mechanism is central to the developing

fesponse except when the primary response is already of high affnity (Foote and Milsteir¡

1991; Roost et al., 1995). The serective amplifrcation ofa few B celrs expressing receptors

of higher affinity is not entirely understood. However survival in the germinal centre

reaction is dependent upon improved binding of its receptor to the antiger¡ either through

sucessfi¡l scavenging of minute amounts ofantigen, improved BCR a nd, cD2l/19 complex

mediated signal transduction (to prevent apoptosis) (Carter and Fearor¡ 1992), or

improved recruitment of T cell help (Batista and Neuberger, r99g). A subset of cells

proliferate more rapidly and terminally differentiate into plasmablasts, and these cells
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generate the bulk ofthe antibody response. The dominant antigens elicit stronger immune

responses. In some cases, antibody responses to dominant epitopes have been found to be

encoded by a relativery limited set ofrecurrently used antibody genes (Kavaler et al.,

1990). Given the well-known differences in B cerl repertoire expression associated \¡¡ith

polymorphic differences in mouse and human vH @rodeur and Riblet, l9g4; yancopoulos

et al., 1988; Kofler et al., 1989; Adderson et al., 1993; Milner et al., 1995; Sasso et al,,

1995) , Vl (Laskin et al., 1977; Ijlrich et al., 1997;Juul, et al., 1998), mouse DH (Riley

et al., 1988; Atkinson et al., 1994) and JH (Solin and Kaartinerl 1992) genesegments,

there is unquestionably an evolutionarily determined i¡fluence on repertoire expression

(Klinman and Linton, 1988; Kofler et al., 1992)

understanding v-gene usage in antibody responses is important to vaccine design

for several reasons: l) Not an combinations æe equafly protective @r es et ar., r9g2), 2)

some protective antibody responses are limited to onry a sma number ofva¡iable region

gene combinations (Anderson et ar., 1992; carrofi et ar., ), 3) some protective antibody

responses are germline encoded and require little affinity maturation (Kalinke et al., 1997).

Thus, the ideal vaccine should portray the native antigen in these regards in order to

maximize protection. while antibodies to unique artificiar antigens can be created

(eventualþ) via somatic mutational processes, beginning ûom even very rimited germline

repertoires (Cascalho et al., 1996), in reality, some pathogens will not give the host

immune system the luxury of multipre boosts in order to do so. Indeed, in mice racking

terminal deoxynucleotidyt transferase (and therefore N region somatic diversification)

produced antibodies with the same specificity and atrnity for vsv epitopes as was found
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in the normal littermates (Gilfillan et al., 1995). The benefits of a rapid, and high affinity

gernrline antibody response has recently been demonstrated in the murine anti-vsv

response (Kalinke et al., 1997). Finally, the observation that many epitope-specific

antibody responses are patterned in their recurrent usage ofparticular v-gene elements

(references in table 2) supports the notion that germline selection for protective v-gene

elements has occured in the primary immune repertoire (claflin and Berry, lggg), and that

antigen-driven events select optimized somatic variations ofthese precursors (Fish et al,,

leel).

commonalities in v-gene usage are reflected in structural commonalities observed

in antigen antibody recognition (Geysen et al., l9g?). Throughout a host's lifetime

different germline v-gene combinations are preferentially found in the available B cell

repertoire (Kraj et al., 1997). The temporal emergence ofother v-genes contributes to

repertoire "shift", which is the usage of alternative v-genes to encode antibodies to the

same epitope, at different stages of immunity @erek and Mlstein, l9g7). For the majority

ofnonJethal pathogens, the host defenses provide time for the ûne-tuning ofthe antibody

response. somatic mechanisms coincidentally exist for the creation ofantibodies with

improved affinity for antigen. For examplg somatic changes in the antigen binding

domains, such as junctional diversity, created upon initial imprecise joining ofthe

germline v-D- J elements (sanz, r99l) , or somatic hypermutation (insertions, deletions,

and substitutions) (olrlin and Bonebaeck, 1998) and possibly receptor editing

(substitution with a new upstream v-gene) (Nadel et al., 1998) are all subjected to

stringent antigen selection whereby beneficial variant changes are selected and observed



as repertoire "drifr" @erek and Milsteirq lggz). Atrnity improvements, created through

any mechanism (known or unknown), are compared in an clone-autonomous fashion

relative to the clonal precursor within the germinal center. Even ifthe original v-gene

encodes an antibody with high affinity, the mutation process ensures global diversity

(vora and Manser, 1995). Thus affnity is an important criterion for entry into the memory

B cell compartment. The major goal of this thesis is to determine if a molecular genetic

relationship exists between host antibody genes used to encode monoclonal antibodies

against the variable domain - I (vD-l) epitope on the major outer membrane protein of c.

trachomaris serovar c, and antibody responses to peptides that portray the same epitope.

Therefore, this project entails a comprehensive study ofB cell diversity to an

immunodominant and neutralizing MoMp epitope in order to generate a molecular

profile ofthe immunoglobulin genes it recruits. The variable region genes (v-genes) (the

part of the antibody gene that encodes the antigen binding domain) of vD- I specific

mAbs were sequenced in order to determine if structural commonalities exist. such

commonalities have potential application as molecular markers for an lr¡ yiyo measure of

biological mimicry based upon the ability of candidate MoMp vaccines to upregulate their

specifc expression. Logically, ifthe native epitope recurrently recruits a limited set of

antibody gene structures, and a vaccine portrays the epitope, in a similar fashiorç we

would expect to find expression ofthe same or a subset ofthe same recurrent v-genes in

response to the vaccine. This notion is supported by several studies, incruding one in

which the ability ofhaptenic-B cell epitopes were observed to recunently elicit mAbs

encoded by the same antibody genes, independent ofthe carrier molecule (Fish and
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mAbs encoded by the same antibody genes, independent ofthe carrier molecule (Fish and

Manser, 1987). This has allowed us to explore how the knowledge of epitope specific

antibody repertoires might be used specifically to guide the design of chlamydial subunit

vaccines, and for measuring antibody responses to pathogens in general.

I. LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 THE PROKARYOTE

1.1.1, Taxonomy and Life cycle

The order chlamydiales consists ofone family, the chlamydiaceae. There is a single

genus chlamydia within this family (Moulder et al., 1984) which has four recognized

species. These arc C. trachomatis, C. pneumoniae, C. psittaci, and C. pecorum (Grayston

et al., 1989; Fukushi and Hirai, 1gg2). Allmembers ofthe genus chlamydiaare highly

specialized gram-negative eubacterial organisms, with diverse disease spectrums and

DNA compositons (table 1). Despite these differences all chlamydial species are obligate

intracellular pathogens of eukaryotic cells, and none have been grown free of the host

cell. These organisms divide by binary fission within a unique inclusion vesicle, are

sensitive to antibiotics, have their own ribosomes, and have dual trilaminar membranes

(Moulder, 1991). Many chlamydiaJike and ¡elated orgnisms have recentry been

identified in invertebrates and from aquatic environments demonstrating the ecological

success of this organism (Ward, 1998).

The chlamydia are morphologicalry unique. The extracelrular EB is approximatery

200-300 nm in diameter and has a rigid outer membrane structure (Fields and Barnes,

1990). The outer membrane, in all chlamydial species, is dominated by the major outer
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Table I (facing : Chlamidial organisms and disease spectrums.
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Characteristics

Hosts

Morphology

lodine Stain

Number of Serovars

Characteristics of the Species Chtamydia

C. trachomatis

Humans, mice,
pigs

lnfections

round

Yes

>15

Genital- STD,
LGV, PlD, ectopic
pregnancy, HIV
co-factor;
Ocular- trachoma,
conjunctivitis; >
70o/o

asymptomatic"

92o/o

1-7

1-33

1-10

C. pneumoniae

Humans, horses

tear-drop

No

Homology

C. psittaci

Birds, humans*,
other mammals

Respiratory-
pneumonial
disease;
Athersclerosis-
Ct Ag; Lung
Cancer? often
asymptomatic

94-96
1-8

10

round

Yes

?

pneumonia;
abortion,
arthritis,
systemic
disease

C- pecorum

cows, sheep

round

Yes

Respiratory,
CNS, gut, often
asymptomatic

14-95

1-20 88-100



membrane protein (MOMP) which accounts for 60% of the total protein composition

(Hatch et al., 1981). Chlamydiøe also contain a rough-type lipopolysaccharide in the

outer membrane which contains antigenic determinants both unique to chlamydial-

species and common to other gram negative organisms (Caldwell and Hitchcock, 19g4).

Unlike all eubacterial organisms, however, Chlamydial species lack detectable

peptidoglycan (Caldwell et al., 1981), despite the fact that they contain genes that encode

homologs for peptidoglycan biosynthesis (Stephens, 1998) . The recent whole-genome

sequence determination of C. trachomat¡s serovar B has resulted in a flood ofnew

genetic information, some of which I have included cornments about below.

The chlamydial genome is relatively small. At roughly I million basepairs, the

chlamydial genome contains only 875 protein coding genes (Stephens, 1998). It is

thought that the dimunitive genome reflects the progressive deletion ofgenes made

redundant in the nutrient rich intracelluar environment ofthe eukaryotic cell. Despite this

small size, however, the chlamydial genomes contains all the genes necessary for the

synthesis of phospholipids, LPS, branced chain amino acid transpofters, and many genes

involved in nucleotide metabolism (Grant McClarty, Deparlment of Medical

Microbiology, University of Manitoba, 1998). Recently, genes were identified that

encode a putative type III secretion system in chlamydia (Hsai et al., 1996), which is a

known virulence facto¡ for Yersina species (cornelis, 1997).Type III secretion systerns

enable the delivery of prokaryotic molecules across eukaryotic membranes (Rosqvist et

aL, 1994; Persson et a1.,1995). The putative presence of a type III secretion system in

chlamydial species supports the potential for cross-talk between pathogen and host. There
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is no evidence of a restriction modification system as is found in -E colJ, which may

facillitate the, one day, sucess ofgenetic trarisformation of chlamydia.

The chlamydiae have a unique dimorphic lifecycle. Chlamydial organisms phase

between an extracellular infectious form called the elementary body (EB), and an

intracellular metabolically active form the reticulate body (RB). The elementary body is a

rigid structure about 0.3 um in diameter, whose DNA nucleoid is highly condensed onto

histone-like proteins (Pederson et al., 1996).

Chlamydial EBs attach to host cells through a variety of low avidity ligands (Ward,

1997). Chlamydial adhesion may be the result ofa large number of low avidity

interactions involving several chlamydial surface components. A tri-molecular

mechanism of attachment has recently been postulated, in which host ligand and

chlamydial attachment proteins are bridged by heparin-sulfate like molecules (Zhang and

Stephens, 1992)

chlamydial entry is dependent on host cell interactions. Entry involves both clathrin-

and microfilament-dependent mechanisms and coincident tyrosine kinase activation

(Birkelund et a1.,1994). EBs differentiate into RBs and begin to divide. Shortly after

entry into the host cell the EB differentiates into the RB and begins to divide by binary

fission (about I hours). The RB is roughly 1 um in diamete¡. The chlamydial RBs remain

within an inclusion membrane of unknown origin. chlamydial organisms have evolved

complex mechanisms of acquiring host metabolites while remaining u'ithin this unique

vacuole (McCla rfy , lg94). 24-48 hours after initial entry, the RBs change back to the

EB form and at 48-72 hours are released again from the host cell.
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1.1 .2. Antigenic Composition of Chlantydia

The following section comprises a brief review of serologically defined chlamydial

antigens. several comprehensive reviews on chlamydial antigens have recently been

published (Brunham and Peeling, 1994a; Raulston 1995). I will focus upon surface

exposed B cell vaccine candidate antigens as little is known concerning chlamydial

antigens recognized by T cells (BrunÏam and Peeling, 1994a).

There is a great deal ofvariation in the measurable human serum antibody responses

to specifìc chlamydial antigens (Brunham and Peeling, 1994a). similarly heterogeneous

antibody Íesponses are also observed in human sera during infection with the facultative

intracellular pathogen Mycobacterium tuberculosrs (Lyashchenko et al., 199g). The

intracellular habitat ofboth mycobacterial and chlamydiai organisms ostensibly causes

similar variations in the decay of antigen depots established upon initial infection thus

causing variation. The MOMP and omp-2 are the dominant antigens, both eliciting a

serum antibody responses in 70% of infected humans. However, the omp-2 antigen is not

surface exposed and does not generate in vitro neutralizing antibodies (Maclean et al.,

1987). other candidate antigens that generate neutralizing antibodies include the heat

shock protein 70 (Maclean et aL,l9B7), and the MIp homologue (Lundmose ef a1.,1992).

Little is known about the human antibody response to these antigen and they only elicit

measurable antibody in the serum in 45%o and l5% of infected patients respectively

(Brunham and Peeling, 1994b). Clearly. more studies are needed to elucidate the

dominant chlamydial antigens recognized by human mucosal antibody as the specificity

patterns ofhuman antibodies for bacterial antigens may be different from those in
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autologous mucosal secretions (Berneman et al., 1998). Heterologous antibody

responses are also seen in mu¡ine antibody responses to chlamydial antigens and are

linked to major histocompatibility (MHC) genes and non-MHC genes (Zhong and

Brunham, 1992).

The MOMP dominates the outer membrane of all chlamydial species. MOMp general

structure is highly conserved. MOMP is a 40-kd, surface exposed, integral membrane

protein and is the immunodominant antigen. The outer membrane of C. trachomatis is

proposed to be organized in a hexagonal lattice (Chang, 1982) and may constitute a

bacterial S-layer (Brunham and Peeling, 1994a). The MOMP has been estimated to

account for 60% ofthe total protein mass in the outer membrane (Bavoil et al., l9B4;

Hatch et al., 1984). Recently, MOMP has been shown to posess porin-like properties in

vitro (Wyllie et al., 1998), and MOMP may have additional roles in host cell attachment

(Su et al., 1990). Consistent with the finding that MOMP is the major protective antigen

for C. trachomatis (Zhang aT al., 1997) the MOMP protein contains the main antibody

neutralization epitopes for the organism (Brunham and Peeling, 1994a).

The omp-l gene, that encodes the MOMP, is found as a single copy in the genome.

The omp- I open reading frame encodes a22 amino acid residue leader sequence, and is

expressed constitutively during the chlamydial developmental (Stephens et al., 1988).

MOMP structure appears to be modular and composed of canonical sequences (Brun-tram

and Peeling, 1994a). Indeed, comparative analysis ofthe entire omp-1 sequence among

seve|al serovars revealed that sequence variation is clustered into four sequence variable

domains (Baehr et al., 1988). The variable domain sequences are known for the 15
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classical C. trachomatis serovars (Yuan et al., 1989) and have been grouped according to

serological relatedness into the B, C and intermediate serogroups (Stephens ef aI., 1987;

see below). Members of the same serogroup are highly related and differ by amino acid

substitutions. These appear to be point mutational changes representative ofantigenic

drift (Brunham and Peeling, 1994a; Stothard et a1.,1998).

Other surface antigens may have potential protective value for chlamydial vaccines

including the unique macromolecular surface projections (Matsumoto, 1982), and

chlamydial LPS, which has recently been observed to elicit neutralizing antibodies for.C

pneumoniae (Peterson et al., 1998). Interestingly, multiple putative outer membrane

protein genes have been identified via genome sequencing (Stephens, 1998). These genes

may encode novel vaccine candidate antigens and will no doubt be the subject ofintense

investigation.

1.2 THE PATHOGEN

1.2. 1. Human Chlamydial Disease

Members of the C Íachomatis species are mainly human pathogens. They cause a

wide spectrum of human diseases including trachoma, lymphogranuloma venereum,

salpingitis and can lead to blindness and infertility. There are more than 500 million

human chlamydial infections per year. About 7 million people go blind due to trachoma

every year mainly in third world countries. There are an estimated 90 million cases of

genital chlamydial infections world-wide per year with 4 million in the USA alone

(Peeling and Brunham, 1996). C. pneumoniae infection is implicated in the pathogenesis

of athe¡osclerosis and pneumonia, which is a causative agent of respiratory illness in
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humans (Peeling and Brunham, 1996). Genital chlamydial infection has also been

implicated as a risk factor for the acquisition of HIV- I . Chlamydial organisms are also

important agricultural pathogens of livestock, including sheep, cows, horses, and birds

(Ward, 1997). A vaccine that would reduce chlamydial transmission and infection would

clearly be beneficial.

1.2.2. Virulence and Pathogenesis

Chlamydial organisms infect a wide range of host cells. Serovars A, B, Ba, and C

cause trachoma, serovars D-K are the major causes ofgenital infection, while L1-3 cause

lymphogranuloma venereum (Kuo, 1988). The LGV biovar can be distinguished from the

other serovars by its ability to infect lymphatic as well as epithelial cells. While the

intracellular niches ofthese biovars are different, the differences are not reflected in their

ompl structures and other, as ofyet, unknown differences are responsible for determining

host cell tropism (Stothard et al., 1998).

Chlamydial organisms have several important virulence factors. The intracellular

lifecycle of chlamydial organisms ensures that they are hidden from humoral immune

responses during their replicative phase. Cell mediated immunity may be important for

the host to identify and remove chlamydial infected cells. Chlamydial organism prevent

phagosomal-lysosomal fusion by two mechanisms. The fi¡st is inherent to the EB

structure, and ensures early survival of the EB early-on after entry; The second requires

early gene expression and is an active mechanism (T. Hackstadt, NIH Labs, Montana,

1998) Recently, it has been shown that chlamydial organisms can prevent the in vitt.o

apoptosis ofthe host cells early-on in the lifecycle (Fan et al., 1998). This is perhaps in
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order to "hijack" the cell for its own uses and may establish a reservoir for persistent

cryptic infection. Others have found that C. psittaci caüses apoptosis in the later stages of

replication in vitro (-20 hours) , which may be related to the release-stage (Ojcius, et al.,

1998). Clearly much remains to be discovered about the cell biology of chlamydial

infections, in parlicular the relevance of these findings to in vivo chlamydial infection.

1.2.3. Major Outer Membrane Protein (MOMP): Antigenicity and Variation

The different strains ofC, trachomatis are natural antigenic variants. Differential

serological reactivities to C. trachomat¡s isolates formed the original basis for sero-typing

by micro-immunofluorescence antibody assay (Wang and Grayston, 1974). Serotyping

lead to the classification of 15 C. nachomalis serovars and organized these into 3

serogroups based on cross-reactivity. These are the B serogroup (8, Ba, D, G, L2, L1, ) C

serogroup (4,C, H, I, J, K, and L3); and the intermediate serogroup (E, F) . None of the

15 classical serovars of C. tt'achomat¡s are sequence identical in all four MOMp variable

domains which suggested that MOMP variable domain variation is at least partially

responsible for serovar specificity seen in the MIF (frgure 2). Numerous serovar-,

subserovar-, and serogroup specific epitopes have been identified (Wang and Grayston,

I 982) and many of these are localized in the MOMP
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Figure 2 (facing): Primary sequence structure of the C trachomatis major outer

membrane protein (MOMP). Sholvn are the variable domains (VD) from serova¡s used in

this study. Members of the same serogroup are variable in VD-l by point mutations

causing substitutions. Inter-serogroup variation is larger and appears to result from a

larger scale, possibly recombinatorial changes. The VD-4 sequence is largely species

conserved. Synthetic peptides conesponding to the serovar C parental VD-1 sequence,

DVAGLQND, and the VD-4 conserved sequence TTLNPTIA, were used in this study to

analyse antibody responses. * indicates a deletion; - indicates sequence homology.

The ribbon diagrams are derived from the crystal structure ofanother porin from

Escherichia coli omp F. The omp F protein also forms outer membrane trimers. The VD1

(green) and 4 þink) loops of C. trachomatis are superimposed upon this structure based

upon comparative structural modelling studies performed using PC-Gene. The size of the

outer membrane complex can easily accomodate antibody Fab binding to the putative

MOMP surface exposed loops that contain the VD epitopes.
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(Zhang et al., 1989). MOMP antibodies tend to map to the variable domains, as

observed with recombinant solubie polypeptides (Toye et al., 1990; Stephens et al.,

i 988), recombinant bacteriophage (Baehr et al., 1988; Zhong et al., 1997)

and/or synthetic peptides in a pepscan format (Conlan et al., 1988; Stephens et al., 1988;

Toyeetal., 1990; Zhong and Brunham, 1990a, 1990b, 1991; Villeneuve et al., 1994;

Batteiger, 1996) with immune sera and monoclonal antibodies. While most of the

epitopes are infened to be suÏface accessible via binding studies on native organisms

(Zhong and Brunham, 1990a) there has only been one reported study, which utilized anti-

peptide antibodies, to directly confirm surface exposure of a MOMP epitope using

immunoelectron microscopy (Conlan et al., 1989). The molecular basis of the ompl

gene diversity among the serovars is a clustered nucleotide substitution, within

serogroups, and insertions or deletions, between serogroups (Stephens el aL, l9B7).

MOMP antigenic variation is a virulence mechanism. Recent phylogenetic studies on

ompl structures have supported the immune selection pressure for MOMp antigenic

variation over evolutionary time, rather than any relationship between MOMp structu¡e

and disease pathogenesis (Stothard et al., 1998). Novel examples ofcontinued

diversif,rcation of the MOMP protein of C trachotnatis have been found amoung fresh

clinical isolates from humans (Lampe etal., 1993: Brunham eta1., 1994,1995; Hayes et

al., 1994,1995; Bauwens eI al., 1995; Dean and Millman, 1997) . In particular, a study

using monoclonal antibodies to serotype large numbers of clinical samples identified

many several serological variants (Lampe et al., 1993). The ompl genes were sequenced

and revealed single nucleotide changes that encoded amino acid substirutions in the
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variable domains of the infened MOMP primary structure (Lampe et al., 1993).

Similarly, large numbers ofvariant ompl genes containing nucleotide changes, the

majority (90%) of which were found to encode amino acid substitutions in the va¡iable

domains MOMP, were found in c. trachomatis isolates from trachoma-endemic areas of

Tunisia (Dean e f al., 1992).Human convalescent serum antibodies, and serovar specifrc

(anti-MOMP) monoclonal antibodies, while observed to be highly neutralizing for the

homologous serovar, were found to be only weakly or non-neutralizing for new MOMp

antigenic drift variants (Lampe et al., 1997). while escape from serum antibody or single

monoclonal antibody binding directly supports the role of MoMp antigenic variation as a

virulence factor, this does not rule out the possibility that the coexisting mucosal

antibodies elicited at the local sites of infection may cross neutralize better. Mucosal

antibodies are likely the most relevant for the evaluation ofefficacy in protection against

C. trachomatis infection (Campos et al., 1995). Measurement of serum antibodies in

neutralization does not necessarily reflect the protective capacity ofthe mucosal immune

system as it fails to account for protection provided by local memory B cell pools (Juby,

1,992), and broadly reactive sIgA antibody (Waldmann et al., 1970; Shvartsman et al,,

1977). Indeed, the latter may be responsible for the heterotypic immunity observed in

vlvo against antigenic drift variants of influenza A virus (Adderson et al., 1 9g2) and C

trachomatis (Grayston, I 970).

The MOMP also undergoes "shift" antigenic variation In particular, molecular

analysis of the chlamydial MOMP gene in clinical samples has revealed a high

prevalence of both nucleotide substitutions, representing point mutational drift changes in
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MOMP variable domains (Brunham et al., 1994), and mosaic MOMp genes, that may

have been created by ompl VD recombination ("shifts,, ) (Brunham et aL, 1994, 1995;

Hayes et al., I 994; stothard et al., 1998). The mechanism for this is unclear although c
trachomatis was shown recently to possess a Rec A gene homolog (by complementation)

(Zhang ef al., 1995), and thus may be capable ofhomologous recombination to create

combinatorial antigenic diversity in order to avoid immune recognition. similar

mechanism ofantigenic variation are seen in pathogenic species ofiy'eisserlø sp. (Borst

and Greaves, 1987), Borrelia (Bianca et al., 1994), and trypanosomes (Lu et al., 1993).

These mechanisms may be controlled by global response elements involved in the

regulation of virulence (Dorman, I 995). collectively, these points show that the MoMp

of c. n'achomatrs has undergone antigenic drift and perhaps antigenic shift and that the

ompl gene mutations likely represent successful antigenic escape variants.

MoMP antigenic variation is not universal among chlamydial species. In contrast to

the high prevalence of MOMP variants among c. trachomatis isolates, the MoMp from

C. pneumoniae has not been found to contain mutations (Jantos et al., 1997). This

suggests that host antibody has not played a role in selecting for MoMp variation in this

species as it has in C. trachomatis, which may reflect differences in tropism,

pathogenesis, or outer membrane composition. This latter is supported by the fact that an

in vitt'o netÍralizing monoclonal antibody generated to c p neumoniae maps to the Lps

rather than to the MOMP (Peterson et al., 1998) , and the fact that polyclonal anri-sera

reacts differentially with c pneumoniae isolates despite MoMp conservation (Jantos et

al'' 1997). The above described LPS specific mAb reduced of the infectious titres ofthe
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homologous strain of c. pneumoniae in vivo when pre-reacted with whole EBs (peterson

et al., 1998) . This suggests that other molecules in addition to MoMp may be important

for generating protection against chlamydial infection and has important ramifications in

vaccine design. surprisingly, although the LpS mAb bound to other strains ofc
pneumoniae it exhibited no neutralizing effects showing disparity between

immunochemical and biological specificity, and corroborating the differential reactivity

obse¡ved with polyclonal sera. Alternative vaccine design fo¡ an LpS_based C

pneumonia vaccine will have to take cell-mediated immunity into account in a vaccine

preparation.

Emerging data from genomic sequencing of c.pneumoniae has identified a large

family of putative surface proteins (poMps) which may be capable of phase iariation

and sterically cover the c. pneumoniae MoMp. This may also explain the mono-alleric

character of the C pneumoniae MOMP.

1.2.4. Major Outer Membrane protein (MOM?) Structural Implications

The MOMP is a bacterial outer membrane porin protein (Wyllie et al., l99g).

Consistenr with this, the primary-posirion of rhe MoMp uaïia;ì;l"';;J;;lrp;, ,"

the outer-surface loops found in the oMp F crystar structure. The primary sequence of

MOMP is only distantly related to The Escherichia coli outer membrane porin protein

oMP F (-18 % aa identity), for which the 3-D crystal structure has been dete¡mined.

Hou'ever, when compared directly using several secondary-structural prediction

programs (PC-gene database) the positions of the MoMp variable domain loops and the

knoli'¡r oMP F loops in the primary structure are flanked by identical secondary structure
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(my own analysis). In particular the MOMP VD1 (amino acids 64-83), and VD4 (289-

3 I 7) regions aligned very well in terms of position with known surface exposed loops

L2 (66-82) andLT (282-294) of the OMP F (Cowan eTal., 1992). Analagous loops have

been found in sequence comparison in several other bacterial porins including the E. coli

OMP C and PHO E, the Klebsiella pneumoniae OMP K(Albertieral., 1995).

The sixteen stranded beta barrel transmembrane spanning structure comrron to porins

typically creates 8 outer loop structures (Cowan et aL,1992; Jeanteur et al.. 1994).

However, there are only four variable domains in MOMp. This discrepancl.may be due

to the highly disulfide cross-linked and "closed" MoMp structure found on EBs (Dascher

et al., 1993). Indeed, the MOMP becomes highly cross-linked, via an unknown

intracellular mechanism, during the last 24 hours ofthe growth cycle as RBs revert back

to the metabolically inactive EB form (Newhall, 1987). Immunochemical srudies support

the existence of altemative forms of the chlamydial MoMp (Hackstadt, et al., 19g5), and

this may have limited access of host antibody to only the four known MoMp variable

domain putative loop structures. The MOMP sÍuctu¡e is reduced, and perhaps ,,open", on

the intracellular non-infectious RB to facilitate porin properties. The RB is not accessible

to antibodies and thereby avoids selection pressure for MoMp variants by antibodies.

consistent with this notion, that the other putative loops are only presented only on the

cell interior, the othel MOMP domains are highly conserved in sequence.

We have directly demonstrated the surface accessiblity of the serovar C-VDl loop by

using a monoclonal antibody that maps to this region to visualize magnetically immuno-

purifred chlamydial EBs and recombinant f,rlamentous phage containing a conformation-
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optimized C-VD I epitope analoque (Zhong et al., 1997). This provided an independent

method of showing surface accessibility and improved biological mimicry for this type of

mAb. The 3-D structure of the native MOMP is unknown and elucidation of this may

help locate broadly conserved epitopes that could then be used to guide the design of

vaccines portraying native neutralizing epitopes more accurately.

The antigenic variation seen in surface exposed domains of MOMP suggests the

sequence mutation and immune selection pressure over evolutionary time generated

escape variants (Stothard et al., 1998). This is suppofed by the ability to selectively

enrich chlamydial MOMP mutants i¡? vitt.o fuom a mixed chlamydial clinical specimens

using a neutralizing mAb specific to a serovar-specific determinant (Lampe and Stamm,

1 994). This shows that the in vi¡¡o selection procedure is stringent enough to selectively

enrich MOMP mutants from the population. However, de novo MOMp mutations are not

selected in vitt'o which may mean that MoMP mutants are exceedingly rare in laboratory

strains, and./or that certain in vivo conditions are necessary to induce an active chlamydial

mutator mechanism.
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L2.4. Pathogen-Host Coevolution and the Antibody repertoire:

The specific host molecules involved in adaptive immune responses, namely the T

cell receptors, the B cell receptors, and MHC molecules, all have constant domains

interspersed with highly variable regions (Pincus et al., 1992). Similarly, the major

surface antigens of many pathogens have variable and constant regions and tend to

contain immunodominant and protective epitopes within the variable domains (pincus et

al., 1992). Antigenic variation helps to enable the pathogen to survive in the presence of

the host immune system. It is not known what determines the immunodominance of some

epitopes and not others. surface exposure, high mobility, and charge are all believed to

be important. Host molecules themselves may play a role in determining dominance by

virtue of ttreir ¡espective optimal ligands. Indeed, Nayak et al (199g) have shown that the

rapidity of binding by an antibody is more important then the length of time an antibody

remains bound in determining the dominance of a given epitope.
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1.3 THE HOST

1.3. 1. Immunity and Immunopathology

1.3.2.

a) Pathological and Protective Host Immune Responses.

Early human trachoma vaccine trials with whole purif,red chlamydial EBs

revealed that serovar specific protection was achieved, albeit of a limited timespan

(Jawetz et al., 1965; Grayston and Wang, 1978). These same studies revealed, however,

that break-th¡ough infection of immunized individuals resulted in worsened disease than

seen in un-immunized controls. Animal infection models and basic clinical studies

together suggest that individual chlamydial proteins are centrally involved in

pathogenesis and protection (Brunham and Peeling, 1994a). The intense pathology

caused by the pathological antigen(s) leads to fibrotic lesions, and has been associated

with immune responses to the highly conserved chlamydial Hsp60 protein (Morrison et

al., 1992; Brunham and Peeling, 1994a). This presence ofthis pathological antigen has

since confounded the use of whole chlamydial organism as a vaccine. The paradoxical

properties of chlamydial antigens to both create immunity and pathology combined with

the inability to genetically transform c. trachomatis for attenuation, drove chlamydial

vaccine research into the realm of subunit design.



b) Evidence for Protective Immunity

A large body ofevidence supports the generation ofnatural immunity to

chlamydial infection in diverse animal models. While antibody mediated neutralization of

chlamydiae has not been directly demonstrated to be an essential mechanism for

protection or resolution of chlamydial infection, several points support the conclusion

that the antibody response to MOMP is an important mediator of immunity (Fan and

Stephens, 1997): The serovar or biovar specific resistance to challenge (Schacter, 1985;

Brunham et al., 1985, respectively); The polymorphic nature of MOMP (Stothard et

a1.,1998); The selection of MOMP antigenic variants in STD core populations (Dean et

al.,1992; Brunham et al., 1996); The demonstration that anti-MOMP antibodies

neutralize infectivity in vitro and in vivo (Zhang et al., 1987). The demonstration that

pre-absorption of anti-EB antibodies with E. coli bearing recombinant MOMp abrogates

neutralization of only the homologous serovar (Fan and Stephens, 1997); The correlation

between local mucosal IgA in humans and resolution ofinfection (Brunham et al., 1983).

Indeed, secondary challenge i¡fection in animal models shows eithe¡ decreased morbidity

(Grayston and Wang, 1978;Cui et al, 1989; Coner et aI.,1995; Pal et al., 1996) and/or

decreased mortality (Rank and Bavoil, I 996), in some cases with decreased recovery of

the infectious organism. Indeed, immune protection following genital infection of mice

with the MoPn strain can last up to 150 days (Rank and Bavoil, 1996). Protection against

re-infection in monkey eyes is type-specific, as it was in early human vaccine trials, and

reflects the classification of chlamydial types determined in mouse toxicity studies

(Wang and Grayston, 1963; Alexander et al., 1967). Serological classification of
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chlamydial variants later conelated with the MOMP va¡iable domain sequence

determination (Yuan et al., 1989). Interestingly, there are serologically dominant strains

of chlamydia that naturally exhibit one-way serological cross-reactivity (Wang and

Grayston, 197i) with serovars C and B being the dominant (or senior) strains in their

respective serogroups. This supports the notion that type-specific immunity is at least in

part antibody mediated and directed to the surface accessible MOMP variable domains of

C. trachomatis as the otherjunior members ofeach serogroup are drift variant in these

regions. Collectively these experiments support the frndings in early human vaccine

trials.

c) Molecular epidemiologt

The existence of protective immunity in humans to C. tt.achomatis in humans is

supported by molecular epidemiological studies of high risk populations (Brunham et al.,

1996). The rate of same-omp 1 genotype reinfection was reduced and much lower than

the prevalence ofnew infections caused by the homologous serovar, and moreover, the

duration ofprostitution was inversell' correlated with risk of c. trachomatjs infection.

The frequency dependent immune selection ofompl variants among chlamydia isolates

from this population collectively suggest that immune baniers are acting to prevent re-

acquisition ofthe same serovar (Brunham et al., 1996).
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d) Correlates of Immune Protection

There is a large body ofevidence to support the existence ofnatural and vaccine

induced immunily fo C. trachomatri. Cunently, it is believed that a T¡11 polarized

immune response with lFN-gamma and IgA are important in immunity (yang and

Brunham, 1998).

Liftle is known conceming the role of cellular immune responses in protection

against human chlamydial infections (Couer and Byrne, 1996). Due to this, animal

models have been used to generate most ofthe data on cellular immune responses to

Chlamydia. Mouse models have been extensivley developed with the goal of applying the

knowledge to vaccine development and detailed reviews have been recently published

highlighting the importance of cell-mediated immuniy in resolving chlamydial infection

(Cotter and Byrne, 1996; Yang and Brunlam, 1997). Some inferrence to cellular

mechanisms can be made from lymphokine profiling studies in humans. Women with

positive endocervical chlamydial cultures had increased levels of interferon-gamma in

endocervical secretions compared with uninfected women but the levels did not correlate

with quantitative recovery of organisms from tissue culture (Arno et al., 1990). Thus it is

not know whether gamma interferon is specifrcally involved or if it is a non-specific

indicator of inflammation (Arno et al., 1990). The cellular arm is likely to involve the

triggering of dendritic cells that are important in the stimulation of IgA production

(Fayette ef aL,1997).

The cell mediated immune response is likely dominant for the resolution of
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chlamydial infection (Su et al.,1996) in particular given the intracellular location of

replicating EBs. The cell mediated immune response demonstrates both IFN gamma

dependent and independent mechanisms as lFN-gamma knockout mice are able to clear

infection (Perry etal., 1997;Lampe et aI.,1998). It is thought, however, thatbothcell

mediated and humoral host defences that can act at the mucosal surface will be important

targets of a chlamydial vaccine (Brunham, 1995). This notion is consistent with findings

of ¡ecent animal infection models that observed mucosal cMI and IgA to be associated

with protective immunity to C. trachomatis in a gamma interferon dependent man¡er

(Igietseme, et al., 1998). Most of the discussion will focus on antibody mediated

protection as it is central to this thesis.

Chlamydial antibodies contribute to host defense. Collective studies on

infectior/whole organism induced i¡r vivo protection. passive antibody protection in vivo,

and vaccine induced protecti on in vivo support this. Animal models of chlamydial

infections have directly demonstrated that chlamydial antibody alone can passively

protect the naive animals from infection ofthe genital tract (Rank and Batteiger, 19g9;

Cotter et al., 1995; Sukumar etal., 1997), lungs ( Williams et al., 1984; ) and monkey

eyes (Baranfanger and MacDona\d, 1974).ln particular, both conformational and linear

epitope specif,rc MOMP mAbs alone have been shown to be capable of preventing ln vlvo

infection (Sukumar et a., 1997) which is relevant to the development of a chlamydial

vaccine. Significantly, MOMP antibodies can be found in all cases of protective

immunity to C. trachomatis induced by either whole organism or a candidate vaccine

(Zhang et al., 1997) in immunocompetent hosts for at least some of the animals. Thus,
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chlamydial antibody may play a role in providing immunity to infection if induced by

protective vaccines.

While MOMP antibody responses are important, these studies do not indicate

whether antibody is a required component tbr protection or clearance (Coter et al., 1995).

Antibody is the most desired effector arm of immunity because of its unique ability to

completely prevent infection (Ada and Ramsey, 1996). Despite this, B cell knockout

mice are capable of becoming partially immune to challenge infection with C

trachomatis (Yang and Brunham , 1998). The data does , however, support the beneficial

role of B cells in immunity through the observed increased morbidity among the B cell

knockout mice compared to their normal liner-mates; Antibody was generated in the

immunocompetent controls and functional B cells likely contributed to the observed

differences in resistance through antibody production and./or as antigen presentation cells.

The presence of compensatory immune reactions has not been ruled out and may have

played a role in protection. Similarly, others have observed increased susceptibility ofB

cell deficient mice to reinfection compared to normal littermates, in the presence of

partial immunity (Su et a1.,i997). Results olthis nature highlight the importance of

passive protection studies because they allorv the evaluation of the protective effects of

antibody in isolation. Moreover, cell-mediated protection inherently requires infection to

occur to allow the effector arms to clear them. Although active infection is not required

for pathological sensitization (Brunham and Peeling, 1994a), the possibility that even low

level replication, produced in a limited and selfclearing infection, would exaccerabate

pathology remains, Thus an ideal chlamydial vaccine should elicit both antibodies and
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CMI in order to maximize effìcacy and prevent chlamydial infection altogether in as

many cases as possible via antibody while still priming the cell mediated immune

defenses in orde¡ to clear an infection should it surpass the antibody.

1.3.2. Chlamydial antibodies: Resolution of Infection and Resistance to C.

trachomatis

For scientists, understanding the rore of antibody against intracellurar pathogens is

fundamental to immunology, and important to vaccine design (Casadavell, l99g). A

vaccine capable ofelicting a powerful antibody response to protective antigens on c
trachomatis may reduce transmission and infection with c. fi.achomaris and hence

chlamydial disease. As c. trachomatis enters and primar y infects host cells at mucosar

sites, it will be necessary in the futu¡e for scientists to develop methods for better analysis

of host antibody responses at mucosal surfaces.

Secretory IgA is the predominant immunogloburin class found at mucosal

surfaces in most species (Tomasi and Zigelbaum, r 963). The externar banier formed by

immunoglobulin A (IgA) in mucosal secretions inrribits the attachment and penetration

of microorganisms through the outer layers and into the mucosal epethelial cels (Lamm,

1997). Thus mucosal IgA represents the front line orhost defense. The host produces

more IgA than any other class of antibody (Mestecky and McGee. 199?). This is due to

the fact that there is more mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue than systemic. as well as

the fact that mucosal plasmablasts tend to make IgA antibodies (Lamm, 1997). In fact,
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the majority of all host IgA is synthesized by plasmablasts localized within the mucous

membranes (Lamm, 1997). The predominance of B cells in the local lymphocyte

population of the female genital tract (Crowley-Norwick et al., 1995), which contains all

of the effector components of the mucosal immune system (Kutteh and Mestecþ, I994),

supports the dominant role of immunoglobulins in frontJine defense.

The mucosal antibody system can be common to all mucosal surfaces, Antigen

specific IgA antibodies can be induced in certain secretions, such as the female genital

tract, not only by immunization in the proximity of the mucosal tissues that correspond to

pathogens entry, such as the vagina (Wassen et al., 1996), rectum (Crowley-Norwick et

al., 1997), but also by oral and intranasal immunization (Mestecky et al., I 997). This

shows that sclgA expression is commonly directed to all mucosal sites and supports its

role in repelling mucosal pathogens.

Paradoxically, the mucosal immune system can also produce highly

compartmentalized B cell (McGee and Kiyono, 1993; Quiding-Jarbrink, et al., 1995) and

T cell responses (Lee et al., 1998). For this reason, vaccines must ultimately be analysed

in the target tissue, rather than in the systemic immune system alone, as this can be

misleading (Putkonen et a1.,1998). The segregation ofIgA into the mucosal secretiòns

reflects the compartmentalization of IgA plasma cells into the lamina propr.ia and

exocrine tissue away from the other plasma cells making antibodies in the spleen and

peripheral lymph nodes (Cebra et al., 1976). The seeding of remote mucosal tissues with

B lymphocytes initially induced at other mucosal sites (McDermott and Bienenstock,
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i979) suggests that regulatory mechanisms exist to ensure production and concentration

ofsecretory IgA throughout the mucosal surfaces (Burns et ar., l9g2). These mechanisms

include the preferential recirculation ofB cells activated in mucosal membranes to

mucosal surfaces by memory mucosal lymphocyte homing receptors such as MADCAMI

and alpha-4 beta-7 (williams et al., r99g) , and the effects of polymeric immunoglobulin

receptor (pIgR) on increasing local IgA concentrations. Indeed, Ghaem_Maghami et al,

(1997) observed 8-25 times more chlamydia-specific plasmablasts in the urine of

convalescent trachoma patients, in the absence of urogenital infections. This supports the

notion that there is site specific homing within a common mucosal immune system.

Appropriate elicitation oflocal sIgA and r cells to induce mucosal immune protection

will likely depend upon methods of antigen derivery (McGee and Kiyono, 1993), and

improved methods to measure local cytokine production (Villaverda et ar., 1 997). In

some cases specific mucosal immune responses are recruited in the absence of

measurable systemic antibody responses (Trentin et a|.,1996; Rowland_Jones, 1997) .

The compartmentalized nature of some mucosal immune responses has recently been

implicated to be important in host defense against the fatally infectious pathogen HIV- 1

(Mazzoli et al., 1997; Kaul et al., 1998), whereas systemic infection seems to invariably

lead to AIDS progression and death. Additional studies are needed to establish ifthese

compa.t mentalized immune responses are strictry localized or merely appear to be due to

the concentrating effects ofthe various local mucosal effector mechanisms. In the case of

the latter, one would expect to find the same specific IgA in the sera but at very low

concentrations.
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a) IgA as a baruier

The beneficial role of appropriate IgA responses as an immune barrier is

emphasized in populations deficient in mucosal antibodies. In human populations

endemic for lethal mucosal pathogens, IgA responses are associated with long-term

survival in people continuously exposed to HIV-1 through sex (Mazo i et al., 1997; Kaul

et al., 1998). In suppport ofthis, IgA defìcient individuals living in areas endemic for

gastrointestinal pathogens have increased morbidity and do not thrive (castrignano et al.,

1993). Signif,rcantly, HIV-1 resistance is associated with HIV-1-specif,rc sclgA in the

cervix which occurs in the absence of stimulation of serum IgG antibodies (Kaul et al.,

1998, submitted). This extreme example suggests that the barrier role ofsclgA may be

critical in order to sequester a pathogen from the systemic immune system by preventing

initial colonization of the host. The barrier role ofIgA in natural chlamydial infection is

not clear but reports have demonstrated a conelation between increased levels of

chlamydial antibody in secretions and either resolution of primary infection (Brunham et

al, 1983; Rank et al., 1979) or immunity to reinfection (Munay et al. 1973; Rank and

Banon, 1983).
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b) Mucosal antibodies produced in natural infection

Previous studies have indicated that mucosal antibody have protective roles

during chlamydial infection (Brunham et a1.,1983; Banon et al., 1984; Baettiger and

Rank, 1987; Brunham et al., 1987). Resolution ofcervical infection correlates with the

appearance of chlamydial IgA in secretions (Brunham et al., 1983). Recently, the

suppression of chlamydia-specific IgA responses was postulated to have a pathological

role in trachomatous inflammation (Ghaem-Maghami, et aL, 1997).

Studies in animal models (Barenfanger and MacDonald, 1974;Cotter et al., 1995;

Yang and Brunham, 1996; Sukumar et al., 1997) and with humans (Brunham et al., 1983)

supports the contention that secretory IgA antibodies, found on the mucosal surface,

represents the first line of immunological defense against C trachomaîis (Pal et al.,

1997). For example, using the guinea pig model ofinclusion conjunctivitis, Murray et al

(1973) observed a correlation between immunity and chlamydial-sclgA in the eye, but

not \¡r'ith serum IgG. In humans, protection is also serovar specific and correlates with

MOMP diversity. Individuals challenged with the same strain used for immunization

shorved solid protection (Jawetz et al., 1965). However, they remained completely

susceptible to reinfection with heterologous strains. The demonstration of serova¡

specif,ic protection naturally focussed much attention on the MOMP (Cotter and Byme,

1996). The MOMP elicits strong antibody responses during human infection, directed

mainly to the surface exposed epitopes (Cotter and Byme, 1996).
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c) Heterotypic MOMP Immune Responses and Mucosal Imrnuniîy

While the physical characteristics ofthe sclgA molecule may play a large part in

mucosal antibody mediated protection (Taylor and Dimmock, 1985) other factors ofthe

local immune system are likely important. For example, the proximity of B celis and

sclgA molecules to the site of challenge are likely critical components ofmucosal host

defense (Liew et al., 1984), in particular, the presence ofa local, highly reactive,

memory B cell pool is important in heterotypic immunity.

Secretory IgA has been observed to be more cross-reactive than serum antibody.

Secretory IgA collected from nasal washings, has been observed to have broader

reactivity with type A influenza viruses than serum antibody produced after lung

infection (Waldman et a1.,1970; Shvafsman et al., tgZZ ¡. e similar finding was

observed in self-limiting C. trachomatis infection of cynomolgus monkey eyes (Caldwell

et aI.,1987). Chlamydial IgA was generally more cross-reactive with chlamydial antigens

than IgG in tears. The local IgG responses peaked at the same time as maximal

inflammatory response suggesting that tear IgG was in part due to transudation (Caldwell

et al., 1987), and not due to local B cell production. However, the concentration

differences of IgA and IgG in thoses tears is not knowr. Interestingly, eye secretions

from humans with active trachoma passively neutralized the infectivity of homologous

but not heterologous serovars in owl-monkey eyes in vivo (Barenfanger and MacDonald,

1974). The lack ofheterotypic protection seen in Barenfager and MacDonalds (1974)

study is consistent with the only distant MOMP relationship seen between serovars A and

B . Serum antibody to trachoma strains failed to provide protection against challenge eye
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infection when passively transferred from immune monkeys (orenstein et al., 1973). This

supports the importance ofantibody localization to mucosal sites to prevent chlamydial

entry and suggests that protective chlamydial immune responses may be

compartmentalized as the donor monkeys, who received their initial immunizations via

eye-infection, resisted eye challenge at the time their sera was collected (orenstein et al.,

1973).The relative roles ofhuman IgG and IgA in local secretions remains to be

examined but the high local concentration of antibodies locally is clearly an important

component of mucosal immunity.

Natural infection of target mucosal sites specifically generates sIgA which is

associated with superior cross-protection against re-infection by antigenic variants.

Indeed, such heterotypic immunity has been shown in mice (Schulman and Kilbourne,

1965; Beare et al., 1968; Webster and Askonas, 1980) and in humans (Hoskins et al.,

1976, 1979) infected with live influenza A virus but not in those receiving immunization

with dead virus. Furthermore, in all cases where live vaccines were shown to be more

effective than inactivated virus in prevention of influenza virus infection, they were

introduced via the respiratory route (schulman and Kilboume, 1 965; Beare et al., 196g;

Hoskins efa1.,1976, 1979; Scott and Sydiskis, 1976; Shvartsma n et aL., 1977;Webster

and Askonas, 1980; Yener et al., 1980b; Murphy et aI., l9g2;). The differences in

immunity have been attributed to the induction oflocal sclgA in lung secretions via the

stimulation oflocal B cell pools. Moreover, influenza specific sclgA is induced only after

Iung infection and not after immunization with live organism at other sites (Liew et al.,

1984). Injections with much larger doses (105 more organism) ofinactivated organism
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still do not generate as effectivé cross-protection as is seen in response to live virus

(Armerding et al., 1982) showing that differences immune responses can not be

attributed solely to antigen mass. For resistance to influenza A infection, serum antibody

and cytotoxic T cells induced in mice by live organism (stimulated via any route) were

found to be important only in recovery from, and not in the prevention of, infection

(Liew et al., 1984). Delayed-type hypersensitivity responses (DTH z) responses in

infected mice are found to be deleterious (Liew and Russel, 1983).

Heterotypic protection has also been observed between closely related chlamydial

serovars. Partial protection was afforded both-ways to challenge mucosal infection

among serovars A and C (highly related MOMP drift variants, both of C sero-group).

This is despite one-way junior and senior antigenicity status respectively in MIF antibody

assay (Grayston et al., i970). Thus the MIF reflects only the antigenicity ofa serovar,

and reveals little about immunogenicity provided by local primary immune response to

these closely related MOMP structures. interestingly, heterotypic infections are

associated with cross-reactive memory antibody responses. These are produced in

immunized mice upon re-exposure to any chlamydial serovar (San pin Wang pers.

Commun. See letter to verify). This suggests that cross-reactive memory B cells a¡e

involved in heterotypic immunity. We speculate that heterotypic antibody responses,

produced by local memory B cells, play a role in providing a local barrier to infection

tlu'ough broadened recognition of neutralizing MOMP epitopes. Moreover, hapten studies

suggest that the variable region genes that encode the antigen binding domains of

imrnunoglobulin, in responding B cell may be successively mutated and selected for



broadened reactivity through exposure to variant epitopes during clonal selection to the

most conserved epitopes (Fish et al., 1991). Thus the broadened protection provided by

sIgA may be due in part to the maturation of local memory B cell pools.

Mucosal sites establish local memory B cell pools. The ability to induce a

secondary sclgA responses is specifically associated with the initial and direct priming

ofthe mucosal surface, which serves to drive the formation oflocal memory B cell pools

(wright et al, 1983; Lyck and Holmgren, 1987). while systemic immunization is capable

ofboosting local IgA responses in locally primed immune responses (Svennerholm et al.,

1977) it does not induce significant antigen-specific scIgA or protective immunity in

naive mucosal tissues (Mystecky, 1987;Holmgren et al., 1992).

d,) IgA produced in active immunization

lgA is associated with protection of mucosal surfaces. In BALB/c mice orally

immunized with live c. trachomqtis a high titer IgA response was produced in all

mucosal secretions, and the mice were protected against a subsequent intranasal or

vaginal challenge as indicated by the absence ofchìamydial antigen in lung and genital

tissues.(Ciu et al., 1989; 1991) Furthermore, in animals that received intranasal

challenge, chlamydial-IgA was associated with the absence ofthe development ofa

pneumonic process (ciu et al,, 1989). In a murine model of salpingitis and infertility,

intravaginal inoculation with EBs of the Mopn biovar of c trcrchomatis results in a

significant reduction in the fertility rates of female mice (de la Maza et al,, 1994). using

this model, it was recently shown that a single intranasal immunization with EBs of the
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MoPn biovar of C. trachomat¡i protected the mice against salpingitis and infertility

following direct challenge ofthe ovarian bursa (Pal et aL,1994). The immune mice had

high serum and vaginal mucosal antibodies to chlamydia. Moreover the protection

confer¡ed by mucosal immunization was long-term (Pal et al., 1996). Although these

studies are only associative, they support the contention that mucosal antibody may play

a role in preventing chlamydial infection ofmucosal surfaces. Direct measures ofthe

role ofantibody are discussed below.

There are limited studies on the antigenic specificity of chlamydial mucosal

antibody in humans. Many previous studies have indicated that mucosal antibody has

protective roles during chlamydial infection (Brunham et a1.,1983; Banon et al., 1984;

Baettiger and Rank, i987; Brunham etal., 1987). Detailed analysis ofthe specificity of

protective mucosal antibodies in humans are needed. MoMP specific antibodies can be

measured in human mucosal secretion, supporting the immunodominant role of this

antigen (Hayashi and Kumamoto, 1991). The antigen specificity oftear antibodies from

selfJimiting monkey eye chlamydial infection model is also informative (caldwell et

a1.,1987). This study revealed that the MOMP, and LPS were the predominant surface

exposed antigens recognized by IgA in immunized monkey tears. MOMp antibody was

measurable by day 14 and persisted beyond the resolution of the infection (day 56).

Interestingly, the mucosal IgA exhibited a stronger and broader reactivity for MOMps

and LPS for other members ofthe B serogroup (more crossreactive) than the mucosal

IgG. whether this is due to differences in concentration or in blot detection components,

or represents a true difference in reactivity is not clear. The measurement of MOMp
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specif,ic IgA antibodies in local secretions by the use of western blot has been considered

useful for the diagnosis of human chlamydial urogenital infection (Hayashi and

Kumamoto, 1991). Others have found an association between speciflc serum IgA

antibody and acute chlamydial infections in humans using enzyme immunoasssays

(Miettinen et al., 1990). importantly, the titre of secretory IgA antibody to C

trachomatis in the cervical mucus has been inversely correlated with quantitative

shedding ofthe organism from the cervix in humans (Brunham et al. 19g3). This suggests

that IgA plays a role in protection against chlamydial infection perhaps as an immune

barrier. This is consistent with the notion that IgAl protease production by co-infecting

gomococci (an extracellular bacterium) is responsible for an associated increased risk of

chlamydial infection (Brunham et al., 1996) presumably by the proteolysis of sclgA on

the genital mucosa. Lastly, Munay et al (1973) showed in a guinea pig model of

inclusion conjuctivitis that immunity to a conjunctival challenge correlated with the

presence of chlamydial sclgA in the eye but not with serum antibodies. Thus mucosal

antibodies are readily observed in chlamydial infection and are immunobiologically

important.

e) IgA in passve ímmunization

MOMP antibodies can be protective in vivo when passively administered. For

example, passive transfer of convalescent human tear immunoglobulin partialll,.

protected owl monkey eyes against chlamydial infection (Barenfanger and MacDonald,

1974; Nichols eta|,1973) and supports the barrier role for chlamydial antibody.
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The relationship between the presumed banier function of chlamydial antibody,

slgA and in vitro mediated neutralization of infectivity are not clear.

Although in vi*o infectiviry neutralization assays have been shown to possess predictive

value for antibodies to influenza virus (Couch and Kasel, 1983), in other cases, for

example. antibodies to C. trachomatis (MoPn strain) and to Semliki Forest virus, and

rotavirus, have failed to neutralize pathogen invítro and were not predictive oftheir

demonstrable in vivo protective effects (Cotter et a1.,1995; Snijders et al., 1993;Bums et

a1.,1996, respectively). In contrast, others have observed that antibody to Mopn

produces in vito neutralization of cell infectivity and correlated with in vivo passive

protection (Paletal., r997a).The study by Pal ef aI (1997a) in particular lends hope for

the development of a MOMP specific chlamydia vaccine.

Monoclonal antibodies raised to native MOMp map mainly to the surface

exposed variable domains (Brunham, 1994). The MOMp contains the principle

neutralizing determinants on c. trachomatis. Many laboratories have investigated the ln

viîro neutralizing capabilities of antibodies to various chlamydial surface structures.

The barrier function ofIgA serves to keeps pathogens that enter the host through

mucous membrane out of the host. Early studies leading to the successful development

of the live oral polio (Sabin) vaccine were targeted to interrupt the natural pathogenesis

of the virus at the step of entry which, like chlamydia infection, also occurs at a mucosal

surface (Lamm et al., 1997). Subsequent shrdiés showed that oral vacination leads to the

production ofslgA antibody that blocks the primary mucosal infection (Ogra et al., 196g;

Onorato et al., 1991). Indeed, this prominent sIgA antibody response represents a
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fundamental difference from the mainly systemic antibody response induced by

parenteral immunization with the Salk vaccine (Lamm, 1997). Presumably the Salk

vaccine confers some mucosal protection as well and / or acts to neutralize the virus at a

different stage prior disease pathogenesis as both vaccines have excellent efficacy.

In a direct demonstration ofthe important role oflgA as a banier, anti-IgA

antibody, when passively instilled into the lungs of an immune mouse, completely

abrogated infection-induced immunity to influenza A (Renegar and Small, 1991). This

directly demonstrated the importance of IgA by interference with ifs normal function.

Naive mice passively administered IgA antibody to the chlamydial MoMp were found ro

be protected from mucosal challenge infection with C. trachomatis Mopn (Sukumar et

a1.,1997).ln another example, Coner et al (1995) directly tested the abiliry of MÕMp

monoclonal antibody to protect against infection of the mouse genital tract with C

trachomatis using MOMP hybridomas in a backpack tumor model. Remarkably, MOMp

IgA and IgG mAbs both significantly reduced the incidence of infection following

vaginal challenge and consistently reduced vaginal shedding from infected animals.

significantly, these mAbs reduced the severity of inflammatory infiltrate in oviduct tissue

oftreated animals and had a pronounced effect on upper genital tract pathology. This is

significant because in humans a similar disease sequelae is associated with plD and leads

to involuntary infertility. while the numbers of animals tested by cotter et al (1995) were

small, the IgA producing hybridoma (which produced both monomeric and dimeric IgA

molecules) did not protect the mice as well as the IgG niAb. This was suggested to be due

to the effects of systemic rather than local release ofIgA dimers which does not portray
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the physiological production of dimeric IgA by mucosal plasmablasts beneath the lamina

propria. Indeed, dimeric IgA released into the blood stream is picked up by liver

hepatocytes and excreted into bile in some animal species (Russel et al., l9g2). The fact

that IgG was able to provide protection again illustrates the redundancy and flexibility of

the immune system. A coincident and measurable increase in the albumin levels in the

mucosal secretions ofthe mice receiving the IgG hybridoma indicated increased

transudation ofIgG from sera had also occuned (cotter et al., 1995). Regardless, these

studies show that MoMP antibodies are capable of passively protecting mice from the

effects of chlamydial infection in vivo. we believe that studies ofepitope specific

immunoglobulin repertoires in the systemic immune systems are a representative model

for the studying the MOMP antibody repertoire in Batb/c.

The demonstration ofpassive immune protection has , in the past, often been the

key element in the development of successful active vaccines (K_rause et a|.,1997).

studies of this nature must be performed with caution however and should be limited to

antibodies raised to the native organism, as passive immunization does not necessarily

reflect on the ability ofa vaccine candidate to de novo induce immunity. For example, a

recombinant polio virus vaccine construct containing a linear MoMp epitope in an

antigenic site was able to induce serum antibody in rabbits that neutralized C

ûachomatis infectivity in in vitro cell culture (Murdin et al., I 993; 1995) and passively

protected monkey eyes from infection ln vlvo (Murdin et al., 1 993). However, the

recombinant polio virus construct failed to produce de novo protection when used to

immunize monkeys. Thus it is particularly important to keep the potential for biological
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disparity in mind when comparing antibodies of the same immunochemical specificity

(Barnett eI a1.,1996 Greenspan and Cooper, 1995).

fl IgA and Vaccine considerations

Inadequate local antibody responses may be responsible for the lack of effìcacy of

most putative chlamydial vaccines in vivo. For example, parenteral administration ofa

MoMP synthetic oligopeptide vaccine containing immunodominant MoMp B and r cell

epitopes did not provide protection against vaginal challenge wifh c. trachomatis

(serovar D) (Su et al., 1995). While the synthetic vaccine produced high levels of

neutralizing IgG antibodies in serum, chlamydial IgA antibodies were not present in the

sera or vaginal washes, and thus no conclusions on the mucosal efficacy of the vaccine

can be made. In contrast, mucosal delivery of MoMp DNA vaccines created nearly

sterile immunity against reinfection with c trachomatìs Mopn in mouse lung infection

(zhang ef aI.,1996a). Intramuscular MoMp DNA vaccination also provided significant

protection from infection (zhang et al., 1996b, 1997), however, mucosal immunization

reduced the recoverable EB titer from mouse lung by an additional 2 logs below the

recoverable titer from intramuscular DNA vaccination (zhang et al., 1996a). These

experiments highlight the importance of inciting MoMp mucosal immune responses for

protection again st C. I rac hom atis.
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g) Portrayal ofpathogenic epitopes by vaccine candidate antigens

The ideal vaccine should accurately portray the protective epitopes. Indeed, the

lack of ir¡ vivo protection seen with most unsuccessful MoMp subunit vaccines, despite

some in vitro assurances of immunogenicity such as whole EB reactivity (Murdin et

a1,1993; zhong et al., 1994a) or neutralization of infectivity in cell culture (Murdin et al.,

1993; zhong er. al., 1994a), do not indicate whether the vaccine induces an authentic

anti-MoMP host response. In fact, the absence ofprotection argues that the subset ofhost

defences that are aroused by these vaccine are either inappropriate, weak, and / or

overlap poorly with defenses that are raised against native MOMP.

Methods are needed that can identifu correlates ofprotective immune responses to

pathogens for which vaccines are diffìcult to derive. A deeper understanding ofthe

MoMP antibody response may herp to guide (by comparison) the design of vaccines

intended to biologically portray the pathogen. As this thesis deals with the potential use

of antibody gene expression as a measure of the host response to MOMp epitopes, a

brief review of B cells and immunoglobulin genes are necessary.
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1.3.3. B Lymphocytes

The theory of clonal selection was first developed by Sir McFarlane Burnet

(1959). He envisaged that a genetic randomization, ofan initial comrnon specifrcity,

might create a large population ofcells each expressing a distinct antibody specificity.

This is essentially what happens in chicken immune diversification, however, in humans

and mice B cells express distinct antibody specificities from the begiruring (Rajewsky,

1996). Since this time it has been shown repeatedly that antigen does indeed select for

survival and proliferation of antigen specific lymphocytes to proliferate and differentiate

out ofa diverse background ofcells (Fish et al., 1991). By having the ability to

somatically develop a diverse pool ofantigen receptors on lymphocytes the host can

combat organisms with life cycles and mutation rates many times faster than itself, at the

single cell level. clonal selection ofB cells results in affinity maturation ofthe antibody

response which along with immune memory comprises the basis of vaccination. The

variable region gene repertoire is somatically assembled into functional antibody

molecules and B cells are activated or anergized depending on their B cell receptor

specificity. Activation leads to proliferation and differentiation ofB cells from which

antigen selects winner populations with the highest relative affìnity (vora and Manser,

1996) , in the context ofsecondary signal from helper T cells for T dependent responses.

T dependent immune responses are the most efficient at inducing immune memory. In

this fashion a diverse assortment ofantibody binding domains are created and produced

as distinct effector isotypes in order to ensure survival of the the host species.
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a) The Antigen Binding Domains

The complete antibody molecule (lgG) is a heterodimeric glycoprotein made up

of light and heavy chain polypeptides (Butler, 1987). The N+erminal variable domain of

each chain is sequence variable and is responsible for antigen binding specificity and

affinity. The c-terminal domain, or constant regions are highly conserved and encode

effector functions such as complement activation or Fc receptor binding. class switching

occurs via DNA recombination events, whereas membrane versus secreted forms of

immunoglobulins are controlled via altemative splicing of the same RNA transcripts

(Max, 1993). Maximal disparity in amino acid sequences was found to be localized in

th¡ee distinct " hypervariable " domains or complementary determining regions (cDfu)

interspersed by relatively conserved framework regions (Max, 1993). These were

predicted to be the sites ofantigen contact and the dir.ersity contained in these regions

was thought to contribute to antigen specificity (wu and Kabar, 1970). This has been

supported by the more recent elucidation ofthe crystal structures ofseveral antigen-

antibody complexes, for both carbohydrate and protein antigens. The predicted critical

contact points are found in the cDR regions (Mariuzza, et al., 19g7; stanfield et al.,

1990). changes in the amino acid residues in cDR3 ofthe heavy chain directly affect the

affinity of the antibody for the antigen (parhami-seren er al., I 9g9). The cDR3 of rhe

heavy chain (H3) contains the highest level ofgenetic (Tonegawa. l9g3) and structural

diversity (chothia et al., 1989) of all six cDRs consistent with proposed dominant ¡ole

ofH3 for conferring antibody specificity (stanfield er al., 1993). This diversiry is

reflected by the inability ofcomputer modelling programs to accurately predict canonical
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structures for VH-CDR3 (Chothia et al., 1989). There are however, some exceptions to

this whereby the light chain may be more important for binding to a particular antigen, or

other CDRs of the heavy chain. For example the V¡1- CDR1 region has been elegantly

shown to be the critical contact domain for a haptenic antigen using oligonucleotide

directed mutagenesis and recombinant antibody expression systems in vitro (Sompuram,

et al., I 996). The fact that diffe¡ent cDR regions can be critical for binding to different

antigens supports the multispecificity theory on antibody diversity, whereby a single

antibody may be able to engage distinct antigens using alternative binding formats (Van

Regenmortel, 1998). This contributes an as ofyet unknown level of antigen binding

diversity to the already diverse Ig repertoire. This suggests that structural commonalities

found within this veritable sea of immunoglobulin molecules is significant.

b) The B cell Repertoi,'e

B cells produce antibodies, which are soluble ligands important for the binding

and removal ofpathogenic microorganisms and their products as well and other

environmental antigens. There are multiple classes ofantibodies that have different

effecfor functions associated with the c-terminal constant region domains. The seemingly

infinite number of unique N-terminal antigen binding domains is not mirrored in the

numbers of available B cells in a host (coutinho, 1993). At any one time, only a portion

ofthe total B cell repertoire is available to engage a pathogen. Thus it is commonly

accepted that developmentally programmed rearrangements of antibody v-gene segments

predispose the immune system with antibodies to pathogens (sollazzo et al., l9g9). The

fact that there is biased expression of only a portion of the total antibody repertoire at all
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stages of development, as well as the recunent usage ofparticular antibody genes in a

species to target some epitopes on pathogens (Cassadeval et aL., 1997), in some cases

without the need for affinity maturation (Roost et al., 1995) would seem to support this.

B cell ontogeny occurs in a specific order. During the pre-B cell stage, in the bone

ma¡row, the immunoglobulin genes undergo an ordered rearrangement which ultimately

results in the display of membrane bound forms of antibody called the BcR (B cell

receptor). In vivo, the heavy (H) chain is usually rearranged before any light chain (Alt et

al.,1984). The first DNA reanangement occurs between the D¡1 and J¡1 elements, and the

resulting D¡1J¡.¡ element is then joined to a VH element to form the VnDsJs segment,

which, if in frame, will encode the variable domain of a heavy chain (yu et al.,l99g). The

inten'ening DNA, between these elements, is looped out and lost to that B cell. Aberrant,

non-productive rearrangement leads to D-Js reanangement on the other allele (on the

other ch¡omosome). Next, a vk rearranges next to a Jk. Again if this is abeuant the other

allele initiates rearrangement. Ifno Kappa alllele is produced the same begins at the

lambda locus. successful recombination ofboth a heavy and light chain gene is required

for the expression of antibody on the cell surface. Although all v genes carry an upstream

promoter, only one vH and one vk is succesfully expressed in a given B cell at one time

(Alt et al., 1987). This is termed allelic exclusion (Adams, 1980; Colecough, 19g3) and

forms the basis of the clonal selection theory. Only the promoter of the assembled V

genes are actively used to produce functional transcripts.
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L3.4. The Immunoglobulin Genes

How does the host create antibodies to bind to every potential antigen it may

encounter over it's lifetime? This fundamental question was answered for the most part

by Tonegawa (1983). It is counter-intuitive to imagine that an antibody gene exists for

every possible epitope as there would be more antibody gene DNA then there is total

DNA in the human genome. However, the host immune system dears with this problem

creating a diverse and huge potential repertoire by combinatorial assembly ofgene

minicassettes that encode antigen binding domains ofB and T cell receptors.

The ability to produce VDJ region recombination is highly evorutionarily

conserved among all jawed vertebrates (Thompson et al., 1995). It is mediated by

recombinases that act in a tissue and ce line specific manner. T cell receptor genes and

not B cell receptor genes are only rearranged in T cells, and vice cersa. The recombinase

system probably arose from invasion ofthe ancest¡al host genome with a pathogen

derived transposon (spanopolou et ar., 1996) that became inserted into a host gene that

encodes a host surface receptor involved in self/non-serf recognition (Thompson, r 995).

This is thought to have precipitated rapid evorution in T and B cell receptors, via gene

duplications from an ancestrat gene (ohno, 1970). This is theorized to have given rise to

the large multigene famiries that we observe toda¡,. Thus, despite the generar similarities

in the immune repertoire of most verteb¡ates, divergent evolution ofthe receptors and

their ch¡omosomal location continues (du pasquier, 1994; Thompson, 1995, and

refe¡ences therein). Differences in the other additonal mechanisms ofgenetic

diversification, such as somatic hypermutation further differentiate the species,
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The repertoire of immunoglobulins is heterogeneous in all species (du pasquier,

1993) and can vary between members of the same species (see below). While the

elements involved in the bu d up and assembly of immunogrobulin genes are highry

conserved, the actual number and location of the genes differ from species to species (du

Pasquier, 1993). The assembly process for expression ofV-gene segments creates

somatic changes in all species.

1. 3. 5. Pathogen-Host Coevolution II

Contrary to some dogma in immunogenetics (Weiss, 1993), natural selection may

influence the expansion of host antibody alleles. Despite evidence to suggest that alleric

þuriffing) selection seems to have been weak or absent for the immunoglobulin locus

(Goj obori and Nei, I 984), as well as conceptual diffìculties for the soma to germline

feedback loop (steele et al., r995), there may be aüeric selection for some specific

variable region alleles (weiss, 1993; steele et al.,1995). In particular, virulent pathogens

that exert stringent and immediate selection may favor survival of individuals who are

resistant' In this situation, individuals whose antibody molecules are inierently focused

non-protective epitopes would clearly not thrive. Altematively, individuals whose

immune repertoire frequentry includes antibodies to protective epitopes would have a

selective advantage. The natural expression ofantibodies to common childhood

pathogens, early on in life, and the tendency for "early" protective antibodies to be

encoded by germline (unmutated) V-genes (Ben-Aissa-Fennira, et al. 1 99g) or of some

antibodies to apparenty not require affinity maturation (Kalinke er al., 1997) supports the
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notion ofpathogen-host coevolution ofthe antibody repertoire. Indeed, a careful

examination of the sequences of PCR isolated germline V-gene segments (David et al.,

1992) reveals the presence of Wu and Kabat-like variablility in germline V-genes CDRs

(Steele et al., 1993; Walter et al.,1995). This suggests that global selection for diversity

ofthe antibody repertoire may not entirely be the case (Hood et aI.,1975). In fact, the data

strongly suggest that each germline V segment has been subjected to powerful antigenic

selection pressure (Steele et aI.,1995), This supports the notion that germline V elements

have been directly ligand selected during evolution in direct proportion to the

predictability ofvarious bacte¡ial antigens, and senescent host components (Steele, 1979;

Langman and Coh¡, 1993), In addition to this, most peripheral B cells in mice appear to

have been ligand selected (Gu et a1.,1998) and some B cells naturally undergo somatic

mutations and entry into the memory B cell compartment without overt immunization

(Schittek and Rajewsky, 1992). This suggests that a programmed somatic diversification

of immunoglobulin genes may take place, perhaps to ensure the production in a of

protective V-genes. It has been suggested that environmental or selfantigens may guide

early repertoire development (Gu et al., 1998).

A direct test of this hypothesis is to sequence the immunoglobulin genes used to

target the an epitope of a common pathogen. This has been acheived through molecular

analysis of single separated epitope specific B cells (Jena et a1.,1996) and through the

ar.ralysis of epitope specifìc immortalized B cell hybridomas (Berek et al., 1984; Kalinke

et al., 1997). This can determine if some alleles are used significantly more fiequently

than others, o¡ more than their frequency in the general population (Weis, 1993). Given
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the multispecific nature of V-gene paratopes, it is concievable that immunoglobulins

capable of providing immediate protection to the host from more than one pathogen

would be selected. Survival from intial exposure would allow fine tuning of afhnity

through the maturation processes. Pattemed usage of immunoglobulin genes further

suggests purifying selection,

L3.6. The Control of B Cell Responses Neccesitates Repertoir.e Skewing

By combinatorial assembly of V-genes in individual lymphocytes, the host

immune system maximizes germline diversity. This feature allows for the most effrcient

storage of many antigen binding domains (the complementary determining regions) held

together by relatively conserved scaffolds (the framework regions). This potentially

enables the host to generate protective antibody assemblages new and to historically

common pathogens. In mice the genes encoding the heavy chain and the kappa light

chain (which accounts for more than 90o/o ofall expressed light chains in the mouse) ar.e

found on ch¡omosomes 12 and 6 respectively. There is considerable polymorphism ofthe

V-genes and the numbers ofgenes between individuals This type ofdiversity

necessitates some form of control to prevent harmful anti-self antibody responses fiom

occuring. Most of this control is probably due to clonal deletion of selfreactive

specificities early-on in B cell ontogeny (Nossal et aI., 1994) in the bone mar¡ow via

apoptosis (Fang et al., 1998). This contributes to the underrepresentation ofcertain

antibody genes in the periphery ofboth mouse and human (Decker et al., 1995; ten

Boekel et al,, 1997). However, this represents only one ofseveral factors which bias the
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expressed antibody repertoire (see below). When deleterious B cells arise in the

periphery, they now appear to be salvaged though receptor editing, a process whereby a

new upstream heavy chain V-gene is recombined proximal to the DJ region and

expressed (Faruring et al., 1998). It remains to be seen ifreceptor editing creates the pool

of naturally occuring somatically mutared memory B cells (Schittek and Rajewsky,

1992). Peripheral B cells that continue to produce anti-self specificities face apoptosis

(Lebecque et aL,1997) or are anergized (rurned "off') (Fang et al., 1998). This may also

create holes in the antibody repertoire may in part explain the requirement for

maintaining a vast germline and combinatorial diversity. Loss of other antibody

specificites may be partially made up for through the aditional mechanisms of

multispecificity, altemative heavy and light chain parinings, and somatic mutations. Key

to this control system is the helper T cell which regulates the proliferation ofT cell

dependent B cell responses through T cell receptor- MHC interaction.

1.3.7. The Germline Repertoire and V Gene Allelic Polymorphism

The¡e are a large number ofantibody V-genes that contribute to the antibody

repertoire. Whether the usage ofgenes is a stochastic process or is developmentally

regulated is still controversia[. Most recent data is in favor of an antibody repertoire that

is biased at al stages by skerved expression of particular V-genes.

In the newborn mouse the repertoire is rest¡icted by the absence of N-region

diversihcation and the preferential recombination of certain v-gene elements (Rajewsky,

1996). Variation in germline VH-genes directly effects the diversity of the antibody
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repertoire' and may profoundly effect patterns ofvH gene utilization (Milner et al., 1995).

There is allelic polymorphism of individual minicassettes found in the mouse and

human immunoglobulin locus. Germline V-gene polymorphisms in humans and mice

can be attributed to differences in nucleotide sequences between allelic vH genes ( Berek

et al., 1997; Ulrich et al., 1997), D sequences, and JH segments (Solin and Kaartinen,

1992;Mattila et al,, 1995) as well as differences in the number of V-genes (Blankenstein

etal.,1987; Adderson et al., 1993; Milner et al., 1995). Indeed, some genes are unique to

individuals which suggests that the antibody gene repertoire is in constant flux (Juul et

al., 1998), and in this regard resembles the HLA locus (Manila er al., 1995). Additional

differences in restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLp) pattems have been

found in ethnic groups (sasso et al., I 995) who were at one time geographically isolated.

over evolutionary time these vs-gene Ioci have undergone enormous selection and

diversifrcation by virtue ofexposure and coevolution with infectious pathogens. it is

possible that certain allelic variants in the v locus, for example, have particularly high

binding affinity for the antigen. Individuals with such a variant allele could in principle

be more efficient at recognizing the antigen and in provinding protection against disease

(Weiss, 1993). Zinkernagel recently presented data showing the presence ofB cells

producing high-affinity, germline encoded protective antibodies to a cytopathic virus in

mice, without the need for affinity rnaturation (Roost et aL, 1995; Kalinke et al., 1996).

The antibodies found early and late in the immune response to an epitope in the vsV

glycoprotein have the same affinity. The early antibodies, produced on day 4 post-

infection, are encoded by germline variable region gene assemblages. Furthermore,
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optimal antibody mediated protection against streptococcus pheumoniae is provided by

germline anti-phosphorylcholine antibodies (claflin and Berry, 1988). collectively, this

observations suggest that affinity maturation is not always necessary fo¡ immune

protection and that there has been selection for protective genes for survivaVresistance to

common pathogens. Alternatively, the immune repertoire may be vast enough that these

high affinity receptors may have been created by chance. However, evidence exists to

support the former. we might logically expect that if there has been selection for

protective V-gene alleles, than V-gene polymorphism should be associated rvith

differential resistance to a pathogen. Indeed, vH-gene polymorphism has been conelated

with altered disease susceptibility in humans (Feeney et al., 1996). some pathogens elicit

genetically restricted antibody responses to their protective epitopes, and these systems

are model for studying the effects of v-gene polymorphisms. For example VH3 alleles

and vkA2 in humans are critical for encoding pro tecrive Hemophihts influenzae type B

capsular-polysaccharide antibodies to the native organism and to vaccine preparations

(Adderson et al., 1991 ; Silverman and Lucas, 1991 ; Canoll et al., 1992; Nervkirk and

Rioux, 1995). The aboriginals of North America, in general, have a much higher

incidence of H. influenzae type b infection (siber et al., 1990). upon examination, a

defective vk A2 allele was found in aboriginals and may play a role in inc¡eased

susceptibility of aboriginals to H. influenza disease (Feeney et al., 1996). Moreover, ll
influenzae type b conjugate vaccines have poor effrcacy in aboriginars (ward et ar., I 990;

Siber et al., 1990). Similarly, in animal models, the presence of particular V-gene

segments in one murine strain mouse strain associated with reduced susceptibility to
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disease by H. influenzae. (Adderson et al., 1993). These repertoire differences likely

arose as a result ofevolutionary selection pressure (Klinman and Linton, 1988), perhaps

in relation to geographical isolation. The significance of individual V-gene differences is

not yet clear. Thus V-gene polymorphism impacts upon the antibody repertoire and

represents one ofthe underlying genetic reasons for differential susceptibility to some

pathogens (Paige and Wu, 1989). Collectively, these observations help to explain the

high incidence of H. influenzae type b infection some human populations and support the

notion that individal V-genes may have undergone selective evolution due to microbial

burden.

The heavy chain immunoglobulin locus in the most diverse. In the mouse, there

are approximately 60-1000 VH genes (Brodeur and Riblet, 1984), 14 D¡1 (Kurosawa and

Tonegawa, 1982), and 5 J¡1 (Gough and Bemard, 1981) genes that are found in the

antibody locus on chromosome 12. These genes have been loosely organized into 15

families based upon sequence relatedness (frgure 3). Members of a family have at least

80% homology and ususally no less that 70% homology. V-genes that do not meet at

least 60% homology with a known family are termed miscellaneous.

There are about 140 murine kappa chain V-genes located on chromosome 6

(Kirschbaum et al., 1996). These can be organized into approximately 20 Vk gene

families depending on the classihcation scheme r¡sed. The Vk genes show degrees of

relatedness that are more like incremental distinctions rather than discrete steps (Max,

1993).
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The murine V-genes are in general more clustered and less interdigitated than the

V-genes in humans. While there are differences between murine and human V-gene

organization, there are individual V-genes that appear to pre-date the rodent-primate

species divergence (Max, 1993). While the human immunoglobuin gene locus has been

sequenced in its entirety, the mouse counterparts remain a black box. However, deletional

mapping (Mainville et aI.,1996) and YAC (yeast artificial chromosome) positional

cloning (Kirschbaum et al,. 1996) has provided some knowledge of gene order for the

heary chain and kappa light chain loci respectively (figures 3 and 4, respectively).
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Legend for Figure 3 (facing page): A schematic map of showing the relative locations of the
known murine VH gene families. Positions were identified based on deletional
mapping studies (modified from Mainville et al., 1996). The individual VH families
have a clustered organization although there is interspersion between some adjacent
families. Thus far in the mouse there have been 15 different VH gene families identified
on ch¡omosome 12.The relative location of the D H (Kurosawa and Tonegawa,
1982; Atkinson et al., 1994;' Paul, 1993) and J H regions (Gough and Bernard, 1981;
Atkinson etal.,1994; Paul, 1993) region locations are from several published sources .

Theproposed number of D H segments are sho\{ì in brackets (Atkinson et al., 1994).
The symbol JHê represents a known pseudogene (Gough and Bemard, 19S 1). VH
family nomenclature has been adapted from Diidrop, 1986 and the Kabat data base at the
National Institutes for Health in the United States.
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1.3.8. Developntental Expression and pre-immune Repertoit e Bias

There is a non-random, pre-immune expression ofV genes. The usage of

individual V-gene families has been assessed in a number ofways. For example, the

amount of V-gene family specific RNA found in total fetal liver and spleen during

development has been measured (Paige and wu, 1989). strikingly, the most JH-proximal

VH families, namely VH5 and VH2, are the most frequently used early in B cell

development, in several mouse strains including BALB/c (yancopolous et al.,l9g4; Reth

et al., 1986; Alt et al., 1987; Jeong and Teale, 1989; Malyrur et al., 1990). This was

suggested to be the result ofpreferential rearrangement of the 3'located V-gene families

(Freitas et al., 1990; Malynn et al,, I 990).

Transcription is intimately involved with V-gene usage. Several mechanisms

contribute to the bias in the "newly-generated" repertoire (Kofler et aL,1992), as it exists

prior to antigen selective forces. V-gene usage in the newly generated repefoire depends

on whether V-gene selection by the recombinase enzymes RAG-I and RAG-2 (schatz et

al., 1989; Oetiger et al., 1990, respectively), the enzyme complex that mediates V_gene

rarrangement, is a random process. Recombination.of a given V-gene site is always

preceeded by the production of sterile transcripts for v gene recombination and for class

switch recombination. Furthermore, there are cell specifìc differences in local ch¡omatin

structure (stanhope-Baker, er al., 1996). whether transcription is necessary for allowing

the RAG enzymes to access the DNA , or a side effect of improved access to the

chromosome is not clear. The fact that biases exist in the expressed antibody repertoire,

and that V-gene transuiptional promoters and recombination signals have varying
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strength (Bemark et al.,1998; Fitzsimmons et al., 1998; and Yu et al., 1998, respectively),

between even closely related genes, supports V-gene recombination as being a

developmentally regulated process. There are also cis-acting strain-dependent

differences in the utilization of certain V gene elements. For example, mouse DH gene

segment DFL 16. 1 is strain dependent and under-represented in BALB/o pre-B cell

repertoire compared to C57BL/6 (Atkinson et al., 1994). Thus the antibody repertoire is

encoded by polymorphic germline V¡1 -genes and the expression of these genes are

further skewed by biased developmental expression systems,

1. j.9. Assembly of the minigene elements creates Junctional Diversity

Additional diversity is generated during the physicaljoining of the minicassettes

through several ways. Junctional diversity (Tonegawa et al., 1983), is incurred through

the imprecise joining ofV, D, and J regions Examples ofprecise joins are rarely observed

but it is not known if this is the resuit of imprecise joining per se or the effects of other

changes like somatic mutâtions. The developmentally regulated expression of terminal

deoxynucleotide transferase (TdT) is limited to the pre-B cell and is responsible for the

addition of small stretches ofnew nucleotides (N-region addition) (Alt et al., 1984;

Rajewsky, 1996), Small di- and tri- nucleotide inversions have also been observed at the

junction ofthejoining and have been termed P region divesifrcation (Sanz, 1991;

Rajewsky, 1996). The sequences that arise from junctional diversity are nor found in the

un-rearranged copies ofthe same alleles. The possibility remains that they could be

templated by very short regions ofhomologous DNA via some as ofyet unknown gene
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conversion like method, as they are too short for use as meaningful probes. All ofthese

changes can lead to different translation products. CDR3 of the VH (H3) , which is

encoded by the v¡1-D¡¡-J¡l join, has the most genetic and functional diversity. It has the

most variation in size as well which precludes meaningful structural prediction studies

(chothia et al.,) . This is consistent with the H3 having the most intimate antigen contacts

of all the cDRs (Mariuzza et al., 1987). Many examples exist in the literature ì¡/here

precisely the same junctional diversity has arisen in unique monoclonal antibodies

selected to the same epitope, even among individual animals. Mechanisms that may

contribute to the recunence ofparticular junctional sequences have been proposed

(Wysocki et al, I986; Manser, 1990).

L4.0. The antibody response

In mice, the available B cell repertoire consists ofabout 5 X 107 cells. B cells

initially display receptors of the IgM constant ¡egion class and go on to coincidentally

express IgD class receptors on the cell surface which importantly carry the same

reananged variable region on the N-terminii (Radbruch et al., 19g6). More than tluee

quarters of the available repertoire are dual IgM*IgD* mature B cells which are the main

source ofB cells involved in primary antibody responses (Rajewsky et al., 1996). other

lineages make up the remaining population including long lived pools ofrecirculating

memory B cells, B-1 cells, and possibly other as ofyet unknown lineages. The V-region

genes ofthe pre-immune B cell population are largely unmutated. The mature B cell

responds to antigen, in the appropriate setting, by differentiating and proliferating to
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become antibody producing cells (blasts) and/or memory B cells (DeFranco, 1993).

Blasts can be found in various locations including the the bone marrow i¡ humans and

maroow a¡d spleens in mice (Slifka et al., 1998) and are responsible for the production

of circulating antibody,

B cell blasts are responsible for antibody production. After specifrc antigen

encounter and receiving the appropriate second signals ftom T cells (in a T dependent

antibody response) some B cells develop into blasts. The blasts account for the majority

ofcirculating antibody produced in an immune response (Ahmed and Gra¡, 1996). The B

cell changes its morphology dramatically in order to facillitate the massive production of

secreted immunoglobulin. The cell volume increases several fold to accomodate the

greatly enlarged endoplasmic reticulum and nucleus to accomodate the massive

upregulation in immunoglobulin protein and gene expression via upregulation of the

translation and transcription of antibody molecules respectively (yuan and Tucker,

1984). Memory B cells on the other hand may also home to the manow and periodically

cycle through the periphery for surveillance purposes. Memory B cells are responsible for

the production of secondary antibody responses which are functionally important in

immunization.
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1.4.1 Bias in the secondary (available) antibody repertoíre

The primary repertoire is altered through selection and somatic variation to form

the secondary antibody repertoire. clonal selection ensures that despite preexisting bias

high affinity B cells can be expanded to to deal with the diverse epitopes found on

pathogens. In the adult mouse there appeared to be a roughly stoichiometric relationship

betwee' expression and the size of a given vH gene family (Dildrop et al., 19g5;paige

and Wu, 1 986; Rajewsþ ef aL, l9B7; Yancopolous et al., i 9gg) .Thus biased expression

of v-gene families, found early in B cell development, appears to decline as mice mature

(Marshall et aI.,1996). In contrast, a recent detailed analysis ofthe v-gene repertoire in

purified human pre-B, immature B cells from bone marrow, and mature B cells from the

periphery revealed that there is biased expression at all stages (Kraj et al., 1997). cellular

selection may also play a role in the prevalance of individualB cells (Gu et al., I 991).

Furthermore, biased expression ofthe individual v-genes for given families was

observed in the IgM+ IgD+ B cell subset. It was concluded that biased expression of

individual members of v-gene families could create the global perception of random v-
gene usage in the other studies, wherein the expression ofindividual family members

were not examined (Gu et at., 1991). Therefore it appears that developmental and

regulatory bias may create the over-representation of certain genes in the early stages of

B cell diversification, whereas ligand mediated clonal selection may be responsible for

the bias observed in mature B cells (Gu et al., l99l).
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The pattems of immunoglobulin VH gene expression reflect the diversity a host,s

available immunoglobulin repertoire (David et al., 1996). There is a huge amount of B

cell death that occurs through the loss ofcells with non-functional light and heavy chain

pairings, tolerogenic mechanisms, antigen mediated expansion and apopotosis of B cells

that fail to be immunologically selected in germinal centers (Lebecque et al., 1997).

clearly this contributes to the bias seen at later stages. Given that the mouse turns over

about 5 X 107 B cells every day (Osmond, 1986), the B cell compartment is probably

renewed several times a week (Pauge and Wu, 1989). Some V gene combinations

are frequently created. Despite the high turnover in the B cell compartment, the pattems

of expression are stable over time (Kohsaka et al., I 996). The extent to which the

repertoire turned-over is unclear, as are the mechanisms that act to maintain individual

specificites. However, the stability ma.v bedue in part to the existence of long-living B

cell populations ( Ahmed and Gray, 1996; Slifka et al., 1998) as well as frequent re-

creation ofidentical heavy and light chain Ig rearrangements in newly released B cells

(Seidl et al.,1997).

1.4.2. Afinity maturation and antigen selection

Antibodies with increased affinity for the target antigen emerge in secondary

response (Eisen and Siskind, l96a). Affìnity improvements in antibody molecules relies

upon two mechanisms (Andersson et al.. 1998). The first molecular, that involves the

targetted introduction of somatic mutations into rearranged immunoglobulin genes. The

second is cellular and invlolves clonal expansion ofB cells expressing surface
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immunoglobulin ofhigher affinity for the cognate antigen compared to their precursors.

In the early stages of a primary immune response mainly low avidity antibodies are

produced. somatic hypermutation of v region germline genes and preferential selection

ofhigh-affinity B cells by antigen, especially declining antigen concentrations, leads to

an increase in the overall average avidity of specifrc antibodies for most antigens. The

mechanisms responsible for this increased aff,rnity are discussed below.

Clonal selection is highly stringent and dominant B cell specificities emerge.

Despite the complexity ofantigens such as whole bacterium, antibody responses are

focussed to relatively few immunodominant epitopes. Many B cells of diverse genetic

makeup engage an antigen early on in a primary response (Kelsoe et al., l9g9; Kelsoe,

1991). However, when the level of antigen declines affinity maturation occurs in

germinal centers, Follicular dendritic cells present antigen in an unprocessed fonn on

their cell surface and B cells compete for antigen binding. B cells are selected into the

antibody secreting plasmablast pathwal, on the one hand and in to the germinal centre

pathway on the other (McHeyzer-williams et al., 1993). Elegant studies have been done

using single cell molecular analysis and have directly assessed the mutational status of

cells from both ofthese pathways. Somatic mutations being around 7 days following

antigen exposure and is most extensive in the germinal centre (Kelsoe et al., 1991;

McHeyzer-Williams et al., 1993), B cells bearing receptors with the best fitness for

antigen binding recieve second signals from nearby helper T cells to prevent apoptosis

prior to undergoing somatic mutation (see repertoire drift below) (Lebecque et aL 1997).

Clearly, these selective processes can result in a biased expression in V genes used in
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epitope specific antibody responses. Both somatic hypermutation of V genes (repefoire

drift) and the use ofnew v genes (repertoire shift) contribute to affinity maturation of

immune responses (Berek and Milstein, 1987).

a) Repertoire Drift

Somatic hypermutation is the mutational change in the DNA sequence of

immunoglobulin variable region genes observed after stimulation by antigen(wagner and

Neuberger, 1996). It is a T cell dependent reaction (Manser, 1987) and occurs mainly

within the germinal center (Jacob et al., 1991). The antigen present onthe folicular

dendritic cells generally selects for clones incurring mutations which improve affinity for

antigen. These centrocytes recieve anti-apoptotic second signals and enter the long lived

population (Lebecque et al., 1997). Hybridoma studies have shown that somatic

hypermutation significantly expands the antibody repertoire (Kim et al., 19gl; Gearhart

and Bogenhagen, 1983; Griffiths et al., 1984; Manser et al., 19g5; Clarke et al., 19g5 ).

somatic hypermutation occurs in a stepwise fashion corresponding to the stepwise

affinity maturation (Wysocki etal., I986;Sharon et al., 1989; Rajewsky , 1996) and is

localized to the cDRs (antigen contact domains) regions. It is still not entirely clear

whether mutations are site specific and directed specifically to the cDR regions or if they

are intially random, and incurred throughout the variable regions, and those B cells

selected for survival by improved mutations that are found in the cDRs (wagner et al.,

1995). However it has been shown that the cDR sequences ofhuman gerrnline V-genes

are encoded by codons which are more susceptible to replacement mutation than a

random sequence (Chang and Casali, 1995). Consistent with this the codons of
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framework regions utilize codons that are less susceptible to replacement mutation.

Furthermore, modiSing the sequence of an immunoglobulin passenger transgene altered

the resulting pattern of hypermutation (Goyenechea and Milstein, 1996). Thus affinity

maturation may involve the incorporation of point mutations to mutation-prone hot-spots

found in the CDR regions.

Heavy chain constant region class switching associates a particular antigen-

binding specifrcity, the V-domain, with a series of different effector functions encoded by

the various CH regions (Davis et al., 1980). Somatic hypermutation occurs independent

ofclass switch (Griff,rth et al., 1984; Rudikoff et al., 1984; Sieskevitz et al., 1987) and

can be observed in un-switched mRNA of the igM class in humans (Insel et al., 1994).

Class switch begins to take place between 7- 10 days post immunization, but may be

effected by adj uvants (Griffiths et al., 1984). De novo somatic hypermutations may

beseen as early as 5 days but are diffrcult to distinguish from pre-existing mutations

(Schittek and Rajewsþ, 1992) without comprehensive evaluation of V-gene status pre

and post antigen exposure. Somatic mutation appears to co-opt mis-match repair to

instruct correction ofthe parental sequence to match the mutated one (Cascalho et al.,

1998). The mechanism is still not entirely clear but may involve transcriptional apparatus

(Tumas-Brundage and Manser, 1997). All types ofchanges are observed including

additions, deletions, and substitutions (Wagner and Neuberger, I 996). The encoded

amino acid alterations that result from somatic mutational mechanisms can lead to

increases or decreases ofantibody afiìnity (Griffiths et al., 1984; Manser et al.,

1985;Claflin et al., I 987); as well as changes in antigen specificity (Rudikoff, et al., 1982;
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Diamond and Scharff, 1984; Clarke et al., 1985). Initial evidence to supoort the

occcurence of somatic hypermutation in germinal centers was obtained by PCR

amplification and sequencing V genes from populations ofpurif,red germinal center cells

(Berek et aI.,1991) or from histological sections (Jacob et al., 199i) suggesting that

clonal expansion and stepwise selection ofbeneficial mutations was indeed occuring.

Unfortunately, it has not yet been shown yet that the B cells examined were actualiy

clonal. However, germinal center reactions are founded by only a few (1-3) responding

cells that mature in an autonomous fashion (Vora and Mans er, 1997). Somatic

hypermutation and antigen selection complements germline andjunctional diversity, by

further altering the structure of the expressed V gene repertoire (Walter et al., 1995). In

some cases however the identical somatic mutations have been identified in individual B

cell clones ab\nd have been associated with increased affinity (Sharon et al., 1989). This

supports the role ofaffinity for antigen for positive selection of B cells in the process of

affinity maturation.

b) Reperroire Shifi

In addition to the somatic drift observed in affinity matured V gene sequences,

new V-gene assemblages emerge over time in epitope-specifrc antibody responses to

haptens (Griffiths et al., i 984;Berek et al., 1985; Berek et al., l9B7 Berek and Milsrein,

1987) and to pathogenic epitopes (Kalinke et al., 1996). The term "repertoire shift" has

been defined as the phenomenon observered where the V-gene repertoire against an

antigen changes with repeated immunizations (Andersson et aL, 1995). For example the

immune response to the VSV glycoprotein has been well characterized with respecf to V-
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gene usage during aÍïinity maturation (Kalinke er. aL, 1996). Here the dominating V¡1

and Vk genes ofthe primary antibody response, a VmandaVk-19-28 alleles

respectively, are exchanged to other V-genes in secondary and tertiary immune response.

All the new V-genes have somatic mutations and bind to antigen with a high affinity

(Roost et al.,1995; Kalinke et al., 1996). While novel V gene specificities are continually

emerging in naive B cells as they exit the bone marrow, naive B cell responses are

repressed in the presence ofcirculating antibodies (Janeway and Travers, 1995). Receptor

editing was implicated as a potential mechanism of increasing the expressed antibody

diversity years ago (Alt., 1986; Kleinfeld et al., i986; Reth et al., 1986) . While it is

currently unclear how new V-gene combinations arise in the presence ofhigh titre

antibody responses they do nevertheless arise (Kalinke et al., 1996). Receptor editing

(Radic and Zouali,1996; Fanning et al., 1998), could conceivably play a role in the

recycling of low affinity or deleterious B cells already previously stimulated by antigen.

Receptor editing can generate novel antibody gene assemblages and generate new

specificities. This takes place in a distinct subset of mature B cells, that may not be

susceptible to Fc receptor induced repression. Because the intervening DNA is lost upon

rearrangement, receptor editing can only swap for v-genes that remain upstream in the

DNA. This may in part explain the early biased expression of 3,V-genes in some

antipathogen responses as this leaves most ofthe upstream diversity intact should the B

cell require recycling. Affinity maturation of the immune response ensures that high

affinity antibody is produced to immunodominant epitopes. B cell memory maintains

these antibody specificities for future encounters,
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1.4.3. The Memory pool

Antigen speciflc B cells are selected into the memory B cell pooi by antigen on

the basis of aftinity (Vora and Manser, 1997). This may also occur in the germinal center

the site of somatic hypermutation. Little is known about lymphocyte memory pools and

much remains to be elucidated. For instance, why do some antigens instill lifelong

memory and protection, while others require frequent boosting? It is for this reason that

the kinetics of memory responses must be examined for each antigen. It is known

however that memory B cells have several unique properties (Ahmed and Gray, i996):

They have usually undergone class-switch and produce antibodies ofisotypes other than

IgM and no longer express surface IgD; Memory B cells are far more reactive and may

require less T cell help. The BcR on the B cell acts to uptake and concentrate specific

antigen for processing and presentation T cells in a MHC restricted manner with high

eff,rciency in antigen experienced animals (Laruavechia, 1985); The antibody response

occurs for a much greater duration during a secondary response.

Memory B cells can respond to antigens in the presence ofcirculating antibody,

whe¡eas naive B cells caûrot. Memory B cells also express different cell surface markers

which may be used for analysis ofspecific B cell subsets. Blasts on the other hand are

surface Ig negative as all of the mRNA is alternatively spliced for secretion. Memory B

cell activation is responsible for the rapid induction and recall of antibody seen in

secondary responses to the same or cross-reacting antigen and are the basis of

vaccination. Thus B cells undergo selective expansion of expressing antibodies with
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improved affìnity produced by point mutational changes as well as the the expression of

alternative v-gene rearrangements. Memory responses ensure that the host is protected

against future encounters with the same pathogen.

1.4.4. Chlamydial Vaccines

a) Chlamydial subunit vaccine developtnent

Many attempts have been made to create a cl amydial vaccine based upon the

early success of whole EB trials. The presence ofthe pathological antigen required

scientists to consider methods of immunization with protective antigens alone. There

have been several attempts at genetic transformation either through physical means or

through bacteriophage mediated tranduction. unfortunately we are still awaiting the

generation ofa reliable procedure to create attenuated chlamydial organisms for use as a

vaccine. At the outset of this thesis work the most significant vaccine advances had been

made with minimal based vaccines either as synthetic antigens (su and caldwell,1992;

Zhong ef al., 1993; Qu et al., 1994), or in live replicating vectors such as recombinant

polio virus (Murdin er al., I993; 1995) or Salmonella (Hayeset al., 1991). The recent

successes of DNA based MOMP vaccines (zhang et aL, 1997) and the successful cloning

of potentially immunogenic whole recombinant MoMps (Koehler et al., 1992; Fan and

Stephens, 1997) merit comment.

The use of recombinant DNA technology to create recombinant MoMp has been

explored. The MOMP is an integral membrane protein and thus has been difficult to

generate and have it retain immunogenicity. Indeed, the fullJength MoMp was found to
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be toxic in many E coli hosts resulting in the creation of MOMP fragments (Toye et

a1.,i990) and MOMP-LamB fusion protein (Hayes et al., 1991). Subsequent attempts

have sucesfully cloned the full length MoMP from the guinea pig inclusion conjunctivitis

strain (GPIC) (Dascher et al., i993) and serovar B Manning and Stewart, 1993). In both

cases however the proteins were not translocated to the surface ofthe host cell,

suggesting that protein folding was inaccu¡ate and the constructs would be poorly

immunogenic. Another attempt by Koehler et al (1992) utilized a vector designed for the

overexpression of toxic products. Inducfion was indeed lethal, however, successful

translocation of the recombinant MOMP to the surface of the Ë. coll host was indicated

by MOMP mAb binding studies. Subsequent irnmunogenic analysis of rMOMp by Fan

and Stephens (1997) has shown that the rMOMP contains some of the conformational

and neutralizing epitopes that are found on the native molecule. This suggests that a

IMOMP protein may have value in subunit vaccination or in combination with other

components. unfortunately, most recombinant subunit vaccines do not trigger identical

immune responses compared to those elicited by the native antigen (Eisenstein and

Engleberg, 1986).

The use ofanti-idiotype vaccines for chlamydial disease have also been explored.

Brossay et al ( 1994) examined the immunogenicity of anti-idiotypic antibodies bearing

an internal image of the species conserved epitope,TTLNPTIA, in mice. Immunization
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with a polyclonal anti-idiotypic antibody preparation induced an antibody response

directed against the vD-4 peptide and neutralized in vitro infectivity ofEBs. There is

also some evidence to suggest that T cell responses can also be generated to idiotypic

vaccines in a number of experimental systems (Brossay et al., 1994). Similarly, anti-

idiotypes to linear epitopes ofviral pathogens has shown that an area ofsequence

homology can be observed between the V¡l chain ofthe anti-idiotypic antibody and the

protective determinant (Pride er. a1.,r992). one main advantage to idiotype vaccines is the

ability of the antibody paratopes to mimic the th¡ee-dimensional structure ofan epitope

(Fields et al.,1995). Nearly identical combining site residues were utilized by the anti-

idiotypic antibody and lysosyme, which it portrayed. Mimicry was confirmed by the

induction ofa lysosyme reactive antibody response by the anti-idiotypic antibody. This

suggests that anti-idiotypic vaccines may be designed to portray neutralizing

conformational epitopes ofpathogens. These vaccines provide a molecular structural

basis for the retainment of the intemal image and have potential as vaccines to induce

protective immunity against C trachomatis.

b) DNA Vaccines

Studies using DNA immunizatior/expression systems (Wolff et al., 1990; Tang et

al.,1992) have revealed that MOMP is the major protective surface antigen (zhang et al.,

I 996b). The omp 1 gene, but not the gene for chlamydial cytidine synthetase induced

pafial protective immunity from infection in mice (Zhang et al., 1996b). Indeed, either

intramuscular (Zhang et al., 1997) or mucosal (Zhang et aL, 1996a) immunization with
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ompl produces protection from reinfection from the MoPn strain of C. n.achomatis. At

the present time the DNA vaccne strategy represents the best candidate for a successful

vaccine against chlamydial infection.

1.4.5. Synthetic Peptides as Chlamydial Subunit Vaccines

Synthetic peptides have been considered as potential vaccine components for

some time (Sutcliffe et al., 1983; Arnon, 1991;Amon and Van Regenmorlel, lg92).

These vaccines contain a relatively small peptide or peptides which have been shown to

comprise epitopes ofthe organism that elicit a protective immune response (Arnon and

Van Regenmortel,1992). While it is difficult to imagine how antibody body binding

sites, which on average bury I 550 square angstroms of protein including mo¡e than 20

amino acid contacts (Chothia, 1997), could be accurately mimicked by a tiny synthetic

peptide, studies of peptide-antibody binding indicate that only six or seven amino acides

are suflrcient for binding to occur (Geysen et al., 1984, Getzoff et al., 19gg). peptides can

be immunogenic and in some cases the antibodies they raise neutralize the infectivity of

microbes in in vitro assays (Emini et al., 1983). Indeed, in some cases in vivo protection

or partial protection can be shown. Examples where peptides have produced some

protective immunity in vivo include, live challenge vs plasmodium falciparum

(Patarroyo et a1.,1988) influenza A (Friede et aL,1994), foot and mouth disease virus

(Bittle et aI.,1982) and canine parvovirus (Langeveld et aI.,1994). In the initial studies of

synthetic peptide immunogens using Tobacco Mosais virus (Anderer and schlemberger,

1965) and bacteriophage MS2 (sela, 1969) infectivity neutralizing antibody responses
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were observed. Interestingly, neither ofthese microbes encounters immune responses in

their normal habitat (Rowlands, 1992). Despite some early successes, most peptide

vaccines have low eff,rcacy (Bittle et al., 1982; Langeveld et a1.,1994;Schodel et al., I 994;

Obeid et al. 1995; Robinson et al., 1995). Examples of successful peptides vaccines are

only those that ultimately work for the host they are intended for. For example, a recent

study pointed out that a canine parvovirus peptide vaccine was the first such example

where protection of the real host was found (Langeveld et al., 1994). For the most part,

these peptides are of relatively low immunogenicity in most hosts (Cox et al., 19gg)

which may be simply due to the structural simplicity of these antigens. A dominant

peptide or a recombinant protein, may produce antibodies that react poorly with the

native antigen conformation. While there have been examples of peptide-structural

mimics that resemble native conformational epitopes (Bidart et al., 1990), they are not

easill identified. Methods to attempt to improve peptide immunogenicity have included

the use of adjuvants (Miller et aI., 1992; Derfoot et al,, 1992; Beckers et al., 1993) and

immunogenic carrier molecules (Bessen and Fischetti, 1988; Charbit et al., lggg; Newton

et al.. 1989; 1995; Auvinen et al., 1993; Beniro et a|.,1996), increased peptide length

(Kaumaya et a1.,1992), increased structural complexity (Derfoot et a1.,1992; Reynolds et

al., 1994; Mahale et al., 1996), optimized epitope organization (Manca et a1.,19g5; Cox et

a1.,1988; Golvano, et al., 1990), MHC promiscuous T cell epitopes (Kauyama et al.,

1993: Nayat et al., 1996) and conformational constraints (Lee et al., 1989; Muller et al.,

1990: Leonetti et al., 1995).

The chlamydial MOMP contains many identified B and T cell epitopes. To
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identifu the surface exposed B cell epitopes, antisera was adsorbed with rvhole

homologous EBs (Baefu et al., lg88;Stephens et a1.,1988; Conlan et al., 1989; Zhong and

Brunham, 1991). The study by Zhong and Brunham (199i) identified several

immunodominant epitopes in the MOMP of serovar C using rabbit immune-sera. One of

these was found in VD-l and is a serovar specific epitope (-DVAGLQND-), the other,

located in VD-4, is species conserved (-TTLNPTIA-). The serovar C VD-t epitope is

also the target of neutralizing antibodies in mice (Zhong et al.,l994a), and homologous

anti-sera in convalescent humans also recognizes these peptides (Jones et aL,1992).

Recent mapping studies by Battieger et al,, (1998) suggest thar there ma1.be subtle

differences in the exact identity of the linear MOMP B cell epitopes recognized by

humans compard to mice. Although there was great serological variation in this study, the

human anti-peptide epitope response clearly requires additional study. S'nthetic peptides

representing these epitopes were used to characterize and identify antibodies in this

thesis.

Several laboratories have undertaken immunogenicity tests of chimaeric VD-

peptides. For example, Su and Caldwell (1992) observed that a chimaeric serovar A VD-

1 and r cell epitope produced high titre nuetralizing antibody in six different strains of

inbred mice. This peptide contained a promiscuous T cell epitope (Su et al,, 1990b)

which apparently contributed to the immunogenicity of this construct. Experience in our

lab has shown that high titer neutralizing antibodies are not always attainable de novo

with synthetic constructs (Zhong et al., 1993). The analagous VD-l containing peptide

from serova¡ C was used in tandem with the VD4 peptide epitope and a promiscuous
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helper T cell epitope in a lipidated form and used to immunize inbred strains of mice.

Consistent with the observations ofSu and Caldwell (1992), a high titer antibody

response was observed to the peptide constructs. Moreover this sera reacted with the

analagous variable domain synthetic peptides on pins. However, in contrast to su and

caldwell (1992), antibody titers to the whole EBs were l0-100 fold less than to the

peptides, and neutralization 500 fold less than whole EB reactivity. These studies

suggested that the geometry ofthe peptides was perhaps less than optimal (Brunham

1994) and that structural constraints may be desirable in order improve complementarity

of fìt.

I .4.6. Immunological optimization of VD-t peptide structure

The MOMP variable domains are proposed to be surface loops. comparisons of

the MoMP structure to other bacterial porins (Baehr et al., l ggg; this thesis) revealed thar

the MOMP VDs are likely contained within putative loop structures (Brunham, 1994).

conformation is known to effect the immunogenicty of peptides (Gras-Masse et al.,

1988; Manca et al., 1985; Jemmerson and Hutchinson, 1990). In some cases the

introduction of conformation has improved the immunogenicity of peptide epitopes

(Schulze-Gahmen et al., 1986; Williams et al, 1991;Lee et al., 19g9; Muller et al., 1990;

Leonetti et al., 1995), while in other it has not (Carmarero et al., i993). Structural

constraints that improve immunogenicity can be designed rationally, based upon some

initial knowledge of rhe structure of the native target (Kobs-conrad et al.. 1993) or

through randomization with some form of selection. In order to find MoMp peptides
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with improved immunogenicity we created random structural constraints around a vD-1

bome on filamentous bacteriophage (Smith, 1985; Scott and Smith, 1990). The VD-l

peptide epitope contained the VD-1 epitope ofserova¡ C, flanked by cysteine or serine

residues, flanked by random residues. The phage-peptide library was parured with an

anti-vD-1 monoclonal antibody with unique epitope conformation requirements (Zhong

et al., 1990a). From these libraries we selected comformationally constrained VD-i

phage-bome peptide mimics for further characterization (Zhong et a1.,1 990b; Appendix

1). sequence determination of the selected phages revealed preference for the c-vD I

epitope in a putative disuplhide looped structure with a distinct motif preference for

flanking residues. several ofthese phage-borne peptides were grown up and purified and

tested for their immunogenicity. The phage-81 clone with a looped strucutre had an

improved immunogenicity over that oflinear peptide construct controls (Zhong et al..

1994b). unfortunately, the peptide was not able to raise neutralizing antibodies in the

context of the phage carrier (See Appendix 1). Serological analysis revealed the

recombinant peptide to be a relatively minor immunogen on the phage particle (data not

shown) which may explain the paradoxical ability of this construct to boost, but not de

novo prime, for neutralizing EB antibody responses (See Appendix 1). Clearly,

maintaining the immunogenicity of a peptide in the absence of the native MOMp

molecule can be a serious challenge.

Although a chlamydial peptide may be identified as dominant for T (Su et al..

1990) or B cells (Baehr et al., 198 8; Zhong et aL, t990a;1990b; 1991) in the immune

response generated against the native oganism, immunogenicity may be different on the
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vaccrne construct (Nayat et aI.,1998, and references therein). For this reason each peptide

construct must be rigorously tested after it is designed. rndeed, even the knowledge of the

three-dimensional structure ofa protein does not guarantee an effrcacious peptide

(Rowlands et al., 1992).

Using information leamt from our earlier studies, we synthesized co-linear

synthetic peptides containing looped and linea¡ vD-1 epitopes with a promiscuous helper

T cell epitope (su et al., 1990b). This was in order to evaluate the immunogenicity ofthe

optimized looped structure in the absence of the phage canier. These studies are also

summarized in Appendix 1 of this thesis. Additional studies were performed with these

peptides in order to study V-gene expression to synthetic peptide immunogens. We

predicted that antibody repertoires elicited by immunogenic subunit vaccines will overlap

with those against the native epitopes based largely upon the ability ofhaptenic epitopes

to elicit the same v-genes when conjugated to different carrier molecules (Fiah and

Manser, 1987).

L4.7. Epitope Specific Recurrent Antibody Responses

A¡tibodies bind to a spectrum of antigens. Individual antibody molecules can

bind to a spectrum of antigens with varying affinities (Rocca-Sena et al., 19g3; Kabat

and wu, 1991). This may be accompiished by using unique cDR folding ar¡angements,

alternative antibody-antigen physical orientations, or through differential usage of

paratope subsites (Van Regenmortel, 1998). Thus, it cannot be expected that a perfect

correspondence exists between B cell diversity and immunoglobulin gene antigen
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specificity, as a given V-gene can be assembled somatically with an assortment of D¡1 and

JH regions in va¡ious Vk and Jk combinations (Tonegawa, 1983 ). This contributes to the

redundacy observed between some antibody responses.

The analysis ofepitope specific antibody repertoires is fundamental to

imrnunology. Some epitope specifrc antibody responses are encoded by a diverse

repertoire ofantibody variable region genes (Schilling et al., 1980; Clarke et al., 1990;

Wang et al., i991), perhaps reflecting the redundancy ofthe antibody gene locus. For

example, Wang et al. (1991) found the antibody response to a common carbohydrate

epitope is encoded by diverse V¡1genes. However, closer examination ofthe V-genes

utilized by these anti-carbohydrate antibodies reveals pattemed usage of some genes.

Indeed, 6 of 15 Id+, groove-type antibodies utilized the same VH-DH combination along

with the same Vkgene. Thus, even genetically diverse antibody responses can show

patterned usage of particular V-gene asssemblages.

Despite the apparent redundancy in V-genes used in some antibody responses,

other antibody responses to microbial epitopes reveal the patterned usage ofcertain V-

genes (Claflin and Berry, 1988; Kavaler et al., 1990; Casadevall etaL., 1994;Kalinke et

al., 1996). A non-random usage ofthe same or very similar antibody genes are found to

encode antibodies to the same epitope. The many and diverse publications in the

literature on epitope specific antibodies has forced us to produce a working definition of

V-gene recurrence. V-gene recurrence describes a range of similarities in antibody

structures elicited to the same epitope. A recunent response is encoded by either a

predominant, or recuning, or restricted, set of V-genes segments. An example of
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predominant would be a case such as in Zenita et al (r990) where 4g of50 monoclonal

antibodies used the same V-gene structu.e. cases where low numbers of antibodies were
examined, for example ress than 5, or where row numbers of antibodies were isolated

from the same animal and thus may be clonalry related, are not defined as recurrent.

Pattemed recunence means a repeated finding of the same v-gene strucutures, encoding

antibodies to the same epitope, in multiple individual animals/humans (Kavaler et al.,

1990; Sorin ef ar', 1g92; Newkirk and Rioux, rg95; Kalinke eLar., rg9')Restriction is an

extreme form where the same Vk chain (Akolkar et al., l9g7; Scott et al., 19g9;

Adderson etal., 1992;Mo etal., 1993; Casadeval I et a1.,1994;patera et al., I995), same

VH chain (Pascual etal.,1992) or both (Griffiths er al., 19g4; Kaarrinen, eral., l9g4;
Seidletal., 1997; Ikemetsu et al., 1993,199g) are predominantly found to encode

antibodies to the same epitope (Kofler et al., 1992).A predominant antibody responses

could later be classified as restricted ifepitope specific B cells from another individual

animalrhuman at the same or different immunization conditions are found to be encoded

by the same limited set ofV-genes. Likewise, a predominant antibody response could be

termed a patterned recurence if wh'e the same V-genes are found in another individual
anoungst other novel combinations. In all ofthese cases, these types ofresponses are

termed "recurrent". For example the B cerl response Trypanosoma cruzi is biased to VH5
and vH7 genes in the chronic phase ofthe disease (Minoprio et ar., Iggg). several

notable exampres ofantibody responses that meet our criteria ofrecurrence based upon
their morecurar data are listed in table 2. The explanation for variable gene recurrence is
not entirely clear, but may depend upon aspects ofboth the antigen; epitope mob'ity/
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rigidity, complexity (Andria et al., 1990) ; the host germline or somatic diversity (Fish et

a1.,1991), tolerance, developmental control (Nicoletti et al., 1991), MHC; or on both

host and pathogen co-evolution / mutation. Limitations on j oining region diversity may

also contribute to recunence (Feeney et al., 1988). As well, differences in the germline

V-gene framework 3 structures may contribute to restricted antibody responses and to

the antigen specificity ofindividual v-region gene families as groups (Kirkham et al.,

1992).

Recurrent usage ofantibody v-gene structures is reproducibly expressed by a

members of a species. For exampre, the usage ofparticular v gene combinations, to

target the same hapten was found to be a heritabre trait in 10 strains of mice (Kaartinen et

al.' I 991). Similarly, the phosphocholine epitope on srreptococcus pneumoniae is

recunently targetted by antibodies encoded by germline v-genes. Furthermore. somatic

mutation worsens the affinity ofthese neutralizing antibodies suggesting that the

germline sequence ofthese genes is arready optimal for protection against this pathogen

(claflin and Berry, r 986). A similar phenomenon was seen recentry in the predominant

primary V-gene conf,rguration used in the anti-VSV
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Table 2 (facing page): Epitope specific V-gene recunence. Representative recur¡ent

antibody responses to both synthetic and pathogenic epitopes are listed. The V_gene

segment structures that were commonly found are also given. Most of the data has been

derived through hybridoma immortalization which has ¡esurted in the vast majority of
studies being performed in mice.
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response in mice (Kalinke et a1.,1997). Recunence is due to v-gene encoded, paratope-

recognition ofthe epitope, as recurrent antibody responses were found to the hapten

arsonate, whether conjugated to keyhole limpet haemocyanin or to the whole bacterium,

Brucella abortus (Fish and Manser, 1987). Indeed, the fact that the same Vu/Vr

combination could be found independently in murine hybridomas created from separate

mice supports the notion that an immunogenic epitope mimic should engender antibody

responses encoded by the same v-genes used against the native target (see hypothesis

below). Many studies that have examined antigen specific antibody responses at the level

ofan individual epitope have found reccurent usage ofpartcular V genes. However the

use of a particular set of v gene assemblages may correlate with usage for a particular

pathogen. There is also growing evidence to suggest that similar recunent variable gene

usage can be found in the analysis ofepitope specific human antibody responses (scott et

al., 1989; Pascual et al., 1992; Newkirk and Rioux, 1995; Silverman, 1995; Andris et al.,

i 997; Ikematsu et al., 1998).

clonal expansion may skew epitope specific V-gene expression. The first step in

the B cell response is the selective activation ofB cell clones. These clones, expressing

certain v-gene combinations, proliferate and differentiate. This results in an immediate

bias in the responding B cell population for the expression ofthose germline

configurations in the available B cell repertoire for higher affinity receptors and a

coincident common frequency (Berek and Milstein, l9g7; Roost et al., 1995). Muliple
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factors likely contribute to the perceived presence of high affinity germline V-genes,

including: cellular properties ofdifferent lymphocyte lineages (Freitas et al., 19g6; Gu et

a1,,1991; Nicoleti etal., 1991; Schinek and Rajewsky, 1992); lymphocyte trafficking

(Williams et al., 1998); compartmentalization (Mazzoli et aI., 1997; Kaul et al., l99g)

repertoire bias (non-random expression) either germline or developmental (Kaplan et al.

1988; Steele ef al., 1993; Seidl et al., 1997; discussed above); antibody networks and

self- ligand selection (Jerne,1974; and Gu etal., 1991 respectively); somatic mutations

(Berek et al., 1988; schinek and Rajewsþ, 1992); and, differenrial activation properries

of naive and memory lymphocytes (Rerurick et al., I9g0). Because even the most

dominant B cell clonotypes are only lowly represented in the total repertoire, any

structural commonalities in a B cell response are likely significant (Klinman and Linton,

1988). An estimation of a particularly common clonotype, T15, used to target the

bacterial membrane phospholipid, phosphocholine (pc) antibody responses, was I anti-

PC antibody forming cell /50,000 B cells (Klinman and Linton, 19gg, and references

therein). This is many fold higher than most anfibody clonotypes. Indeed, using even

conservative estimates of germline vH diversity, Tarlinton et al. ( 19gg) estimated that the

probability of two v genes recombining with the same DH element is extremely row

(1:1000-1:5000). However, it is now clear that even combinatorial recombination is in

fact a skewed process and V-gene alleles recombine differentially Q.iadel et al., l99gb).

This is consistent with earlier studies on primary anti-phosphocholine responses. For

example, the high frequency ofexpression of rl5+ clones was apparently the result of

fiequent recurrence ofthese clones within the generative cell pool as opposed to clonal
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expansion of B cells bearing this specificity (Klinman and Linton, 1988), as the same

number of PC-antibody forming cells could be found per B cell in the spleen and the

bone marrow. Collectively, this suggests that predominant clonotypes may in fact be due

to frequent recurence of certain V-gene segment combinations being formed in the

generative pool, in particular in responses to common microbial surface antigens.

Whatever, the cause, epitope-specific biased expression seems to become "locked-in,,.,

even when the repertoire is not initially limited (Benjamini et aI.,1988).

L 4. 8. P atho gen-Ho s t Coev olution (r evi site d)

The host has evolved a complex arsenal ofreceptor molecules encoded by many

related genes ofthe immunoglobulin superfamily in order to repel, recognize and or

eliminate foreign antigens. It follows then that particularly common environmental

antigens or pathogenic epitopes have likely provided a major evolutionary selection

pressure for the maintenance of a diverse germline immunoglobulin repertoire (Steele et

al., 1995). While extrinsic antigen contact does not appear to effect the orde¡ed

expansion ofthe B cell repertoire (Klinman et aI., 1976) the mechanisms that govern the

formation and expression of the functional antibody repertire are biased at all stages. one

possible explanation for this is that epitopes on common pathogens have shaped the

immune repertoire th-rough evolutionary antagonism.

Intuitively, an epitope mimic for example in a vaccine, should portray the host

epitope structure maximally in order to elicit antibody that recognizes the native structure
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in an infection encounter. Our earlier studies revealed what appeared to be a restricted

antibody repertoire that mapped to the linear C-VDl epitope (Zhong et al., 1994b). At the

molecular level, the immunoglobulin V-genes used by neutralizing antibodies may be

useful as immunological markers of a protective host antibody response. Many foreign

epitopes have been found to be targetted recuningly by the same variable region genes or

mini-gene elements (Caton et al,, 1986; Kofler et a1.,1992, and references therein; Solin

et aL,1992; Kalinke et al., 1997; Seidl et al., 1997; above). This thesis also extends our

earlier studies in the characterization ofantibody genotypes used by BALB/o mice to

target the VD I epitope of serovar C.
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1.5. HYPOTHESIS

A vaccine ca¡didate that biologically portrays a native epitope will have the

ability to elicit antibodies thai are encoded by the same immunoglobulin variable region

genes (or a subset therof) used to target the native epitope structure. Most of the evidence

to support this hypothesis is indirect and suggests that the epitope itselfis key in selecting

B cells with particular V-genes to predominate. Evidence is mainly derived from the

study ofhaptens, which are the simplest single epitopes to study, or from idiotype

studies. For example, a haptenic epitope that produces an antibody response with limited

genetic diversity, or is "restricted", was found to elicit antibodies with the same V-genes

whether conjugated to keyhole limpet hemocyanin or to whole Brucella abortus

bacterium (Fish and Manser, 1987) . idiotypic network studies have shown that

antibodies are capable ofbearing an internal image oflinear epitopes of the reovirus, to

which they are raised which has supported the study of anti-Id antibodies in vaccine

design (Bruck et al., 1986). Indeed, studies performed with anti-idiorypic antibodies

(Garcia et al., 1992) and in antibodies to a peptide that portrays a meningococcal

carbohydrate determinant (Hutchins et al., 1996) have directly shown that the same

repertoire ofv-genes can be recruited to the mimic. Because the average probablility of

two Ig heary chains being encoded by the same vH- DH combination is excessively low,

around 1:1000 - 1:5000 (Tarlinton et al., 1988), this suggests that any structural

commonalities found among antibodies raised to the same epitope are signifrcant. Thus,

these examples (table 2 ; and above), where a surrogate antigen recruits antibodies with

sequence structure homology to the V-genes used against the original antigen, directly
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support our hypothesis.

1.6. OBJECTIVES AND RATIONALE

In order to test the hypothesis we had to perform several objectives defined

below:

1. characterization of the Balb/c polyclonal antibody response to MoMp variable

domain -1 (VD-1) epitope.

2' characterization of the Balb/c monoclonal antibody response to a MoMp peptide

epitope as induced by the native antigen.

3. Examine the relationship between chlamydial antibody responses and recurrent

immunoglobulin gene expression during the maturation of the immune ¡esponse..

4. Test of Hypothesis -Correlate expression of V-gene markers in response to

immunogenic synthetic peptide epitopes as compared to that observed with the native

antigen.

To first guage the breadth of the antibody repertoire to the MoMp we performed

prime-boost experiments in mice immunized with antigenically variant strains of c
trachomatis. The polyclonal antibody reactivity was used to examine whole EB cross-

reactivity and peptide epitope fine-specificity in vitro. In order to test the ability ofa

vaccine epitope to upregulate expression of the same antibody variable region genes that
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are used against the native MOMP, we had to first examine the profile of antibody genes

used against the MOMP variable domain l. The variable region gene expression profile

in MOMP variable domain-1 monoclonal a¡tibodies was evaluated using hybridomas

from BALB/o mice. Following this, we had to directly evaluate the relationship (if any)

between recurrent expression ofspecific antibody genes, identified in the MOMp specific

mAbs, and antibody responses to the native MOMP. The recunent and predictable

expression of particular V-genes may be useful as markers of MOMP epitope specific

antibody responses. The effects of immunization on specific antibody gene mRNA

expression (identified in Objective 2) was measured using a reverse transcriptase -

polymerase chain reaction with biotinylated oligonucleotides (Delassus et al.. 1995). This

assay is capable of measuring relative amounts ofmRNA expression in a B cell response.

Affinity selected conformational peptides representing the VD-1 epitope of MOMp were

tested for their immunogenicity in H-2 disparate mice. Following this the abiliry of the

peptides to trigger expression of the same antibody genes was evaluated.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2. L Grotvth. Pttrif cation, and struins of Chlantydiae

Five mammalian cell lines were tested for their relative susceptibility to C

l¡acho Mtis infection. The cell lines examined include: Hela 229 (ATCC CCL 2.1,

Human cervical carcinoma); Hak (ATCC CCL 15, Syrian hamster kidney); Vero

(ATCC CCL 81, African green monkey kidney); L929 (ATCC CCL l, murine

connective tissue derived); and CHO-KIA (ATCC CCL 61, Chinese hamster ovary,

proline auxotroph). All of these cell lines support chlamydial infection and form

evenly distributed confluent monolayer when plated at appropriate density. However,

each cell line displayed differential susceptibilities to ínfection by C. tachonntis EBs

as shown by different infectious titres between cell lines for the same serovar. HeLa

cells rvere generally the most sensitive cell line to infection by all serovars tested in

our assay system (data not shown). This is consistent with the results of others who

earlier tested eleven cell lines for chlamydial infectivity with serovar C EBs and found

that the HeLa 229 cells were the most sensitive (Croy et al., 1975).

Serovars A (UMI/OT); B (TW5/OT); C (TW3/0T); H (Uw43/Cx); K

(lIW3 l/Cx); and, L2 (L21434lBu), were grown in HeLa 229 monolayers and the

elementary bodies were harvested and purified on renograffin density gradients as

reported previously (Maclean et al., 1988). Briefly, there are four standardized steps

for the growing C. ttachomatis in mammalian cells in vitro: a) Propagation of the host

cell lines. b) Infection and growth of C. trachomatis. c) Preparation of EBs for

inoculum stock. d) Gradient purification of EBs.
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a) Propagation of the Host Cell Lines:

Clean HeLa 229 cells (American Type Culture Collection, Rockvìlle, MA)

were grown in Eagle's minimal essential medium (MEM) supplemented with 10% fetal

calf serum (Rehatuin), and 2 mM L-glutamíne (GIBCO).The media is adjusted to pH

7.2 with sodium bicarbonate. This media is called MEM. Cells are split daily and

grown ovemight to confluence in the ratio of one flask to two in order to maintain

logarithmic growth. The short growth periods obviates the need for strong buffering

systems. Spent media is poured out of a fiask (175 cm'?, Coming) with an established

monolayer. The cells are gently rinsed with 10 ml of GKNP solution to remove

extraneous protein and cell debris. A second rinse is performed with 3 ml of trypsin

(O.l% in PBS) and than another I ml of trypsin is added and the flask is incubated for

2 minutes at 37"C. The monolayer will star to detach a¡ld this is further facilitated

with a firm pat on the side of the flask. Next, 10 ml of MEM is added and used to

disperse the cells. Half of the suspended cells a¡e transferred into a new flask and

a¡other 30 ml of MEM is added to each flask for optimal growth ovemight at 37'C.

b) Infection arrd Growth of C. trachomatis.

Serovar A-K and mouse pneumonitis have traditionally been grown in cell lines

that are pre-treated with DEAE-dextrans (anionic exchanger, ie. is positively charged).

This is thought to improve chlamydial infectivity by changing the charge of the host

cell proteins. A confluent, fresh (24 hour old) HeLa 229 monolayer is washed with l0
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ml of Hank's balanced salts solution (HBSS) and than incubated for 20 minutes while

bathed in another 10 ml of HBSS containing 30 ug/ml of DEAE-dextrans (Pharmacia).

The DEAE-dextrans is poured off and I ml of stock inoculum chlamydial EBs (see

below) are added. The flask is incubated for two-hours at 35'C with rolling every 15

rninutes. (For LGV serovars, it is not necessary to include DEAE-dextra¡ incubation

as they are more infective). The inoculum is removed and the monolayer rinsed with

l0 ml of HBSS. Fresh MEM (30 ml) is added containing cycloheximide (2 ug/ml) for

optimal bacterial growth in the absence of host growth and cell division. The

monolayers are incubated for 72 hours at 35'C, or 48 hours at 37"C for LGV strains.

When trying to recover a low-titre EB stock we have had success with a step-

wise incremental expansion of the bacterium from a HeLa cell monolayer in a single

well of a 96-well cell culture plate, to a single well of a 24-well cell culture plate and

finally into a small 25 cm2 cell culture flask. From this point the EBs can be grown in

large flasks. This process is very delicate and must be performed painstakingly.

c) Preparation of EBs for Stock Inoculum:

Ideally, prior to harvesting the chlamydial organisms, large round vacuolar

inclusions of "swarming" (brownian motion) organisms can be seen filling the

cytoplasm in nearly 100% of the cells of a monolayer. Organisms harvested from one

such 175 cm2 infected flask can be used as a stock inoculum and be used to re-infect

at least l0 new monolayers in the same fashion. The organisms are harvested as

follows: The spent media is disposed of into an autoclavable waste container. Next l0
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ml of cold HBSS is added along with 30 sterile glass beads (2 mm diameter). The

cells are gently rolled off of the culture flask and transferred to a 50 ml disposable

centrifuge tube (Falcon) on ice. The flask is washed twice with l0 ml of cold HBSS,

which is added to the tube (total volume is now 30 ml). The cell suspension is

sonicated three times for 45-ó0 seconds while on ice, with I minute of cooling

befween each sonication. Cooling is critical as sonication produces heat, to which

chlamydial EB infectivity is sensitive. Next, the suspension is centrifuged at 500 X g

at 4"C for l5 minutes to remove cell debris (Beckman, Table-top centrifuge). Discard

the pellet and centrifuge the supematant containing chlamydia in a 30 ml

polycarbonate centrifuge tube at 30,000 X g at 4"C for 30 minutes (Beckman, JA-20

rotor). Resuspend the pellet in 10 ml of SPG using a brief sonication at a low power

percentage. Culture the stock fo¡ sterility on a blood-agar peiri plate. Divide the

chlamydial inoculum stock into I ml aliquots and store at -70"C.

d) Gradient purifcãtion oÍ EBs:

Gradient purification is usually done in larger scale (10-20 infected flasks) so

that the preparation can be used for many independent experiments and thus avoid

effects due to batch variation. The spent media is disposed of into an autoclavable

waste container. Next 10 ml of cold HBSS is added along with 30 sterile glass beads

(2 mm diameter) to each flask. The cells are gently rolled off of the culture flask and

transferred to a 50 ml disposable centrifuge tubes (Falcon) on ice. Flasks are washed

sequentially with the same l0 ml of cold FIBSS 2 X (to minimize volume). Sonicate
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the cell suspension 3 X for 45-ó0 seconds on ice. witll I minute of cooling between

each sonication. Next, the suspension is centrifuged at 500 X g at 4'C for l5 minutes

to remove cell debris (Beckman, Table-top centrifuge). Discard the pellet and

centrifuge the supernatant containìng chlamydia through a 350% renograffin layer (10

ml) (Hypaque, Johnson; in 0.t% HEPES buffer) in a 40 ml plastic soft ultra-

centrifuge tube at 30,000 X g at 4'C for 60 minutes (Beckman Ultracentrifuge,

Swinging bucket SWl6 rotor). Resuspend the pellet in 10 ml of HBSS using a brief

sonication at a low power percentage. Set-up the appropriate number of 3 level

gradient tubes for the size of the harvest. The gradient tubes consìst of three layers

loaded from the bottom of the soft tube via 5 ml glass pipette: 13 ml of 40 %o

renograffrn is loaded first ; 8 ml of 457o renograffin is loaded second ; and 5 ml of

52o/o renograffin is loaded to the bottom of the tube last. Layer the suspended EBs in

HBSS on top of the 40Yo layer. The gradient is centrifuged at 35,000 X g for 90

minutes at 4'C under vacuum with no braking (Beckman Ultracentrifuge, Swinging

bucket SWl6 rotor). Two bands are visible following this spin; the top band (at the

40-45%o interface) contains RBs; the bottom band (at the 45-52% interface) contains

the EBs. Carefully remove the layers above the 45%o level with a i0 ml pipette and

discard. Draw up the EB band using a sterile I ml pasteur pipette and deposit into a

30 ml polycarbonate centrifuge tube. Pool all EB bands into a single tube. Wash the

EBs by filling the remaining space in the tube with HBSS. Centrifuge at 30,000 X g

for 30 minutes at 4'C (Beckman, JA-20 rotor). Resuspend the petlet in l0-20 mt of

SPG using a brief sonication at a low power percentage, and freeze at -70"C in 100 ul
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aliquots. The purified EBs are titred for infectivity (infectious units, IFU) in HeLa 96-

well plate monolayers, and cultured for sterility on a blood-agar petri plate.

2.2. Oiginal Antigenic Sin Inmunizalion and Bacter¡al Struins.

Female BALB/c mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbour)

at 5-6 weeks of age. C iruchomatis serovars used in these experiments include A, B,

C, H, and K. Serovars C, A, H, and K belong to the C serogroup and serovar B to the

B serogroup. Figure 2 shows the primary amino acid sequence of MOMP for each of

these serovars in the variable domain I (green) and variable domain 4 regions (pink)

(Yuan, Y., et al., 1989). The computer modelling of another bacterial porin, OMP F

from E. coli, was performed using RASMOL modeling software freely available on

the world wide web. The position of VDs 1 and 4 aligned with known exterior loops

of the OMP F and are marked in colour for modelling purposes.

Twenty mice were inoculated intraperitoneally (IP) with 0.2 mL of an equal

mixture of C. lrachomatis EBs (containing 5 X 10s inclusion forming units [IFUs]) in

SPG, and CFA (H37Ra, DIFCO). The mice received an identical inoculation of EBs in

IFA i4 days later. In a separate experiment we had established the decline of anti-

MOMP titers to be around 5-6 months after an initial inoculation as described above

(data not shown). At 6 months, and prior to challenge, mice were bled and then

challenged with homologous or heterologous EBs (5 X l0s IFUS IP in SPG [sucrose-

phosphate-glycerol, pH 7.41). Each group was composed of four mice and received

either serovar C, A, K, H, or B. Sera was obtained seven days after challenge and 100
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ul of sera from each mouse was pooled for analysis according to group. Twenty naive

mice were divided into groups of four and given 0.2 mL of an equal mixture of C

tracho ßtis EBs (containing 5 X 105 IFUs in SPG) and CFA. This was performed to

measure the de novo IgG titre at 7 days in naive mice as a control for the recall

antibody response in mice that received priming with serovar C. In all cases the 7 day

serum IgG titre to C-VDl in groups of naive mice immunized with each chlamydial

serovar was less than l/i50 (data not shown).

2.3. Synthesis and cleaning of Pin-peptides

Synthesis of support-coupled peptides Pin-peptides was performed on solid

polyethylene rods by using a commercially available kit (Cambridge Research

Bìochemicals, Cambridge, United Kingdom) (Geysen, M.N., et al., 1987) as described

previously (Zhong and Brunham, 1990a). Three blocks of peptides were used. The first

set consisted of 8-mer peptides found in serovar C VDl, DVAGLQND. The second

set consisted of 8-mer peptides based on the species conserved epìtope found in VD4,

TTLNPTIA.The third set of peptides represented the serovar C-VDl peptide epitope

VAGLQND, in which each residue was sequentially replaced with each of the 19

alternative amino acids. Derivatized F-moc amino acid residues (Cambridge Research

Biochemicals and MilliGen) were activated in HObt (Aldrich). The quality of the pin-

peptides were assessed by using monoclonal antibodies that mapped to the va¡iable

domains in a previous study (Zhong et al., 1994a), (data not shown). 94 identical

copies of the pin were generafed on each block along with the two control pins
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(GLAQ and PLAQ). Cleaning and regeneration of rhe pin-peptides was done in a

sonic cleaner (Branson 3200 ) in 60"C SDS buffer made according to commercial

instructions.

2.4. Micro innuno-fluorcscence (luÍIF) Assay

The diagnostic micro immuno-fluorescent antibody (MIF) assay was performed

in the laboratory of Dr. Rosanna Peeling (Laboratory Centre for Disease Control,

Winnipeg) for the determination of serovar specificity and titre of IgG in mouse

immune sera. Mouse sera were diluted l:8 in PBS and assayed in 2-fold dilutions fo¡

IgG antibody against purified formalinized EBs of C ftachomatis serovars A, B, C/J,

F/G, H, K in the MIF assay (Wang and Grayston, 1974). All sera were titrated to end-

point. Antibody titers were expressed as the reciprocal of serum dilutions yielding

distinct fluorescence of C truchonatis EBs.

2.5. Pdrameters of OAS Pin-Peptide ELISA

Serial dilutions of pooled anti-sera from each group of mice were tested on the

immobilized peptides by enryme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) as described

earlier (Zhong, G., et al., 1994a).

The MOMP antibody response cross-reacts with synthetic peptide epitopes of

the homologous MOMP structure based upon sequence relatedness. Our earlier

experiments showed us that the development of a¡tibodies to individual MOMp

variable domain epitopes could be measured in polyclonal sera from rabbits (Zhong et
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al., 1990a, Zhong et al., I 990b), and mice (Guangming Zhong, Ph.D. thesis,

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada). Representative serovars L2 and

C , from the two major serogroups were used to prime groups of mice.

Results of the detection of peptide crossreactive antibody ELISAs were

expressed in reciprocal values of the highest dilution with signal > 5 X over

background optical density (O.D.). For the amino acid substitution analysis, a dilution

of l/800 of immune sera in 2%o BSA in phosphate-buffered saline and tween-2O

(0.05%) (SIGMA) was used for analysis of all sera except the B-challenged group and

pre-challenge primed-sera, which was performed at 1:400, because of low, unboosted

C-VDì responses. The results were expressed in percentages of O.D. values relative to

parental control peptides as detailed previously (Zhong, G., et al., 1994a). The solid

phase peptides were reused after the rods were freed of bound antibody by sonication

for 45 minutes at 60"C in a solution containing l% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 0.lo/o 2-

mercapto-ethanol, and 0.1 M sodium phosphate (pH 7.2).

2.6. Site S])ecirtc Muñne mAb Ptoduction:

Naive,3-4 week old BALB/o mice (Jackson Laboratories) were immunized i.p.

with 106 IFU of highly purified serovar C EBs in an equal amourt of Freund,s

complete adj uvant (H37Ra, DIFCO). On day 7, mice destined for the early hybridoma

fusion received a boost with 0.5 X 106 IFU i.p. and 0.5 X l0ó i.v. in pBS (phosphate

buffered saline, pH 7.2) 12 hours prior to their spleens being removed for fusion.

Mice used for the mid-fusion were immunized i.p, with 106 IFU, did not receive a day
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7 boost, but instead received a booster immunization with 0.5 X 106 IFU i.p. and 0.5

X 106 i.v. in PBS boost on day 20, I2 hours prior to fusion on day 21. Mice from the

"Late" fusion were immunized on day i, 28, and 150, with t X 106 IFU i.p. in IFA.

Thirty days later, on day 180 the "Late" mice received 0.5 X 106 IFU i.p. and 0.5 X

106 i.v. in PBS and 4 days later their spleens were removed for fusion. The "Late"

protocol was designed to have responding B cells undergo significant affinity

maturation while B cells in the "Early" profocol would undergo minimal affinity

selection (see Figure 5 for schedule). Hybrid myelomas were generated in a protocol

modified from a previously published method (Lane, 1985). Spleen cells were gently

washed out of the spleen with DMEM-O (0 means containing no additives) using a l0

cc syringe and a 25 gauge needle (M Ma, University of Maryland). Cells were filtered

through a fine screen and washed three times successively by centrifugation and

resuspending the cells in 37"C DMEM-0. All equipment and media were kept at 38'C

during the entire p¡ocedure. Polyethylene glycol 1500 (Sigma) was used as a fusogen

in the presence of DMSO (Sigma) and was added over one minute of gentle mixing.

After a further minute of swirling the PEG was diluted out. Pre-warmed DMEM-O (15

ml) was added over 5 minutes with constant swirling. The murine myeloma SP2/O-

Agl4 (obtained from Dr. Mike Butler, Department of Microbiology, University of

Manitoba) had been cultured continuously over several months prior to fusion. Sp2/0-

Agl4 myeloma cell line makes no endogenous antibody polypeptides (Schulman et al.,

1978). The cells were large and refractile when viewed under inverted microscope, and

were fused at I myeloma cell for every 5 spleen cells. Hybridoma were selected by
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Figure 5: lmmunization and screening for antibodies with a predetermined
specifìcity to C-VDI . A) Mice (BALB/c, 94 weeks) were immunized with EBs in
either an early, mid- or late fusion schedules, This was in order to generate
antibodies from different stages of affinity maturation. Splenic B cells from Mice from
the early schedule were fused to myeloma cells on day 7; from mid-shedule on day
21 ; and from the late schedule on day 150 or higher. B) Paratope Hunting: The use
of pin-peptides as a primary screen for antibody spec¡ficity. After about two weeks of
growth under HAT selection, hybridoma culture supernatants were screened in a
pin-peptide ELISA by transferr¡ng neat supernatant into a 96 well ELISA plate. The
supernatants were reacted with whole blocks of pin-peptides bearing the
DVAGLQND peptide corresponding to VD-1 of serovar C MOMP The wells that
corresponded to the pins with lgG positive ELISA signals were subcloned and
rescreened on whole EBs. Sequencing of the mAb varlable region genes is required
to determine the variable region genotypes used to bind to the epitope.
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HAT (Sigma) in 96 well cell fiat-bottomed culiure plates (Coming) in DMEM

containing 20%o fetal calf sera (Rehatuin, Intergen), and commercial OPI additive

(SIGMA) used according to manufacturers suggested concentration. Hybridized cells

were distributed to l0-12 96-well cell culture plates. They were grown at 37"c under

a 7o/o CO" atmosphere. Two spleens per time point \¡/ere collected, pooled and fused.

All animals were used humanely in accordance with University and Federal

government animal handling regulations (Ref # 94-44).

a) Screening for mAbs of a predetemtihed specificity:

Two weeks after fusion, tissue culture fluid was screened for mAbs that

cross react with the pin-peptides DVAGLQND from serovar C immune splenocytes in

an indirect pin-peptide ELISA format as described previously (Zhong, et al., 1990b)

except as follows: The primary hybridoma screen is set up in an ELISA format by

transferring 150 ul of neat supematant, after one to two weeks of growth under HAT

selection, directly to corresponding wells of a 96 well round bottom flex ELISA plates

(Falcon, cat# 39lt). Pin-peptides, blocked with 4/ó BSA (SIGMA) in pBS, a¡d then

reacted in the wells of the plate taking note of the orientation. Supematants were

reacted on the pins for two hours at 37'C , or altematively, 4.C ovemight. The pins

were washed in three times in 500 ml PBS-Tween (0.05%) for l5 minutes each time

followed by a rinse with double distilled water, A goat ¿urti-mouse lgG-horseradish

peroxidase conjugate (Pierce) was used as the secondary antibody It:10000 in 2%

BSA in PBS-tween (0.05%)1. The pins were reacted for I hour at 37"C, and washed as

above. The colour is developed wtth 2,Z-azino-bis-(3 -ethyl-benz+hialozine-6-sulfonate)
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in the dark and absorbance was read at 405 nm with a reference wavelength of 655

on a¡ automated ELISA reader (BIORAD 3550). Wells corresponding to the positive

pins were examined and expa-nded by limiting dilution at less than one cell per well in

96-well round bottom plates (Coming) (figure 5). Pin-peptides were regenerated by

sonication in an SDS-bath at 60oC with 0.1%o 2-mercaptoethanol. The pins have been

reused repeatedly with no noticeble change in reactivity or sensitivity. Confirmation of

native epitope specificity was done by standard immunological tests including

immunoblot, radio-immunoprecipitation, and in vitro neutralization assay. Ascites was

produced in BALB/c mice and the mAbs purified and isotyped as described below.

b) Monoclonal Antibody Isotype Detennination and pu,ifcation:

The mAb supernatants were isotyped according to an antigen specific protocol

which allowed for the use of whole chlamydial EBs as antigen, in a commercial

murine mAb isotyping kit (Pierce, 37501) All were IgG subtypes with kappa light

chains. Monoclonal a¡tibodies were bulk precipitated with saturated (NH.r)"SO{ ,

dialysed, and protein A / G column purified (Zhong et al., 1994a), followed by an

additional ovemight dialysis in PBS at 4'C to remove tris buffer.

c) Polyclonal Murine Antibody Preparation

Polyclonal anti-chlamydial antibody were prepared in hyperimmunized mice

and used for positive controls by the polyclonal ascites method (Lacy and Voss, l9g6).

Briefìy, pristane primed I week old BALB/c mice (The Jackson Laboratory, Maine)
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were injected with l0ó ifu of serovar C or L2 i.p. in an equal volume of IFA. The

mice received identical boosts at two week intervals. The third and fourth boosts

consìsted of 106 IFU, i.p. in an equal amount of PBS. Seven days after the fourth

boost mice were injected i.p. with 2.5 X 106 viable Sp2/0-4g14 non-producing

myeloma cells. Ascites was collected within l -2 weeks following injection of the

myeloma and purified on protein A/G columns. The eluted antibodies were dialysed

against two changes of PBS over two days at 4oC.

2.7. Imnuno-dotblot, Immunoblot (western), and Radio-imnttnoprecipitatio :

The immunoblot assay for detecting mAb and immune sera binding capability

to membrane-immobilized protein from chlamydial serovar C EBs was carried out as

previously described (Zhang, et al., 1987) except for the followings: 2 X t05 IFU

serovar C EBs were dotted onto the nitrocellulose memb¡ane in 50 ul SPG. The heat

treatment of EBs was carried out by heating the EBs at 56 'C for 30 min. The

membrane was blocked with 4yo bovine serum albumin and 0.05% Tween-20 in

PBS(PH7.4) ( Blocking solution ). Both mAbs and iodine conjugates were diluted with

Z%io bovine serum albumin æd 0.05%o Tween-2O in PBS (incubation solution). A

mixture of goat ant-mouse IgG conjugated with t?5I ( Cat.# 68075, ICN Biochemicals,

CA ) and r2sl-protein G (ICN Biochemicals, CA ) was used to visualize the mAb

binding since we found that the goat anti-mouse IgG preparation preferably bound to

IgGl isotype while the protein G preparation failed to bind to IgGl isotype under the

experimental conditions that we used. The nitrocellulose membrane (Schleicher and
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Schuell, cat# BA-S 83) was presoaked in sterile distilled water and the dot-blot

apparatus set up as directed (BIORAD BIODOT Apparatus). Whole chlamydial EB

cells we¡e coated onto the nitro cellulose membrane wells at I X l0 { IFU/well in SPG

(sucrose-phosphate-glutamic acid buffer [pH 7.a]) for two hours at room temperature.

The wells were rinsed with PBS-tween (0.05%) two times before blocking with

200u1/well of 4% BSA ovemight at 4'C. Hybridoma culture supematants containing

monoclonal antibodies were reacted for two hours at 37"C in the presence of 5%. CO,

to prevent gross pH change of the bicarbonate buffered media. Antibodies were

¡emoved by vacuum, and wells washed four times with wash buffer (PBS-tween,

0.2%, [pH7 .31. Altematively 100 ul/well of goat-anti-mouse-IgG- horseradish

peroxidase enzyme conjugate (above) was added at l:5000 in 2% BSA-PBS followed

by Napthol color development. After reacting for 45 minutes at 37"C the second

antibody was removed and the membrane washed four times with wash buffer. The

membrane was removed from the apparatus and air dried for l0 minutes. Wrap the

membrane in saran wrap as it is still moist a¡d we don't want to contaminate the X-ray

film case. Membranes were exposed for I hour at -700C and developed.

For SDS-PAGE a l2/o separating and a 4o/o stacking gel were used for

immunological visualization of antibody reactivity. solubitized chlanydia ùachonatis

EBs protein antigens were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes using a BIO-RAD

mini-protean trans-blot t¡ansfer apparatus in the method of Towbin et al (i979). A

standardized amount of protein was loaded for each type of antigen mixture via the

Lowry method. Blotted membranes were blocked wtth 4% BSA for two hours at room
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temperature prior to reaction for I hour at 37'C with l:500 dilution of anti-serum in

2% BSA. Blots were developed as described previously (Zhong et al., 1994a).

Chlamydial EBs were harvested and purified following metabolic tabelling with

35-S trans-methionine (ICN Biochemicals) and RIPs were performed as desc¡ibed

previously (Zhong et al., 1994a).

2.8. In vitro Neutralization Assay:

In 1992 a great deal of effort was spent in the attempt to standardize an in vitro

chlamydial infectivity neutralization assay in the form of a workshop in Hamilton,

Montana (Byrne et al., 1993). Representatives from many laboratories interested in the

shrdy of anti-chlamydial antibodies attended. Lessons learned from this workshop were

translated back to ou¡ Winnipeg chlamydial lab by Dr. Guangming Zhong (University

of Manitoba). The binding capability of mAbs to live EBs were assessed in a HAK

cell line (Hamster kidney cells) in vitro neutralìzation âssay as detailed at the

international workshop described above (Su and Caldwell, l99l;Su et al., l99l).

, Briefly, neutralization assays are performed on HaK cell monolayers. HaK cells are

grown to confluence in 175 cm2 tissue culture flasks in Dulbecco's modifred Eagles

media (DMEM, GIBCO) supplemented with 0.2%;o glucose, 0.75% Na bicarbonate, and

10%o fetal calf serum (Rehatuin). Monolayers are washed with lßss, arrd than rinsed

with 4 ml of trypsin (o.l% in PBS). Another 4 ml of trypsin is added to the flask and

incubated for 10 minures at 37'c. Trypsinized cetls are diluted to 106 viable cells /ml

in medium (trypan blue exclusion principle), and 100 ul of cells was added to each
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well of a 96 well cell culture plate (Coming). The cells are than incubated for 24

hours at 37'C in a 5o/o CO, overlay. Antibodies are assessed by preparing serial two-

fold dilutions of purified IgGs in SPG. A mAb with unrelated specificity, or a

preimmune sera, is similarly diluted and used as a control. An equal volume of EBs (

EBs were titrated and adjusted to 2 X 10¡ IFU per ml in SPG ) ìs mixed with an equal

volume of antibody dilutions in a 96-well round bottom culture plate (Falcon) and

incubated at 3'1"C lor 30 minutes on a slowly rocking platform (Nutator) shaker. A 50

ul volume of the mixtures was then inoculated in triplicate onto 24-hour HAK cell

monolayers in 96-well flat bottomed plates (Costar), and incubated at 37"C fot 2 h.

The inoculum is removed and the monolayers washed with 100 ul/ well of pre-warmed

(37"C) HBSS. The cells are fed with 200u1 of DMEM containing 1 ug of

cyclohexamide per ml and incubated for 48 hours at 37"C in a 5yo CO, overlay. After

methanol fixation of the monolayers, chlamydial inclusions are detected by

histochemical staining with a rabbit (different species than test mAb) anti-chlamydial

serovar Ll and L2 polyclonal antisera (1:1000) as the first antibody, horseradish

peroxidase conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibodies as the second antibody and l-

chloronaphthanol (Sigma Chemicals) as substrate. IFU are quanfitated by counting 5

fields at a magnification of X200 using an inverted microscope. A mean IFU number

per field was calculated from three plates, and the results are expressed as percent

reduction in mean IFU compared with the control wells.
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2.9. Grovth an¿l Puri.fication of Recombinanl Filatnentous Phage:

The procedures outlined below are essentially as described in a freely

distributed laboratory manual prepared by Dr. George Smith (University of Missouri,

Columbia). Cloned E coli (K91) colonies containing C-MOMP VDI monoclonal

antibody selected recombinant phage-peptides (Zhong et al., 1994a) were picked and

amplified in 200 ml of SB broth [(30 g tryptone (DIFCO) 20 g yeast extract, l0 g

MOPS ) per litre; pH 7.01 with 20 ug / ml tetracycline and I mM IPTG. The cultures

were shaken ovemight at 37"C. Bacteria were removed by a centrifugation step at

4000 RPM for 40 minutes (Beckman JA-10 rotor) at 4'C. Soluble phage particles were

precipitated three times with 0.15 volumes of PEG/NaCI solution (polythylene glycol

(8000 mW) 16.7%; NaCl 3.3 M) and centrifugation at 5000 RPM for 80 minutes at

4'C; the final centrifugation was in a sterile Oakridge tube at 12000 rpm (Beckman

JA-20) for 40 minutes at 4'C. The final pellets were re-suspended in 2 ml TBS (50

mM tris base, 150 mN NaCl, pH 7.5) and stored at 4'C until used. phage were titered

in starved K9i cells in NAP buffer (80 mM NaCl, 50 mM NHoHrPOo, pH 7.0) on SB-

tet (100 ug/ml) plates. There was no growth by K9l or K9l kan bacterial strains on

SB-tet plates in the absence of phage infection.

2.10. EM Visualization of chlamydial EB and Phage Bone-peptide / antibody

Inleraclion:

Commercial magnetite beads (10mg) precoated with polyclonal Goat anti-

mouse IgG Fc-specific antibodies (BioMag, PerSeptive Diagnostics) were washed in
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sterile phosphate bufferred saline (pH 7.2) and blocked in l0% dialysed BSA for 2

hours at room temperature. The blocked particles were next reacted with an excess of

murine monoclonal antibody C1.8 ascites in a 2% BSA a¡d PBS solution for 4 hours

at 4'C followed by 40 minutes at 37'C. The beads were washed two times with lOml

of PBS-tween (0.05%) and separated each time using a cable magnet (Manitoba

Telephone System).

. Phage particles [1 X 10'ç transforming units (TU)]or chlamydial EBs [( I X 10?

infectious units (IFU)] were added to the antibody coated beads and reacted overnight

at 4'C on a nutator shaker. The beads were washed as above and magnetically

separated twice (as above) prior to direct visualization under electron microscope. The

authors are aware that the electron dense iron of the beads makes for a less than

optimal viewing substrate under EM due to high stigmatism (Dr. paul Hazelton,

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg), howeve¡ the pictures were suitably clear (Zhong et

al., 1997; data not shown).

2.11. VD-I Peptide Solid Phase Synthesis and Inn hizations:

In order to directly evaluate the immunogenicity of VD-l peptide epitope

without the interference of carriers, we created synthetic peptides analogous to the

serovar c VD-1 of MOMP. we designed synthetic peptides to represent both a B cell

neutralizing site a¡d a conserved T cell epitope. An optimized VD-l epitope ligand

was previously determined to contain the flanking residues -DCL-VDl-WCW- (Zhong

et al., 1994b). A conserved T-cell epitope, A-8, also found in the MOMp has been
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identified as capable of presentation by multiple MHC class II alleles and has served

as a promiscuous T-cell helper site in other vaccine constructs (Su and Caldwell,

1992). using the sequence information derived from the filamentous phage system and

from T cell mapping studies, synthetic oligopeptides containing both the serovar C

VD-l MOMP B-cell epitope and the A-8 MOMp T-cell epitope were synthesized

(figure 6).

The general structure of these peptides from a vaccine perspective are:

NH3 - promiscuous T cell epitope- B cell neutralization epitope - COOH

The oligopeptides have a polylysine tail (3 residues) at their N+erminii improve their

solubility. Residues 3-28 contain the A-8 TH epitope that has been characterised by

Dr. H Caldwell (su et al., 1990, Su and caldwell, 1992). rn addition to promiscuity in

multiple murine MHC alles, A-8 was chosen because it also functions as a TH epitope

in non-human primates (Dr. H. Caldwell, unpublished data). The A-g peptide

represents a sequence conserved region of MoMp and is found in the MoMp of all

known c trqchomatis serovars. The A-8 T cell epitope was linked to either a linear

(B3-red, B-6) or looped (83-ox) VDI epitope. Three complex oligopeptides were

sucessfully synthesized that are 47 amino acids in length. peptides were gene¡ated with

an N-terminal polylysine tail (3 residues) for improved solubility, and purifíed using

high pressure liquid chromatography. Soruble peptides were prepared and puriflred by

Dr. Bob Hodges (Canadian Bacterial Diseases Network, University of Albert4

Edmonton, Alberta).
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2. I2. Standard EI,ISA and mAb Avidity Measurenents:

Microtrter plates (CORMNG, modified flat bottom) were coated ovemight at 4

"C with I X 106 IFU of native serovar C EBs , I ug/ml Mycobacteriuft, tuberculosis

(DIFCO, H37Ra), I X 106 Pseudontonas aentginosa (A gift from Dr. James

Karlowsky, University of Manitoba) in 100 ul of SPG or 0.1 ug/well of peptides in

100 ul of PBS. The plates were washed with 200u1 of SPG or PBS once and blocked

with 200u1/well of a 4%o BSA in PBS blocking solution at 37'C for 90 min. Serial

dilutions of antibody preparations were made in solution and added to the plates with

loouliwell. The plates were incubated at 37'C for 60 minutes or overnight at 40C.

After washing four times with 200 ul/well of wash solution (0.05% Tween-20 in PBS,

PI{7.4), a goat anti-mouse IgG-peroxidase conjugate ( Pierce) at l:3000 dilution in

2% BSA-PBS solution was added with 100 ul/well and the plates incubated as before.

After washing as before, 100 ul of substrate f2.2-azino-bis-(3-ethyl-benzthiazotine-6

sulfonate) in citrate buffer (pH 4.5) in the presence of HrO.l was added to each well.

The enrymatic reaction was developed for l5 minutes in the dark at room tempe¡ature

and the absorbance was measured at 405 nm.

The relative binding affinity or avidity of the mAbs were estimated using

whole EB ELISA. The mABs were serially diluted from a known starting

concentration and reacted on whole EBs as described. The relative affinities were

defined as the consentration of antibody (ug mAb/ml) required to yield an optical

density (OD) value of 0.5 at 405 nm in whole EB ELISA. Similar measurements of

affinity have been used to estimate antibody avidity to Tula virus (Lundkvist et al.,
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r 9e6).

2.13. Conplenenta,y DNA (cDNA) and C)tcle Sequencing Reagents:

Superscript II reverse transcriptase, Taq enryme, TdT enzyme, and dNTpS

were purchased from GIBCO BRL. Oligo-dt prirners were obtained from Boehringer

Mannheim. PRIME-RNase inhibitor was purchased from S-PRIME to 3-pRIME

(Boulder, CO).

2. I4. Oligonucleotide Pñmer Design:

In order to determine the nucleotide sequence of the immunoglobulin variable

region genes we designed and used oligonucleotide PCR primers based on the

sequences in the database of Kabat et al, (1991). Leader region primers were

constructed from information available on the murine healy and light chain leader

region codon sequences. The RACE generic 5'primers, Q,, e", and e^-, were modified

from Frohma¡r (1994). Primers MHcL4 (murine heavy chain leader-4), anct MKL4

(murine kappa leader-4) were modified from published oligonucleotides MH-SP-

ALT.l, and IgKVL5'-B respectively (Coloma et al., 1991; La¡ et al., 1996). Isotype

specific antisense primer sequences, a¡d MHCI and 9 were obtained from Barbas and

Burton (1994). MVL (Zhong et al., 1994) was modified from Huse et al (i989).

P¡imers MVL and MHC (l & 9) anneal to the FR-l of kappa light chain and heavy

chain v-regions respectively. oligonucleotide primers that correspond to the aberrantly

rearranged endogenous sP2/O-Agl4 gene sequence were used to survey the hybridoma
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clones for co-expression of the abberrant transcript. No specific amplifrcation was seen

suggesting very few if any aberrant trânscripts were present. Additionally, when added

to PCR reaction mix containing primers for amplification of full length light chains, no

reduction in full length signal was seen (data not shown). If the aberrant chain primer

was annealing intemal to the outer pair a reduction in signal would be expected, even

if truncated products were not visible.

Primers are listed in Table 3 and their respective annealling sites a¡e shown in

the accompanying figure 7. Oligonucleotides were either made on a BECKMAN

OLIGO 1000 DNA synthesizer or ordered through commercial sources (GIBCO,

Custom P¡imers). They were removed from the column as suggested by the

manufacturer, and no additional purifrcation was performed prior to use.

2.15. Total RNA purification, cDNA Preparation, and Homopolynter Tailing of

CDNA:

For each hybridoma cell line I X 106 logarithmic phase, and for whole spleens

I X 107 viable cells (trypan blue exclusion principle) were collected, washed, than

lysed (in 0.5 ml of 4 M guanidium isothiocyanate, 170 beta-mercaptoethanol, pH 2.0).

Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy total RNA kir (QIAGEN) About 20 ug of total

RNA was used for cDNA production for each cell line. Briefly RNA, oligo p(dT)15

(0.8 ug), and water (to total of 41 ul), were combined and heated at 70.C for 10

mjnutes than transferred briefly to ice, than to 37"C for l0 minutes. Next, 8 ul of the
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Table 3

1

2

3
4

þGlN
lgGzaÞ

lgGg

lslGppa

oG.
QO

Q1

MHGs

MH125

MKCl

MHcL-1

MHcL-2

MHcL-3

MHcL4

MKcL-1

MKcL-2

MIGL.3

MKcL4

MHCl

MHCg

l!îi/L
mlt2-5'
mlL2-3'

MGl -sseq

MG2arb-35eq

MK-3Seq

ö

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

2'l
æ.

23

24

25

26

s'.AGG CTT ACT AGT ACA ATC CCT GGG C/qC ATIs'
s'-GTT CTG ACT AGT GGG CAC TCT GGG CrGs'
5'-GGG GGTACTAGT CTTGGG TATTCTAGG CTG3'
s'-GCG CCG TCTAGA ATTAAC ACT CATTCC TGTTGA A3'

s'-ATG AGT CCA GCAATGATTATG TCAAGCGGG GGG GGG GGG GGG GG-3,
s'-ATG AGT CCA GCA ATG ATTATG TCAAGG3'

s'-ATG ATT ATG TCA AGC GGG GGG G3'

s'-GAC CM GGG ATA GAC-3'
s'-GGC CAG TGGATA GAGs'
s'-GGA TAC AGT TGG TGC AGGs'

s'-ATG GAC TT(GCT) c(cAÐA (CT)TG AcC T_3'

5'-ATG GAA Tcc A(GC)C Tcc (cA)Tc rn 6rc T_3,

s'-ATG AAA GTG TTG AGT CTG TTG TAC CTG€'
s'-ATG (GA)A(GC) rT(cq ûc)cc oc)T(Aq A6G)C Tûc)c (c4TT-3'
s'-ATG MG TTG CCT GTTAGG CTGT€'
s'.ATG GAC TTT CAG GTG CAG ATC T-3'
s'-TTG CTG fiC TGG GÍA TCT GGT A.3'
s'-ATG GAG ACA GAC ACA CTC CTG CTA T-3'

s'-AGG TCC AGC TGC TCG AGT CTG G.3'
5'-AGG T[ AtC TC TCcAcT COA)G ê3'
s'.GTG CCA GAT GTG AGC TCG TGA TGA C¡C AGT CTC CA-3
s'.GCÁ CCC ACTTCA AGCTCCACTTC,A AGCTCT-3'
5'-TTA TTG AGG GCT TGT TGA GAT GAT GCT TTG€'

s,.AGATGG GGG TGT CGT Tfi GGG3'
s'-GAC O/C)GA TGG GG(C/G) TGT TGT TN GGGs'
s'-TAC AGT TGG TGC AGC ATC AGGs'

sA'l'Þliff 
caìon ând s€qrêndng

RACE-1;þGl cDM
RACE-1; lgGzaib cDNA

RACEr;þGocDM
RAGE-1; þlGppa cDNA

RACE-1

RACE-1

HACE.2

RACE-2; lgGocDM 
a 

-
RACE-2; lgGl,2aþ cDM"
RACE-2; þKappa cDNA 

a

lsHcDNA l
loH cDNA 

d

rõn"om I
toH cDNA 

d

lixappacou]
lslGppa cD}.lA l
lglGppa cDM 1
lglGppa cDM'

þG cDM a

lgG cDNA

lgKappa cDllA
mlL-2 cDNA

mlL-2 cDNA

s
lgGl cDNA s
lgG2a/b cDM 

"lstGppa+DNA



F81 CDR1 ru CDH2 FRs CDR3 Fff4

I2+6

&10
Vadable Region

Figure 7: Graphical representation of the oligonucleotide priming sites on a

representative immunoglobulin cDNA. The numbers correspond to primers listed in

table 3. Primer 4 (Barbas and Burton, 1994) is the kappa light chain constant region

reverse primer and is shown on the same cDNA for completeness.



following master mix was added: 4 ul of 5 X reverse transcriptase buffer, 2 ul 0.1mM

DTT, lul 10 mM dNTP stock, lul PRIME RNA inhibitor was mixed per sample. The

reaction was performed at 37"C for 60 minutes after the addition of lul (200 units) of

Superscriþt RT/ tube, followed by 90"C for 5 minutes. RNASE-H (pROMEGA) lul

(1.5 units) and RNASE-A (SIGMA), 0.2u1, ( 1.25 units or 2.5ug ) were added to

destroy RNA by incubation at 37"C for an additional 20 minutes. An aliqout of oDNA

was purified (to remove dNTPs, NTPs, and oligo-dr) on a sephadex TE-MIDI SELECT

D-50 spin columns (5'to 3', Boulder, CO) which retains oligonucleotides <72 bp in

Iength. The sample was recovered and precipitated ovemight at -20"C, washed once

in 70% ETOH, and resuspencled in 1Oul of lX TE (tris-edta) buffer. Allele specific

PCR was performed directly upon splenic cDNA at this point (without further

manþulation) for the va¡iable region gene analysìs by run-off blot (see Results,

Objective 3).

Olígo d(C) homopolymer tails were added to the 3, end of aliqouts of purified

first strand oDNA as described briefly (Frohman et al., 1988; Frohman, 1994). We

adapted the method of Frohma¡ for the addition of poly-C tails as follows: The 20ul

C-tailing reaction volume consisted of 10 ul of cleaned up oDNA; 0.7 ul of dCTp (100

mM, GIBCO); lul TDT enzyme (1 5 units ); 4 ul of the 5 X TdT cacodylate buffer

(GIBCO); and 4.3 ul ddH"O. We used an approximate value of i ug of cDNA (even

though we started out with <0.6ug amount of mRNA) in our calculations as I ug

provides 3.125 pmol of "ends" (assuming about l200bp total length of cDNA and the
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average molecular weight of a dNTP is about 320 daltons). we realize rhat the starting

concentrations of RNA were likely far from optimal, however they were more than

adequate for our purposes, Commercial instructions suggested 20-25 pmol of the

dNTP species to be added per pmol of cDNA "ends". Thus we used 22.5 X 3.125=

70 pmol dCTP, or 0.7 ul of ¿ l00mM dCTP per tailing reaction. The mixtures were

incubated at 37'c for 30 minutes, heated to 65'c for 5 minutes to inactivate the Tdr

enzyme, and diluted to a final volume of 300 ul with lX TE buffer. Murine IL-2

.DNA was created from RNA harvested from phorbol myristic acid stimulated EL4-

IL2 mouse thymoma cells (ATCC #TIB l8l) and was used as a control pCR

amplification due to its known expression of IL-2 (Ma, M. et al., l9g4). IL-2 mRNA

produced a specific band of approximately 450bp. Severai different amplification

protocols were used in these experiments. specific modifications are discussed in the

Results section.

The first amplification round of RACE (designated hereafter as RACE-I) was

performed as follows. Sephadex G-50 column purified, and 3'-poty-C tailed cDNA

(1 ul) was added to 90 ul of master pCR mix (see above). Upstream primers, e./eo

were added at a volume of 0.5 ul of e" (60 pmol) and 0.25 ul of eo(40 pmol)

respectively. RACE-l began with three cycles of 96'c fo¡ 20 seconds, a annealing step

of 60"c for 2 minutes, and an extension step at 72'c ror 5 minutes. The next 20 cycles

were as follows: A denaturation step at 96"c for 20 seconds, an annealing step at 5g"c

for 2 minutes, an extension at 72.C for 2 minutes. The final 20 cycles of RACE-l

involves two-step temperature cycling from 96.C for 20 seconds, to 60.C for 2
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minutes. Again, a final extension at 72'C for l5 minutes was added for complete

extension. RACE-l products were analysed on agarose gels and diluted accordingly.

The second round of RACE amplification (designated hereafter as RACE-2)

was performed on appropriately diluted RACE-l products (unpurified). RACE-2

amplification was performed utilizing RACE-l amplified cDNA with 5,primer e, and

3' nested isotype specific primers (MHl25 for IgG, a¡d IgG,^; MHG3 for IgGr, and;

MKC I for Kappa light chains). Briefly, I ul of diluted RACE-I product was mixed

with 90 ul of master PCR mix (above), 0.5 ul Ql primer (70 pmol), 60-100 pmol of

the corresponding nested 3' antisense primer . water was added according to a volume

calculated to give t00ul after Hot start addition of approximately 2.5 units of Taq

polymerase (GIBCO). RACE-2 began with 35 cycles of denaturation at 96"C for 25

seconds, annealing at 48-55'C for 2 minutes, followed by extension at j2'C for I

minute.

2.16. Inununoglobulin Leader rcgion primer PCR arnplifcation

Unpurified RACE-1 amplified products were diluted and used as template for

leader PCR. Analysis of 20 ul of RACE-1 product on a 2o/o agarose analytical gel

determined the dilution of template for leader PCR according to the following criteria:

If there was no specific band visibte at 400-600 bp, the RACE-I procut was diluted

1/20 in íHZO.If a weak but specific band was observed, the product was diluted

1/200 in dH2o. If a strong and specific ba¡d was observed, the products were diluted

1/800 in dH2o. For leader PCR I ul of these diluted products were used as template.A
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standard cycling protocol for cDNA amplifrcation was used to compare the efficacy of

raw, purihed, and RACE-l amplified cDNA. It was determined that a single round of

RACE amplif,rcation followed by leader primer PCR with a nested isotype specific

oligonucleotide \¡/as most efficient for oDNA amplification (data not shown). This

protocol was used for the sequence determination of the RACE- I preamplified

templates.

The leader PCR protocols were set up as follows: A master PCR mix

consisting of 100 ul 10 X PCR Buffer (No Mg, GIBCO), 8 ul dNTPs (25 mM each,

GIBCO), 30 ul of 50 mM MgClr, 764.5 uI of double distilled water was used for

PCR amplifications. Template oDNA ( I ul of appropriately dituted samples) were

added to 90 ul of a master PCR mix with 60-100 pmol of each primer (one leader

primer, numbers 1l-18 (Table 3), with a respective isotype specific 3'-primer; MKCl

for kappa light chains; MHl25 for lgG1, 2alb; MHG3 for IgG3) in a total volurne of 2

ul, and water was added to a calculated total of l00ul. Samples were vortex mixed and

overlayed with 2 drops of white mineral oil (Mallinckrodt) before a flrnal brief spin

and hot start with approximately 2.5 units of Taq polymerase. All samples were

amplified for 35 cycles. The cycles consisted of a 30 second denaturation step at 96oC,

â 2 minute annealing step at 5l-55"C, and a 2 minute extension step at 72.C. All

amplification protocols were completed with a final extension for l0 minutes at 72"C.

Following completion of PCR 20 ul of each sample was added to 4 ut of 6 X sample

buffer (Maniatis, ) and run on a Z%ó agarose gel containing ) 0.OOl% ethidium bromide

for I hou¡ at 100 volts. Gels were visualized and photographed under U.V. light. In
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all cases, RACE-l preamplified template produced a good amplification for all l4 VH

and Vl cDNAs, with at least one of the leader primers. Thus RACE preamplific¿tion

improved the ability of leader primers to amplifu monoclonal cDNA.

2. 17. cDNA sequence Detern,ination

The amplified immunoglobulin cDNAs were sequenced directly with a

commercial cycle sequencing kit (GIBCO BRL, Missisauga, On, Canada). Two

independent reverse transcribed samples for each clone were sequenced, Recalcitrant

cDNAs were cloned into the PCR 2.I TA vector (Invitrogen) and sequenced with

primers annealing to the vector. In all cases more than two clones were sequenced to

produce a consensus sequence. Briefly, on a conventional sequencing apparatus, using

4-60/o polyacrylamide gels containing 6 M urea. oligonucleotide primers were labelled

with 32 or 33-P gamma labelled ATP and were not purified prior to use. The gels

were dried onto filter papers for 2-3 hours at 80oc under constant vacuum. The dried

gels were exposed on KODAK XOMAT film for 24-72 hours depending on the signal

intensity. The sequences were analysed on the Kabat antibody databa¡r and the

Immunogenetics database which are freely available databases on the intemet. There

were some inherent limitations to the RACE method as not all of the products

produced readable sequencing products despite good amplification of correct sized

products. Possible explanations include internal homology with sequencing primers,

sequence specific secondary structure and PCR jumpimg which can produce artifacts.

The most reliable method was cloning.
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2.18. PCR Run-off Reactions lor Variable Gene E4tression

Twelve, six-week old female BALB/o mice (Jackson laboratories, Bar Harbour,

Maine) were immunized intraperitoneally with 5 X 105 IFUs of C. ttnchotnatis

serovar C EBs in incomplete Freund's adjuvant (DIFCO) in a total volume of 200 ul

per mouse. A group of 5 mice recieved 200 ul of Complete Freund's adjuvant (H37

Ra; DIFCO) intraperitoneally without other antigens (containing M. fuberculosis

antigens). Another group of 3 mice recieved 5 X l0s colony forming units of whole

viable Pseudomonas aentginosa bacterium, intraperitoneally, in IFA to a total of 200

ul per mouse. (The P. aenqinosa was a cloned mucoid clinical isolate donated by Dr.

James Karlowsky, University of Manitoba, Canada). A total of 6 naive mice were bled

a¡d sacrificed, and the spleens removed for RNA isolation. All immunized mice were

tail bled on day 24 and sacrificed. The spleens were removed for RNA isolation. Total

RNA was isolated using the RNeasy@ kit (as outlined above) from the same number

of viable cells (5 X 106) per mouse spleen. Complementary DNA was prepared as

outlined above. Immunoglobulin V-gene allele specific PCR a¡rd the linear run-off blot

was performed as follows: For each Íeaction, I ul of oDNA was combined with 90 ul

of a PCR master mix (as described above), 60 pmol of a 5' allele specific framework 3

(VH6-like, designed from the VH of hybridoma clone 486, ACA TTG ACT GTA

GAC AAG TCC TCC AG; VH5-like, designed from rhe consensus of the VH genes of

hybridoma clones Cl.1-C1.6, CcA TTC ACC ATC TCC AGA GAC/G AAT G) or

framework-l primer (UmIgVH, a pan healy chain variable region primer, TGA GGT

GCA GCT GGA GGA GTC; UmIgVk, a pan kappa light chain primer, GAC ATT
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CTG ATG ACC CAG TCT; Vk2l-like, designed based upon the Vk2l lighr chain

sequences of the early a¡d late hybridoma clones, GAC ATT GTG CTG ACA CAG

TCT CCT GCT TCC), 60 pmol of a 3' isotype specific primer (tgG3', GTG GAT CCT

GCA TTT GAA CTC CTT G; Ig-kappa-3', cCG CCG TCT AGA ATT AAC ACT

CAT TCC TGT TGA A), and water to a calculated total of lO0 ul following hot start

addition of 2.5 U of Taq polymerase. The UmIgVH and UmIgVk primers were made

based upon the design of Dattamundjar et al (1996), and the IgG-3' was based upon

the identical primer used by Delassus et al. (i995). Thus five individual sets of pCR

amplifications were performed upon the cDNA of each mouse. All of the pCR

reactions produced bands of the correct size representing Ig V-gene cDNAs (807 bp

for the heary chain cDNA produced with framework 3 primers and the IgG-3'primer

that anneals to the 3' end of CH2 of all IgG isotypes; 600bp for the light chain cDNA

with frarnework- I primers and the Ig-kappa-3' primer that anneals to the 3'end of

CHI) (Appendix 2). This confirmed the success of the RNA isolation and oDNA

production for all mice, and that the PCR products all contained amplified V-gene

cDNAs (albeit of unknown assemblage), prior to J-region run off assay. Excess

primers and dNTPs were removed with TE-Midi G50 sephadex spin columns (5 prime

to 3 Prime, Boulder, CO, USA) prior to run-off. The Run-off reactions utilize only a

single primer in a one-way polymerization, to create 5,-biotinylated, single stranded,

anti-sense DNA copies of the v-gene. The Run-off assay is designed to only detect the

products of this secondary mn-off step. The Run-off reaction was performed as

follows: 2 ul (1/50th) of the cleaned-up ampliflred product then subjected to a Run-off
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elongation (Pannetier et al., 1993). The product was combined with 100 pmols of 5'

biotinylated J-region primer (JH2-biotin, Biotin-CG AGA CTG TGA GAG TGG TG;

or Jk2-biotin, Brotin-GTC CCC CCT CCG AAC GTG T: GIBCO CUSTOM

PRIMERS, Baltimore, ML, USA), 90 ul of PCR master mix (as above), and water to

a calculated total volume of 100 ul following hot-start addition of 2.5 U of Taq

polymerase. Primer extension started with a denaturation step of 1 min at 96oC,

followed by 20 cycles of 30 s at 96oC, 30 s at 60oC and 25 s at'72oC, zurd frnally a 4

minute step at 72oC. 20 ul of the products of the elongation were size separated on

mini-gel polyacrylamide gels (BIORAD) using gels with sequencing gel composition.

The gels were cast as follows: (The following mixture made enough gel for 2 X 7%o

separating gels.) 6.4 ml of dH2O was combined with I ml of 10 X TBE (tris-borate-

edta, pH 8.4; Maniatis), 2,5 ml of 30%o polyacrylamide/bis-acrylamide (19: I ratio), 50

ul of l0% ammonium persulfate (Anachemia), and 5 ul TEMED (Mallinckrodt). Once

poured the gels were overlayed with water-saturated butanol until firmly cross-linked.

A small stacking gel was added to focus the DNA and consisted of (for two gels): 6.6

ml of dH2O, 2 ml of 5 X TBE (tris-borate-EDTA, pH 6.2), t.4 ml of 30 % acrylamide

/bis (19:l),60 ul of ammonium persulfate, and l0 ul of TEMED. The combs were

added until just before sample loading. A I X TBE buffer was used for a running

buffer. The gels were run for I hour and 15 minutes, or 2 hours, for heavy and light

chain Run-offs respectively (both at 125 volts). This is because light chain Run-off

products span the Fr-l to Jk region and are much larger than the heavy chain products

which essentially only span CDR3 (*300 and -170 bp respectively). Gels were NaOH
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denatured and transfer¡ed to nylon membrane as described below (Southem transfer of

DNA).

Blotted membranes were blocked with 4% BSA in PBS for 2 hours at room

temperature. The membranes were rinsed 1 X in dH2O and incubated with avidin

conjugated horseradish peroxidase (Pierce) at t/3000 in 4% BSA-PBS for I hour at

room temperature. The membranes were washed 3 X gently in 500 ml of PBS-Tween

20 (0.2%) with shaking, for 10 minutes each wash (Do not overwash). The membranes

were agains rinsed 1 X in dH2O. Color develoment was carried out for 15 minutes in

a solution containing 5 ml of l% 2-chloronapthol (FISHER), 15 ml of dH20, and i0

ul of hydrogen peroxide. We determined that the linear Run-off reaction, following 20

rounds of elongation, had a maximum sensitivity of 0.05 ng of starting material using

a monoclonal cDNA template, which represents a 20 fold improvement over EtBr

staining (data not shown).

For the evaluation of the effects of peptide immunization on variable region

gene expression levels, the identical PCR amplification and Run-off procedures was

performed as above and was run in tandem. RNA and sera were collected 24 days

following immunization of female BALB/c mice (6weeks). Three groups of 8 mice

received 25 ug of peptide per mouse emulsified in 200 ul of IFA. The peptides were

B3-ox, B3-red (VDI looped or linear peptides, see figure 6) or the similarly sized

linear control peptide 0921 (NH3 -ATKKEVPLGVAADANKLGEIEALKAEIEALK

AGGDEQFIPKGGEIEALKAEIEALKA-COOH; courtesy of Dr. Bob Hodges,

University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada). The synthesis and initial immunochemical
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characterization of these peptides has already been described in detail ( Appendix l).

2.20. Southem Transfer of DNA

PCR amplified cDNAs were vertically transferred from lo% agarose gels or 70%

polyacrylamide mini-gels to nylon membranes by capillary blotting or southern

transfer. The gels were initally soaked for 20 minutes in denaturing buffer ( 1.5 M

NaCI,0.5 M NaOH) in order to creare single stranded DNAs with improved binding to

the nylon of the membrane (Hybond N+, Amersham). The gels were neutralized in

neurralization buffer (1.5 M NaCl, 0.5 M tris-Hcl, pH 7.0) for 20 minutes. The

transfer apparatus was set up using the southem wick stand and a piece of 3M

Whatman filter paper cut to size. Nylon membranes were cut to the sizeof the gels and

wet in 10 X SSC (1.5 M NaCl, 0.15 M Na-citrate, pH 9). Membranes were placed on

top of the gels using excess buffer to remove air pockets. Absorbent paper towels were

cut to size and piled up on top of the nylon membrane to facillitate capilary

action.Transfers were carried out for 18-20 hours. Following this the nylon membrane

was ¡insed in distilled H2O and denatured in 0.4 M NaOH for 30 s, followed by a

neutralization step for five minutes in 10 ml of 0.2 M tris-HCl, pH 7.5. Single

stranded cDNA was covalently bound to the membranes by baking at SOQC for 30

minutes. Prehybridizations and hybridization reactions were performed at Tm-4oC, and

wash steps were performed at Tm-2oC. Oligonucleotide probes were labelled using a

commercial kit (T4 polynucleotide Kinase, GIBCO-BRL). Hybridization was

performed according to standard protocols (Maniatis, i988) using a hybridization oven

(vwR).
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III. RESULTS

OBJECTIVE ]:

(I) Rationale

Characterization of the Balb/c Polyclonal Antibody Response

We initiated serological studies ofthe C. trachomatis secondary B cell response

in Balb/c mice in order to guage the breadth ofthe B cell compartment that responds to

the VD-l epitope of MOMP. The C îachomatisMOMp is ideal for the study of

crossreactive memory B cell responses as the different serovars are natural antigenic

variants. wang and Grayston initially recognized that reinfection with a c. trachomatís

serological variant (serovar), different from the original infecting serovar, recalled

antibodies to the priming serovar, a phenomenom termed original antigenic sin (oAS)

(Wang and Grayston, 1970; 1982; 1984). The OAS was initially observed in sero-

epidemiologic studies of influenza A virus infection (Davenport et al., 1953; Fazekas de

St. Groth and Webster, 1966), and is believed to be a common feature of infectious

agents capable ofantigenic variation and that thereby confer only strain specific

immunity.

Secondary infection o¡ immunization ràpidly recalls B cells from the memory

pool (Wright et a,, 1983; Quiding et al., 1991). Memory responses are of higher

magnitude, longer duration and can occur very rapidly (Janeway and rravers, 1996). This

is due to several important properties of memory B cells. Memory B cells have

successfully undergone affinity maturation and antigen selection in a primary response

prior to their recruitment into the memory compartment (Ahmed and Gray, 1996). The

response of memory B cells dominates over the response of naive B cells (Brown et al.,
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1980) mainly due to the differential activation of memory B cells mediated via the the

cyNI-B 1 receptor (lgG receptor) on the B cell surface. This ensures that co-engagement

ofthe Ig receptor and the Fc receptor on a naive B cell, but not a memory B cell, leads to

an inactivation signal (Janeway and rravers, 1996). Thus secondary antibody responses

are more amenable to study due to the recall of high titre IgG.

Memory B cells can be recalled by structurally variant epitopes. In fact memory B

cells, and not naive B cells, are specifically activated by a structural haptenic analogue of

a priming antigen (Eisen et al., 1969; Fish er al,, 1989; 1991). Boosting antigens recall

only a small fraction ofthe B cell population that participated in the priming response

(Fish et al,, 1989), suggesting that affìnity maturation selects fiom a diverse set ofB cells

mobilized during the primary response and matures them into the memory compartment.

Thus the primary B cell repertoire to a single antigen is diversifìed through somatic

mutation and antigen selection creating a pool ofhighly responsive memory B cells,

some of which may have acquired improved reactivity for structural antigenic variants

(Fishetal., 1991).

oAS responses classically produce cross-reactive antibodies which have higher

avidity for the priming strain antigen than to the related recall antigen (Janeway and

Travers, I 996). Serological studies have revealed that the portion of B cells that respond

in an oAS response are those cells which recognize antigens common to both the priming

and boosting strains of influenza A (Janeway and rravers, 1996). consistent with this,

molecular analysis of oAS monoclonal antibodies have demonstrated that boosting with

a structurally variant antigen recalls only a portion ofthe B cell population that
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participated in the initial B cell response (Fish et al., 1989). These heterologous

monoclonal antibodies have unique antibody specificities which are not predominant in

homologous immunization (suga et al., 1995). The emergence ofthese rare specificities

in secondary responses implicates the existence ofa large and heterogeneous pool of

antigen specifrc memory B cells with a spectrum ofreactivities. For it is from this

heterogeneous pool that cross-reactive antibodies are rapidly recalled after boosting with

structurally related antigens. Similarly, we postulated that an oAS antibody response to

an individual chlamydial epitope would thus demonstrate the existence of a spectrum of

epitope specific B cell binding specificities.

We used polyclonal antibody binding pattems as a suffogate measure for

individual B cell receptor specificity. The polyclonal antibody recall response was

compared, pre- and post-boost, in mice primed with serovar C EBs but boosted with

either serovar c or other chlamydial serovars. Dominant binding characteristics ofa

polyclonal antisera reflect the pooled binding characteristics ofthe multiple B cells that

best recognize the immunizing antigen. We assume, based upon our previous

observations of B cell pleiotrophy in binding to an epitope found in VD-1 of MOMp

(Zhong er aI , 1994a), that the immunochemical characteristics of polyclonal antibody

binding are predictive ofdifferential activation of different B cell clones. Thus, the

polyclonal antibody binding patterns are a measurable proxy for individual B cell

receptor specificity activated in the secondary antibody response.we predicted that an

OAS antibody response to the VD-l epitope would be accompanied by broadened

serological reactivity in a secondary response of identically primed and heterogously
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boosted mice, as cross-¡eactive antibody specificities would be en¡iched in the high titre

circulating antibody population produced in the resultant memory response. Furthermore,

we hypothesized that phenotypic differences in oAS binding specificities would suggest

the existence of genetic diversity in the Ab response. We compared the polyclonal

antibody recall response, pre- and poslboost, in mice primed with serovar C EBs but

boosted with either serovar C or other chlamydial serovars.

l. Kinetics of the serum IgG Antibody Response to llhole EB and to MOMp peptide

Epitopes

4.. The Effects of Heterologous Priming on Chlamydial Antibody Responses

The de novo antibody tesponses produced to whole chlamydial EBs was

evaluated. Naive mice were immunized with chlamydial EBs from either serovar A, B,

C, H, K, or L2. Seven days later the mice were bled and the serum igG reactivity to the

serovar c vD-1 pin peptide DVAGLQND were measured. In all cases the reactivity was

less than 1/100 (data not shown) indicating that measurable IgG responses to c-VD-l are

absent in naiVe mice at this early time point.

Next, two groups of mice (n=3-4) were primed with either serovars C and L2 and

rested for 159 days prior to boost with the homologous serovar on day 14. mice were bled

on days 14, 28, 150, and 180 (see figure 8, A and B). The whole EB reactivity ofboth

se¡ovar C and L2 primed groups followed very similar kinetics with both reaching

maximum IgG titres on day 28 of l/31250 and 1/156250 respectively. Following this

period ofrest time, these two groups of mice received identical boosters with serovar C

EBs (on day 180), and were bled seven days later.
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Figure 8: Heterologous priming and serum antibody responsæ to C tachomatis. Evaluation of C. fracñomaûs specific serum lgG

response, and cross serogroup priming. WTole EB ELISAwæ performed on Serovar C EBs (A), æ described in Methods .

Peptide'pinEUSAswereperformedonserovarC-variabledomainl p),andthespeciæconservedvariabledonnin4(l)conlinuous

protective MOMP epitopes. (A) Anamnestíc serum lgG ræponse to serovar C in serovar C primed aninnls. Memory B cells specific to
both M0MP epitopes are rapidly recalled and parallel the whole EB response. (B) Anamnestic serum lgG ræponse fo serovar C in

serovar U primed animals. Memory B cells specific forthe species conserved epitope (VD4) are recalled in t2 primed animals, but not
to C-VD1, æ this eprtope is anligenically variant in 12. An æterix beside a time point denotes MIF was performed and is in table 1 .

C Prirnsd, C boosted M¡c.r.

B.

(¡

t2 Prim€d, C boôsièd Mlco.



This was performed to observe the effects ofheterologous priming on antibody reactivity

to C-VD-1 and the species conserved VD-4 epitope, TTLNPTiA, as well as whole EB

(serovar C) reactivity. The serovar L2 primed mice produced a high titer VD-4 antibody

response 7 days after booster with serovar C, but had only backgroud levels of C-VD-I

reactivity (figure 8, B). In contrast the C-primed mice recalled high titer IgG antibody to

both epitopes in responses to serovar C booster. Indeed, the C-VDI titer rose from 1/200

to 1/5000, and the VD4 titer from 1/10 to 1/500 in 7 days (figure 8, A). There was a

concurrent rise of IgG titres to whole organism measured on day I 87 which demonstrates

the boosting effect ofreexposure to EBs in a memory response. Serovar C primed mice

recalled a high titre C-VD1 response and a lower VD-4 response. While L2 primed mice

produced a primary C-VD1 response at 7 days post-boost, and had a strong recall ofthe

VD-4 antibodies. This demonstrates that the pin-peptide assay is MOMP specific, and

can be followed as it develops in whole sera. This also demonstrates the existence ofa

epitope specihc memory B cell populations in primed mice. Additionally, priming with

L2 does not effect the specificity ofthe de novo antibody response to the serovar C-VD-1

epitope.

B. The Effects of Heterologous Serovar Boosting on MOMP Antibody Responses

The above experiments demonstrated the serovar specificity of anti-MoMp C-

VD I antibody responses as measured on the sunogate pin-peptides. Next, we set up

experiments designed to observe the effects ofheterologous booster immunization on

identically primed mice. This was performed in order to compare the fine specificity of
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polyclonal antibodies recalled by structurally variant VD- 1 epitopes. Groups of mice

(n:4) were primed with serovar C EBs and rested for I50 days. Mice were bled and then

each group received either serovars A, C, H, K, or B EBs as a booster immunization.

Seven days later the mice were bled, the serum pooled and tested for IgG reactivity to

whole EBs, and to MOMP peptide epitopes C-VD-I and VD-4 (below). pooling rhe sera

flom 4 individual mice was done in order to reduce the potential effects on frne

specificity due to individual variations in available antibody repertoires.

L lI'hole EB Reactivíty

Whole EB reactivity was measured in the microimmunoflouresence (MIF)

immunoassay (Table 4). Six months after priming with serovar C, the mice had IgG

reciprocal antibody titers of between 128 and 512 against serovar C and between 32 and

512 against serovar B in the MIF assay. The MIF response against serovars A, H, F/G

and K ranged from zero to 128 consistent with their antigenic status as junior serovars

(Wang and Grayston, 1970). The intergroup variation in the pre-boost titers was

unexpected as all groups were primed in an identical fashion. This may be due to

differences in the decay ¡ates ofcirculating antibody titers to epitopes found on the whole

organism as a result of minor differences in antigen depots or other variations in the

vaccination process. After homologous boosting, the mice showed an 8-fold
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Table 4: Original antigenic sin antibody responses analysed by microimmunofluorescence (MlF). patterns of pre and post
challenge serum lgG on whole chlarnyd¡al organism (EBs). Shown are the reciprocal tires of serum 196 antibody from
homologously primed mice the day before, and 7 days following challenge. ltalicized font represents positive reactions
with titres greatet than 11512 al7 days post challenge. Challenge serovar- homologous reactivr'ty is underlined. Values are
depicted as pre-challengeipost-challenge.

Prime-Boost

Serovar

512t>819L 32ñ28 1281128 12811024

c-A

5121>8196 32t512

01512 01128 512ts12 0/512

32¡28 32fi28

321512

o1128

128t1024 01512

01128

321128

1281512



increase in antibody titer against serovar C, a 6-fold increase to serovar B and zero to 4

fold increase to serovars A, H, F/G and K. Boosting with heterologous serovars brought

about an 8-fold increase in antibody titer against both serova¡ C and the boosting serovar,

accompanied by lesser increases against other serovars. This strong recall of antibody to

serovar C by heterologous boosting is the signature ofan OAS response. The results of

the MIF assay also demonstrated that boosting with serovars more closely related to

serovar C increased antibody cross-reactivity more than did boosting with serovar B. This

conclusion is supported (p:0.0002) for the differences in post-boost serological reactivity

observed between the B and C serogroups (Fisher's exact two-tail test on se¡a with

reactivity to serovars A,H, F/G, and K with reactivity greater than 1:32). The serological

reactivity to the chlamydial HSP 60 was also measured as a positive control antigen in an

ELISA to ensure that a secondary response had occured. It is k¡own that multiple boosts

are required in mice to produce a measurable Hsp60 antibody response (Dr. Rosanna

Peeling, Laboratory Centre for Disease Control Canada). Chlamydial Hsp60 IgG

antibody O.D. were measured pre- and post-boost and were found to be elevated in all

sera at day 187, indicating that the mice had indeed been primed with EBs and were

responding in a secondary type response (data not shown).

2. Peptide Epítope Reactivity

To evaluate whether the differences in the MIF pattems could be conelated with

differences in responses to the serovar C MOMP VD1 peptide epitope, sera were tested

using the pin peptide ELISA (Zhong etal., 1994a). Earlier experiments demonstrated

that while naive mice did not develop measurable serovar C MOMP VDI IgG antibody
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responses 7 days after immu¡ization, homologous boosting of primed mice demonstrated

a typical secondary antibody response to the serovar C VDI peptide. We found the same

results here with C-VD-1 titers rising approximately 25 fold Íïom l/200 to 1/5000 within

7 days (figure 9). Heterologous boosting with serovars (4, H and K) also resulted in a

recalled antibody response to the serovar C VD1 peptide epitope. As expected, boosting

with serovar B did not recall antibodies to the serovar C VD1 peptide since its MOMP

differs substantially in amino acid sequence in the VD1 region (figure 2). Our findings

that the OAS Íesponse is in part directed to the VD I region of the MOMp and that VD 1

specific OAS responses occur among serologically related strains confirmed results

independently reported by others (Zhao et al., 1996; Fan and Stephens, I 997).

3. Fine specifcity of OAS antibody recognition of s;erovar.C VDI using complete

amino acid replacement analysis

Variafions in whole EB reactivity seen in the MiF assay following boosting with

C. tt'achomatis suggested qualitative differences in the ability of MOMP antigenic

va¡iants to recall antibody from the pool of memory B cells. We speculated that

determination of the fine specifrcity ofthe C VDI epitope specific antibody response

may further demonstrate qualitative differences in ¡ecall at the single epitope level. We,

therefore, performed the pin peptide ELISA using serially substituted peptides.
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Figure 9:Antigenic sin to the MOMP C-VD1 peptide ep¡tope. pre and post
challenge serum lgc react¡vity with the serovar C VD.1 peptide epitope
(DVAGLOND). The log of the reciprocal of the highest dilution of sera giving
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members (C,A,H, and l$ all recall quantitatively similar high t¡ter responses
by day 7 in serovar C primed mice. Challenge with serovar B does not recall
a C-VD1 antibody response, Results are representative of values obtained in
three ditferent primingichallenge experiments,
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Among animals primed with serovar C, the pre-boost critical amino acid

residue pattem with the serovar c vDl peptide epitope was -AGL*N- for all groups

of mice (Figure 10). Homologous boosting altered the panem of fine specificity of

antibody recognition to -GLQN-. Boosting with heterologous serovars also altered the

antibody recognition pattern but in disfinctively different ways. Boosting with serovar

A altered the antibody recognition pattem to -GLxxD-, serova¡ K to -GL-, and serova¡

H to -AGL- Boosting wilh serovar B did not arter the pattem of criticar ¡esidues

compared to the prechallenge sera consistent with the absence of recall of se¡ova¡ c

VDI anhbod¡es.

Differences in fine spocificity, as observed in the amino aoid replacement

analysis of serova¡ c vDl peptide, were remarkably concordant with the pattems

observed in the MrF assay in that less stringent requirements for specific amino acids

within the epitope region were correrated with broader MIF cross-reactívity. More

quantitatively, amino acid replacement analysis demonstrated that the total numbe¡ of

intolerant amino acid residue substitutions decreased after boosting with heterologous

serovars within the C serogroup. For example, homologous boosting generated

a¡rtibodies that exhibited a total of 40 intolerant amino acid residue substitutions in the

peptide epitope sequence. Heterologous boosting with related serovars consistently

produced antibodies with fewer intole¡a¡rt substitutions. sera from serovar A boosting

had 29 intolerant substitutions, while se¡a from boosting with se¡ovars K and H each

had ¿ total of 23 and 22 intolercnt substitutions respectrvely.
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Figure l0 (facing page): Fine specificity mapping wittr complete substitution peptide

analogs of the C-VDI epitope sequence VAGLQND. Sera from each prime-boost

group w¿ls reacted with the individual substitution analogs. Analogs for each amino

acid position are in alphabetical o¡der in the single letter code. The values represent

the binding of the analog as a percentage of the parental peptide. substitution analogs

with values less than 2Oo/o of the parental peptide are termed non-binding and are in

bold type face. The critical binding motifs and the total number of intolerant residues

are shown on the right. OD values above that of the parent pepfíde presumably

represent heteroclitic antibody binding. The preboost serum IgG react:ity is shown at

the top of the figure and is identical for all pooled pre-boost sera. The c-complex drift

variants, A, K, and I! recalled quantitatively similar VD-1 antibody responses (see

figure 9) with different pattems of fine specificity and had reduced numbers of

intolerant substitution (more broadly reactive). X sta¡ds for any amino acid.
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collectively, the data show that oAS a¡rtibodies recalled by heterorogous boosting are

qualitatively different from antibodies recalled by homologous boosting.

(ll) Discussion and Conclusions

We evaluated the effect of sequential exposure fo C. fi.achomatrs antigenic

variants on antibody responses. we found that the responding B cell population to both

whole chlamydial organisms and to the VD-1 epitope produce phenotypically diverse and

distinct binding characteristics. The serum responses \ryere typically ofhigher reactivity to

the priming serova¡ and demonstrates classical original antigenic sin. we demonstrate

that oAS antibodies to serovar c EBs are readily detectable by the MIF assay from sera

of mice primed with serovar C and boosted with serovars A, K, H or B. Homologous

boosting primarily recalled serovar c specif,rc antibodies whereas heterologous boosting

with serovars in the c serogroup recalled antibodies with increased reactivity to multiple

serovars including the serovar used for boosting.

The fìne specificity of epitope recognition by antibody reflected the nature ofthe

recalled vD1 specific antibody repertoire. Homologous sera (serovar c primed and

boosted) exhibited a different VD1 critical amino acid antibody recognition pattern than

that found in sera prior to boosting, changing from -AGLxN- prior to boosting to -

GLQN- post-boosting. The MOMP C VDl specific OAS antibody recalled by VDI

sequence variants of serovars A, K, and H had unique patterns offine specificity that

differed from the fine specifrcity pattern produced by homologous boosting (see figure

10). The qualitative difference in the antibody recognition pattem to the same nominal



epitope suggests that different variable region genes are selectively used in the OAS

antibody response despite quantitatively similar responses to serovar c VD1 as detected

in the pin-peptide ELISA. we implicate the existence of memory B cells with a diverse

pool of affinity selected variable region genes to serovar c vD1 in order to explain the

unique phenotype of OAS antibody generated by heterologous boosting.

Previous experiments provided information relevant to oAS and suggest a partial

understanding ofthe antibody variable region genotypes used in response to serovar c

vD1. we previously identified several hybridomas that recognized serovar c VD1

MOMP including a hybridoma (MAb C 1 .6) that produced antibody capable of

neutralizing infectivity of both serovar c and A in cell culture (Zhong et aL, 1994a).

Remarkably, MAb cl.6 had a critical amino acid binding pattern (GLxxD-) identical to

that observed with sera from serovar c primed, serovar A boosted mice in the present

study. Thus, the serovar C primed, serovar A boosted OAS antibody response may

preferentially activate B cells with MAb cl.6-like variable region genes. we suggest

that similar B cell lineages also exist that are capable ofselective activation by serovars

K and H.

The serological cha¡acteristics observed in the MIF assay were corroborated by

the pin-peptide assay. Thus, serogroup c MoMp variants such as A, K and H recaled

serovar c vD1 peptide specific antibodies. Recall ofthese antibodies was dependent on

the extent of sequence sharing among the serovars since serovar c vDl antibodies were

not recalled by boosting with serovar B, which shares little sequence identity in the vDl

region with serovar c. This is consistent with the fìndings of others (zhao er aL, 1996;
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Fan and Stephens, 1997) who initiaited a remarkably similar series of experiments using

soluble synthetic VD-l peptides in solid phase ELISA . They also concluded that the

chlamydial OAS antibody response is strongly directed to the va¡iable domain (VD) I of

the major outer membrane protein (MOMP) of the priming and challenge C. trachomatis

serovars, and that the response is conelated with the extent of primary sequence sharing

between the MOMP VDs of the two serovars. Significantly, their data shows that the

OAS antibody response is associated with the development of cross-reactive neutralizing

antibodies to both the priming and challenge strains (Fan and Stephens, 1997).

Broad strain chlamydial immunity may be built upon successive exposure to

different serovars. Collectively, these results, along with the protracted period of time

required to acquire blanket immunify fo C.trachomatis (-10 years) (Brunham et al.,

1996; Mabey et al., 1996) , Ied us to us hypothesize a model for the role for OAS in

acquired B cell immunity (figure l1). Initial exposure to serovar C drives the expansion

of a heterogenous set of serovar C VDI reactive B cells into the memory compartment.

The serovar C VDI memory B cell pool is then able to undergo selective recall by

homologous and heterologous serovars based on the activation fitness of antigenic

variants.
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Figure 11 (facing page): Model of original antigenic sin (OAS) following sequential

exposure to heterologous MOMP variants. (1) Priming stage: Primary exposure to

serovar c EBs drives naive B cells with vD-1 specificity to proliferate and differentiate.

This establishes the c-vD1 specific B cell memory pool. Primaryresponses plasmablasts

produce high titer IgG to the C-VD I epitope which wanes appreciab Ly by day 144. (2)

Recall Stage: Challenge with heterologous or homologous EBs recalls B cells from

memory differentially, depending on VD- I relatedness, The MOMps of C-complex

members (ser'ovars C, A, K & H) differ only by amino acid substitutions in VD-1, and are

all able to recapitulate an original high titer igG response that reacts with the c-vD1 by

day 7. However, the response is phenotypically different in each case, as each MOMp

variant recalls a unique fine specihcity for VD-1. serovar B does not recall antibody that

reacts \¡/ith C-VD1. The B boosted sera has the same reactivity and fine-specificity as

pre-challenge sera. This reveals that the memory B cell pool to a single epitope can be

diverse and contain subsets of B cells with fortuitous cross-reactivity which are recalled

to antigenic drift variants. This may represent a cumulative host defense mechanism.
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Differential binding of antigenic variants of the MoMps with affinity matu¡ed membrane

IgG activates different memory B cells, thus engendering an broadened oAS response

which seems tailored to the antigenic variant. This is supported by the broadened

recognition of neutralizing MOMP epitopes following heterologous boost (figure I 0; Fan

and Stephens, 1997 ). We speculate that if the target epitope is protective in vivo, OAS

antibodies may provide early immunity to re-infection when compared to that generated

by naive individuals. Indeed, this model is supported by the ability of c. n achomatis

oAS antibody to neutralize both a priming and heterologous challenge strain in vitro

(Fan and Stephens, 1997), and by the cross-protective immunity engendered between

serovars A and c as observed in the monkey eye infection model (Grayston et al., 1970).

Given that c. rrachomatis infections are antigenically variant, it may be that immunity is

built on the oAS phenomenon and requires the generation of a diversified memory B cell

pool in addition to T cell responses. Ifso, the order in which antigenic variants prime the

host may be important considering the extreme variation in MoMp structure. It has been

found, for example, that the order ofexposure to haptenated antigens is important in the

immunoregulation of subsequent antibody responses to related haptens (Angell-Killie, et

al.' 1995). c. trachomatis serovars such as B and c have been classified as senior

serovars because they induce antibodies more broadly cross reactive than do junior

serovars (Wang and Grayston, 1970). Thus, priming with a senior serovar and

subsequent boosting by ajunior serovar may best generate cross protective antibodies.

An identical phenomenon has also been observed wifh plasmodiutn falciparum

infection (Marsh and Howard, 1986). Children develop extremely strain-specific
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antibodies fo P. falciparum infected erythrocytes whereas adults have broadly cross-

reactive antibodies. When antibodies from adults are immuno-affinity purified from P.

falciparum infected erythrocytes and evaluated for type or cross-reactivity, they are found

to exhibit broad cross-reactivity. This demonstration oftype I crossreactivíty

(crossreactivity exhibited by the same antibody paratope on different antigens) of the

individual homogeneously purifred antibodies (Berzofsþ and Schechter, 1981) directly

shows that the individual antibody molecules from the adults are qualitatively different

and more cross-reactive than the individual antibodies ofthe children. The existence of

such multispecific antibodies in adults, who have presumably been exposed a larger

number of times to the antigenically variable pathogen, shows thaf one antibody molecule

can be selected to react with several different antigens. Thus the diversity ofreactive

targets of a sera can be broadened to become much greater than the diversity ofthe B cell

clone. This supports our conclusions, and suggests that the clossreactivity ofan

individual antibody v-region is a selectable property in secondary responses. The

differences in antibody reactivity between children and adults is thought to explain in part

the susceptibility of children and resistance þartial) of adults to P. falciparun infection.

Indeed, Nara (1996) suggested that OAS provides cross-strain protection against

antigenic variants ofa pathogen by enriching host antibody responses to broadty

neutralizing determinants. Thus, the OAS response could also represent an evolved host

defense mechanism against antigenic variation.

Cunent vaccine technologies lack the ability to generate broad immune responses

(Nara, 1998). For example, in the case ofinfluenza infection, it is generally recognized
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that antibody provides the major protection against infection with virus ofthe same strain

as the immunizing virus or vaccine (Epstein et al., 1998). public health strategies have

focussed their efforts upon developing individual vaccines for the predominant types of

inJluenza as they arise Q.{ara and Garrity, 1998). This is despite the fact that heterotypic

antibodies were identified early-on in influenza vaccine trials (Richman et. al., 1974).

OAS may have important implications for vaccine induced immunity. In fact, the

immunologic capacity of variant antigens such as the MoMp to induce an oAS response

may be exploitable in a vaccination strategy. Our results suggest that sequential

immunization to a limited number of antigenic variants should engender an OAS

response that leads to the accumulation of cross-protective antibodies. More

quantitatively, Suga et al (1994) determined that all 50 monoclonal antibodies produced

by heterologous immunization with two structurally related haptens were crossreactive

with both the priming and boosting antigens compared to 5 of4g weakly crossreactive

antibodies produced by homologous boost. Remarkably, 19 of50 of the heterologous

rnAbs were catalytic compared to 9 of48 from the homologous boost which proved the

value ofthe oAS in selecting for crossreactive antibodies. sequential immunization

rather than the simultaneous delivery (schachter, 1987) of antigenically variant MoMps

can also avoid the problem ofantigenic competition that occurs when structurally related

antigens are co-administered (schwartzkoff et al., 1993). Indeed, sequential vaccination

with heterologous antigens has been noted to be a largely unexplored area ofvaccinology

(Ada and Ramsey, I 996). The concept of oAS has broad significance for vaccination not

only against C. fi'achomatis but also for other antigenically variant pathogens such as
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herpes simplex virus (Ohashi and Oz¿ki, l98l), rotavirus (Green et al., 1990;perez_

schael et al., 1997) and HIV (Klinman et al., l99l) for which cocktail type formats are

being contemplated.

Heterotypic antibodies can provide protection. Heterotypic immunity provided by

prior mucosal influenza A infection conferred resistance to humans during the 1969-70

pandemic of influenza (Gill et al., I 971) despite an antigenic shift in the hemagglutinin

molecule (Gill et al., 1987). That heterotypic irn-munity was responsible for providing

protection from an emerging variant was later proven experimentally in animals

(Schulman and Kilbourne, 1965; Yener et al., 1980a; yener et al., 19g0b). Although

heterotypic immunity did not completely prevent infection it dramatically improved

recovery and reduced the severity of disease. Studies by couch et al (197 4) suggested

that resistance in the Australian population during the 1969 pandemic was provided by

preexisting und 
"rorr."u"ti,re 

anti-neu¡aminidase antibodies. These studies suggest that a

chlamydial vaccine designed to engender crossreactive antibodies may broaden

immunity.

Crossreactive B cells may also reduce disease severity. Although antibody

molecules and not memory B cells serve to exclude a pathogen from entering a host

(Ahmed and Gray, 1996) memory B cells clearly provide early protection that serves to

limit the development of some diseases. In chole¡a disease, for example. a rapid local

memory B cell response is associated with a th¡ee fold increase in IgA anti+oxin

producing cells in the lamina propria within 16 hours of a re-exposure to cholera toxin
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(Lyck and Holmgren, 1987). Because C. trachomatís has an incubation time ranging

from 48-72 hours it is thus conceivable that memory responses can occur in time to

impact upon the initial release of new organisms throughout the mucosa. Thus, mucosal

heterotypic protection seen against re-infection with variant strains of C. trachomatis

(Grayston et al., 1970), or influenza A (Amerding et al., 1982), is likely due in part to the

local production and concentration of cross-reactive sclgA antibodies produced in an

OAS secondary response. The relatively lower avidity of secondary antibody for the

boosting strain (compared to the avidity to the antigens ofthe priming strain) may be

compensated for by high concentration ofantibody in the mucosa as a result ofthe

known concentrating effects ofthe local mucosal immune system on local antibody

production. This is consistent with a ¡ecent study showing that antibody concentration is

more important than avidity in antibody mediated protection (Bachmarur el al., 1997).

Interestingly, the original notion suggesting that OAS may be a benefrcial host response

was first proposed for heterotypic influenza A infection (Angelova and Shvartsman,

1982).

The VD-1 epitope is a dominant target and recruits phenotypically diverse

antibody responses. Heterologous immunization revealed a striking conelation between

whole EB and MOMP VD-l epitope reactivity. MIF analysis measures both type 1

(crossreactivity exhibited by the same antibody paratope on different antigens) and rype 2

specificity (crossreactivity due to other antibodies binding to other conserved antigens)

(Berzofsky and Schechter, 1981) and is termed a "mixed" specificity due to the

complexity of surface antigens. That is, other antigens besides the MOMP, are shared and
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identical on all serovars and are potentially contributing to binding in the MiF. Despite

this potential source of crossreactive targets there is only limited reactivity in the MIF

following heterologous boost with serovar B which is known only to differ in the

MOMP. The VD-l pin-peptide fine specificity analysis strictly measures type I

specificity to a nominal epitope, wherein there is selection for binding from the same

pool of antibody paratopes. The fact that both whole EB reactivity and VD 1 reactivity

are broadened simultaneously in OAS conoborates the presence ofa larger B cell pool,

from which crossreactive specificites are being selected, to both the whole EB and to

VD- I . Moreover, this confirms that the VD- 1 epitope is a particularly dominant target in

crossreactive recall responses in Balb/C mice. The role of the VD-1 epitopes in recall

responses was unknown prior to our initiation of this work. Clearly, the VD-1 epitope is

a dominant target in the OAS response between related serovars, albeit by phenotypically

distinct populations of antibodies. Thus these data are consistent with the existence of a

hetetogeneous pool of MOMP reactive B cells in primed mice (Figure 11).

While the data support the notion that genetically distinct populations of

antibodies are responding to different challenge immunizations, this analysis falls short of

this. We have only measured the polyclonal antibody phenotype without directly

identifying the individual immunoglobulin variable region genes that encode them. We

recognize that the ¡elationship between phenotypic and genetic diversity in epitope

specific antibody responses is not always clear-cut (Day, 1990). Lessons from other

immunochemical studies have shown that phenotypic diversity cannot consistently

predict genetic diversity, and that somatic hypermutation and altemative usage ofV
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genes contribute to specifìc B cell pools. Despite the limitations ofthis type of

serological study, cross-reactive secondary antibody responses have in the past been a

valuable guage of epitope specific B cell diversity (Fish et al., 1989; 1991). However, in

the case of MOMP antibody responses, direct analysis of V-genes in VD-1 specific

hybridomas (Zhong et al., 1994a; and below) supports the suggestion that genetic

diversity exists within the host antibody repertoire to VD-1. We have extended these

studies as outlined below.
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OBJECTIVE 2:

(l) Rationale

Characterization of the Balb/c Monoclonal Antibody
Response to a MOMP Peptide Epitope.

In order to test the ability ofan immunogenic peptide to elicit expression of

antibody genes used to target the native epitope, we had to first identif! the anti-native

MOMP V gene repertoire. Our previous observation, namely that variant MOMp could

recall epitope specific antibody with distinct fine specificities in identically primed mice

suggested that V-gene usage to VD-1 is ostensibly diverse (Berry et al., 1999; and

above). However, the relationship between phenotypic and genetic diversity in epitope

specific antibody responses is not always clear-cut and requires direct analysis (Day,

1987). For instance, while some epitope specific antibody responses are encoded by

diverse antibody genes reflecting genetic redundancy (schilling et al., 19g0; clarke et al.,

I 990), others appear to be restricted in their diversity, and are encoded by recuning

variable region gene assemblages (Kavaler et al., 1990; Kalinke et al., 1996). Thus direct

genetic analysis of epitope specific antibodies is necessary to form conclusions regarding

epitope specifi c antibody diversity.

Dominant B cell specificities emerge in an immune response. Despite the

complexity of antigens, such as whole bacterium, the host antibody response is focussed

to a remarkably small number of surface exposed epitopes. Initially, many B cells may

recognize various epitopes epitopes on an incoming pathogen and all are turned on

against it (Weiss, 1993). This is supported by the finding that most variable region gene

families are turned on early in an immune response (Kelsoe et al., 1989; Kelsoe, 1991).
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Over time, however, the complex and cooperative mechanisms of the immune system

gradually select for B cells producing antibodies with the best fitness. A subset ofthese

responding cells proliferate more rapidly and some terminally differentiate into

plasmablasts, and eventually constitute the bulk ofthe antibody response. The

antigens/epitopes recognized by these antibodies are terrned immunodominant. short of a

direct analysis ofantigen specific B cells (Jena et al., i996), hybridoma cell lines have

been used to study most epitope specific antibody responses.

Monoclonal antibodies produce a snapshot ofthe antibody repertoire at the time

of fusion. Hybridomas (Kohler and Milstein, 1984) are hybrid cells produced from the

fusion of primary tissue derived B cells with a myeloma cell line containing with a

selectable marker. It is still unclear whether memory B cells or plasmablasts B cell forms

successfully fuse to myeloma in order to create a hybridoma, but activation by antigen is

known to be required (Shen, et al., 1986). The selection and subsequent screening for

antigen specificity functionally selects for immortalized antigen specific hybridomas, and

thus produces a virtually unlimited supply of monoclonal antibodies. Importantly, the

selected hybrid B cell or hybridoma, also contains the rearranged v-gene that encodes the

antibody making genetic analysis possible. Moreover, the variable region genes of

hybridomas are quite stable over time as the somatic mutational apparatus appears to be

inactive (Pollock et al., 1988). The use ofmonoclonal antibodies has become

fundamental to immunology. Such studies have revealed details of the mechanisms of

genetic diversity and affinity maturation ofantibodies, which is relevant to immunization.
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Genetic information on several VD-1 mAbs exists. Previously, our lab (Zhong et

al., 1994a) created apanel of eight hyperimmune mAbs that mapped to the VD-1 epitope

of serovar C MOMP. While the variable region genes of these 8 mAbs were not identical,

several ofthe antibody genes r¡/ere highly related and differed only in point mutational

changes. In particular, 5 clones (C 1.1- 1 .5) all utilized the same VH-DH-JH assemblage in

the same reading frame, moreover the light chains of all 8 mAbs were encoded by the

same Vk gene..These data suggested that the VDI repertoire would be encoded by

resurring antibody V-genes and may even be restricted to only a few V-gene alleles.

However, we cannot derive these conclusions without examing the antibodies used to

target VD-1 in independent mice. The clonal relationship ofthese earlier hybridomas to

one another is unclear as the splenocytes from the two mice used to derive these clones

were pooled prior to fusion. Thus we set out to generate multiple mAbs from different

stages ofthe immune response. The creation of VD-1 speoific hybridomas from different

stages of the anti-MOMP response will allow us to directly determine the genetic

diversity ofantibodies to this epitope via molecular analysis ofthe antibody genes

utilized in individual hybridoma clones. we hypothesize that the comparison of clones

from different stages will reveal if: A) The response is restricted to particular variable

region genes, or B) There is pattemed and recurrent usage of certain variable region

gene assemblages, or C) The variable region gene structures are used randomly and there

is no recurrence. The study of epitope specific antibody repertoires may also shed light

on the fundamental role ofpathogens in shaping host antibody repertoires (See

Introduction and ; Weiss, 1993)
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l. Results of Site Specific Murine mAb Production

Monoclonal antibodies were selected for VD-1 reactivity. Supernatant from

hybridomas produced in immunized mice were screened directly for VD-1 pin-peptide

immunoreactivity in a solid phase peptide ELISA. Multiple fusions were necessary to

obtain clones from three different stages of "immunity". We identified 14 IgG positive

hybridoma clones with VD-l specificity. Four were from the early stage (day 7), six from

the mid-stage (day 2l), and four from the late or hyper-immune stage (greater than day

150) (see Table 1). The immunization schedule is detailed for clarity in figure 5

(methods). We specifrcally screened for IgG in the day 7 mtce despite the general

knowledge that isotype class switch does not usally begin until around day 8. This was

partially due to the fact that the anti-IgM secondary antibody used for ELiSA detection

was highly reactive with the pin-peptides (which abrogated the specificity ofthe test) and

to be consistent with the class ofthe clones from later stages. The possible limitations this

may have on our study are discussed later (see discussion, this section). Isotype analysis

was performed using whole chlamydial EBs as antigen and revealed that all antibodies

were lgG-types with kappa lighr chains (Table 5).
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Table 5: Summary of results from early, mid-, and late fusions. Early hybridoma clones
AH2, BCs, and HC 10 are from a single fus¡on, and i2B7 is from an independent fusion.
All ôf the mid.clones are from lhe same fusion. Late-ctone 5C6 is from ân ¡ndependent
fus¡on trom the other late clones.

FUSION
Number of

Sp¡eenocytes
Fused

C-VD1 Pos¡t¡ve
Clones

Cloned Lines lsotype

EARLY (d7)

MrD (d21)

LATE (>d150)

7
8.4 x 10.

9.5 X 107

I
3.0 x 10

4

o

4

AH2

BCs

HC10

1287

Nort 2

Norts

Nort6

NortS

Nortg

Nort10

5C6

486.A

2C9.F

2D8,4

lgG2a/K

lgG2a/K

lgGl/K

lgGl/K

lgG2a/K

lgâ2alK

lgà2alK

lge2a/K

lgG3/K

lgGl/K

lgGzalK

lgG2a/K

lgcl/K

lgG3/K



2. Immunochemical characterimtion: confrmation of Native Epitope Reactivity

Immunochemical analysis was performed in orde¡ to veriSr the reactivity of all

14 mAbs úo the whole organism and to üre MOMp protein. Using highly purified

chlamydial EBs, mAb supematants were tested for reactivity in a dot-blot assay. All

14 mAbs reacted with the whole organism. along with another VD-l .specific mAb,

C1.8, as a control (Figure 12, middle). This confirms the reactivit¡r of these .antibodies

to the whole organism. Ascites f¡om each of the mAbs was prepared and tested for

chlamydial protein binding çecificity using metabolically labelled chlamydial EBs in

ur immùnoprecipitation experiment (Zhong.et al,¡ 1994a). All 14 mAbs precipitated

the 40-Kda MOMP protein, confirming their specificity.for the MoMp vD-l epitope

(figure 12, bottom). All 14 of tho monoclonal antibodies also have MoMp reactivity

in westem blot analysis performed with antibody prepared from ascites.(data not

shown) which corroborates the speciñcity for MoMp. Thus this panel of.monoclonal

antibodies generated in EB:immr¡nized mico are speciñc to the chlarnydial, MoMp and

¡eact with peptides. corresponding to the VO-l epitope.

3. Relative Afinity and in vitro Neutmlization of Chlamydiat Infectivity

The relative affinities of the the puriflred monoclonal antibodies were compared

on whole EBs (Table 6). The mAbs have widely varying affinity for whole EBs.

However, in general the affinity of the antibodies increases with time post-

immunization, urd with the number of boosts. The average affinity by group was
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Figure 12 (facing: page): Immunochemical analysis of 14 anti-MoMp epitope

antibodies. The irpper panel shows the raw o.D. of the neat si¡pemata¡rts that initially

ideniflted these hybridoma clones in primary screening. Whole EB reactivity was

assesed in immunodot blot and all 14 mÁ,bs react with native EBs. The mAb Cl.g, a

previously identified'a¡rti-chlamydial se¡ovar,C mAb that mapped to VD-l (Zhong et

al., 1994a) a¡rd is labelled with the. synbol +. All 14 of the mAbs ¡eact with whole

chlamydial EB in dot blot. This is'consistent with serova¡ c.EB reaotivity observed in

whole orgurism ELISA (data not shown). MOMP protein specificity was evaluated in

immunoprecipitation. The ¿¡rrow shows.the loçation of the. MOMp molecule, Raw

ascitos from. each of.the 14 mAbs recognizos the MOMp protein speciñcally. mAb

Cl.8 was again used as a control antibody .and,was.characterized previously (Zhong

et al., 1994a).



Table.6: Relative affinity of mAbs to whole EBs. Monoclonal antibody was
serially diluted in 2% BSA and reacted with the EB coated plates in EiISA.
The maxim¡m titre giving S-fold over background is shown in column i. The
corresponding antibody concentration required for each mAb at to yield an
optical.density of 0.5 is given in corumn i. The antibody concentration required
to yield neutralization of serovar c EB ce[ infectiv iry ío 50%of maximum is
shown in column 4, The ove¡all group mean for relatíve affinity and
neutralization for early, mid-, and late panels of mAbs is given in column 3 arid
5 respectively. Control mAb C 1.g also recognizes the Vn"_ t epitope of MOMÌ)
as shown previoulsy (Zhong et al., 1994a).

mAb

BC5

1287

AH2

HC10

Nort 2

Nort 5

Nort 6

Nort I
Nort 9

Nod 10

2D8

4Bô

2A9

5C6

c1.8

1t4

'l t4

't t16

1t16

1t4
'1t64

1t16

1t64

1t64

1t64

1t1024

1t64

1t256

' 1164

1t1024

End-Point ^ Pfote¡n

Itre uoncentration
(us/ml)

Neutralizat¡on GroupMean
(ND50) ug/mt NDso (ug/mt)

Group Mean
(ug/ml)

5

5 3.13 (+t_ 2.17)

1.25

1.25

5

0.31

1 .25 1.25 (+t- 1 .88)

0.31

0.31

0.31

0.19

0.31

0.078 0.150 (+/- o.l5)

0.31

0.019

20

l5 11.25 (t.7.8

5

J.þ

'17 10.1 (+/..6.9)

l0

't.25

0.25

5 2.31 (+t_ 2.5)

5

0.03



estimated as the concentration ofantibody (ug/ml) that would yield an optical density

value of 0.5 at 405 nm on whole EB ELISA. There were, however, exceptions to this in

all groups. For example early mAbs AH2 and HC10 had relative afhnity equivalent to

that of mAb Nort6 from the mid-stage group of antibodies. Mid-søge antibody Nort 2

bound with a lower relative affinity and required a concentration of 5 ug/ml to reach O.D.

of 0.5. As well, some mid-stage antibodies had a relative affinity equivalent to that seen

in the late antibody group. When grouped, however, the average afftnity (by group) for

early antibodes was 3.13 (+/-2.17), for mid-antibodies 1.25 (+/-1.88), and for late

antibodies 0.150 (+/-0.15). Thus, in general, less antibody was required in late antibodies

to produce a binding signal compared to mid antibodies. which required less antibody

than early antibodies.

The ability of the VD-1 mAbs to neutralize infectivity of serovar C EB s was

evaluated on HaK cell monolayers. The results of neutralization are summarized in table

6. The concentration of a given mAb required to reduce EB infectivþ to 50%

(neutralizing dose Q.trD)5s) tends to decline from early to late stage. Some ofthe

individual mAbs did not follow this trend. For example early mAbs AH2 and HCl0 had

ND50s or 5 ug/ml, equivalent to that observed for mid mAbs Nort5 and Nort 8. Mid-

stage antibody Nort 6 and Nort t had ND50s of l7 ug/ml and 20 ug/ml respectively and

were comparable in potency to early mAbs BC5 and 1287. The late mAbs as a group all

had ND50s less than or equal to 5 ug/ml. The average rrAb concentration (ug/ml)

required to produce a ND50 by group was 1I.25 (+l-7.5) for early stage, 10.1 (+/'6.9) for

mid stage, and 2.31 (+l-2.5) for late stage. These data are generally consistent rvith an
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antigen mediated maturation in antibody afhnity.

4. Immunoglobulin Variable Region Gene Sequencing and Classification

In o¡der to determine the gentic identity ofthe VD-1 antibody repertoire, and the

basis for affinity maturation to MOMP we sequenced the mAbs variable region genes.

The oDNA for all 14 VH and Vk immunoglobulin region genes were amplified by the

polymerase chain reaction. All of the chains could be amplified with either degenerate

oligonucleotide primers that bind in the framework 1 region, or leader region primers thaf

prime upstream in the untrans lated region. In some cases it was neccessary to utilize an

initial preamplification of oDNA using a Rapid amplification of oDNA ends (RACE)

homopolymer tailing procedure (see methods; Berry and Brunham, submitted), in

combination with isotype specific downstream oligonucleotides that prime in the N-

terminus of CHl or 2 (See table 3 and accompanying frgure 7). Despite succesful

amplification of cDNAs of the correct size, not all of the PCR products were amenable

to direct cycle sequencing for reasons that are not entirely clear. Likely reasons for this

include internal primer homology and oDNA secondary structures. Additional sequence

information was obtained by cloning PCR products and performing sequencing with

primers that arurealed to the vector. The complete and partial nucleotide sequences for

VH and Vk are shown in figures l3 and 14 respectively. The inferred amino acid

sequences were established using PCGENE data analysis program. Variable region gene

classifrcation and homology searches rvere performed using the Wu and Kabat database,

and the Immunogenetics
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Figune 13: Immunoglobulj_n heavy chain variable ¡.egion cDNA
sequences, The gamma chain cDNA sequences a¡-e shown in
aligntnent according to the numbering of Kabat et al,
(1987;1991 ), -, indicates consensus identityi *, indicates
a deletion. Sequence correspondÍng to oligonucleotide
prirller designed for VH6-JH2 run-off blot is underLined,
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Figune 14: Immunoglobulin kappa chain var"iable negion CDNA
sequences. The kappa chain CDNA sequences ane shown in
alignment according to the numbening of Kabat et al.
(1987;1991 ) to an overall consensus sequence. -, indicates
consensus identity; *, indicates a deletion. Sequences
corresponding to oligonucleotide primers designed and used
fon Vk21-JK2 run-off blot ane undenlined and itaticized.
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data base (Koln Germany). The sequences were classif,red according to their best

matches from the known V-genes in the repository. The v-genes are classified by family,

where possible, and this is summarized in Table 7. It is immediately obvious that the vD-

1 antibody repertoire is not dominantly resticted in VH gene usage. However, the same

Vk21 and Jk2 segment was used in 10 of 14 mAbs. The sequence of this Vk2l allele has

65% nucleotide identity with the dominant vk2 gene found to dominantly encode all

kappa chains of VD-1 mAbs isolated previously to C-VD1 (Figure 15) (Zhong et al.,

1994a).

5. Molecular Profile of the Somatic Evolution of VD-l Antibodies

An overall analysis revealed that a diverse population ofV genes are used to

target the VD1 epitope; however upon closer examination a pattemed recurrence of

certain v genes was obvious. For comparative purposes we included in our analysis eight

additional anti-serovar c VD-1 mAbs identified previously in our lab (zhong et al.,

1994a). Table 7 summarizes the variable gene minicassette usage in all 22 vD-1 mAbs.

Te question mark stands for sequences that were illegible and not obtained. Th¡ee

structural pattems can be found. 1) The vk21-Jk2 assmblage is found in 10/14 mAbs

without significant sequence divergence. 2) The VH5-JH2 assemblage in early mAb

1287 and several late mAbs. 3) The identical inferred amino acid sequence for H3

(CDR3 of the VH chain) was found in mid-mAbs Norr 5 and g, and late mAB 486.A

(figure 16). These meet our definition ofrecurrence in that they are from different mice to

the same epitope. Early mAbs 1287 and 5 late mAbs (Cl.l. C 1.2, C1.3, C1.4, C1.5)

isolated previously (Zhong et a|,l994a), utilize a VH5 hear1, chain
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Table 7: Molecular profile of immunoglobulin Vgenes used
to target the Chlamydial MOMP ep¡top€ C-VD1 in BALB/c
mice.

CLONE ISOTYPE VH DH

AH2 G2alk Misc. o'n ? vk21 Jk2
BC5 G2.ak M¡sc. aqn JH22 Vt<21 .tk2
HCíO Gr/k ? ? 21 Jk2
1287 Gl IK /H5 DSP2.8 JH2 VK21 Jk2

VKJH

M

E

L

NOrE Gzâ/lr ? ? ? 7

Gzalk VH1 DFL16.1 JH2 vk21 Jk2
)116 G2aJk VH7 DSP2.IO JH4 vk4/5 .ik

Nort8 G2EJk VH I DFL16.1 .IH2 vk21
Noff) G3/k 2 2 vkg Jk2
Nortlo G1/k ? 2 .,

?

c1.1 G3/k VHs DFL16 JH2 VK2 JK1
1.2 VHs DFL16. JH2 VK2 JK1
t3 1K, VHS DFL16. JH2 Vk2 .tk1
1.4 Gzhlk vHs DFL16. JH2 Vk2 . rk f

Ç1.5 Gr/k vHs DFL16. Jt12 VR2 Jkl
Gl.6 G1/k VHs DSP2.9 JH2 vk2 Jkl

1.7 G3/k VHS DFL16-Iê JH4 vk2 .lk2
1.8 G3/k VHS DFL1â.2? vt€ JRz

5C6 Gzalk vH2 2 .t2 vuel JU2.
486.A VH6 DFL16.1 JH2 vk21 Jk2
2Cq F 1tk VH1 DSP2.8? JH2 vk21 ,lk2

2DB.A cs/ï vHB o?åî't ¿H1t2 vk21 Jk2



CDRl
Vk2lll(e
ELV MÎ Q9? LàLW SLGO QV F IøCE99QTI1I9}!QLN).Fjr'Y LQKPGQ9 PK
H-VLÍQ€TA9LAV9LGQRATI9Y RA5K5V5T556Y5YM HWNQQKTGQTPR
vtel. ke

CDR2 CDR3
vk2{ke
L LIYKVgNKEgOV 7 DRF 5O5 A5GTDFTLKI9RVEA E ÐLOVYY CEQA1
L LIYI.VøNLEgGV? ARF 5A5O5OÍDF I LN I H ryE VE DAAT\IYC - ôH I

Vk21-llke

Vk2-llke
HVruÌTFAGGTKLEIK
RELTF.SEAOTSWNKT
vk2lntke

Figure 15 : Alignment of the infened amino acid sequence of the two dominant kappa

light chains used to encode VDI antibodies in BALB/o. A portion ofthe consensus

nucleotide sequences for cDNAs ofeach type were translated in PCGENE and aligned.

Amino acid residues that comprise the CDR regions are underlined. These kappa light

chains have 65% nucleotide identity despite being derived from diferent Vk gene families.

Two sequon consensus sequences (N M T) are present. One in Vk2 CDRI and the other

is infened from the Vk2l gene and is downstream of CDR3. These have been bolded and

italicized and represent potential sites of N-glycosylation.
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V gene recombined with JH2,

(ll) Discussion and Conclusions

We have directly examined the genetic basis for the phenotypic diversity of

antibodies produced in response to the MOMP VD-l epitope. The 14 VD1 specific

monoclonal antibodies bind to the same nominal pin-peptide epitope and to the native

MOMP molecule.

There appears to be a relationship between affinity maturation and the stage of

fusion. The VD-1 mAbs have apparently undergone affinity maturation during the

response to chlamydial MOMP shown by the selection of antibodies with improved

binding aff,rnity, This is consistent with studies on antibody responses to most other

antigens, which have been shown to improve in both binding kinetics and affinity to an

apparent affinity "ceiling" (Foote and Milstein, 1995). There is overlap in the range of

whole EB binding-affinities of antibodies isolated from different stages of the immune

response (Table 6). Similar exampls of affinity overlap have been seen in other antibody

responses (Berek et al., 1985; Berek and Milstein, 1987). This may be the result of both

extemal variation; such as bias in B cell sampling by hybridoma immortalization, and the

potential effects of adjuvants in creating antigen depots capable ofrepeated boosting

(Griffiths et al., 1984), as well as intrinsic differences; due to independent maturation of

individual B cell clones relative to their precursor cells (Vora and Manser, 1995), and

possible fluctuations in the available antibody repertoire in individual mice at the time of

immunization.
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Affinity for whole EBs is consistent with a trend in improved neutralization of in

vitro infectivity. The relationship of affinity is consistent with improved neutralization of

chlamydial infectivity in vitro (Table 6). For example late mAbs neutralized infectivity

beÍter than early mAbs at the same concentration. It is not clear however why late mAB

2C9, which has a high aff,rnity for whole EBs and for the C-VD1 pin peptide (data not

shown), neutralizes EBs with similar ND50 as early and mid antibodies. Othe¡s have

similarly observed biologicat disparity in the comparison of antibodies of the same

immunochemical specificity (Bamett et a1.,1996; Greenspan and Cooper, 1995). It is

possible parameters of antibody binding, such as on-rates (Vijayakrishnan etal.,1997),

may correlate better with antibody-mediated neutralization, Although some exceptions

exist, the mean afnìnity of VDl mAbs increases as they are extracted later on in the

immune response, which is consistent with helper T cell dependent affinity maturation.

This is relevant to vaccine design. The demonstration of affinity maturation in our panel

of VD-l mAbs supports the use of MOMP as a vaccine candidate to whi¿h T cell

dependent antibody responses are induced.

The anti-VD-1 antibody response is not dominantly restricted to a few VH genes.

Information on epitope specific antibody responses to protein or glycoprotein Ags is

surprisingly scarce. Aralysis ofthe genetic basis for these antibodl responses is

important as protein antigens are constitutively borne on most pathogens, and many are

targets ofprotective helper T cell dependent antibody responses (lkematsu et al.. 1998).

While the repertoire of VH genes appears to shift in its usage. the Vk gene

repertoire to VD-1 is highly restricted in their usage. There is limited light chain diversity
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in the VD-1 antibody response and 2 light chains are used in 18 of22 total VD-1 specifrc

hybridoma clones (TableT). Epitope specific restricted Vk usage has been found

previously in several other anti-pathogen responses in mice (Akolkar et al., 1987;Patera

et al., 1995), and in humans (Lucs et al., 1998). This suggests that the light chain can

have an important role in antigen binding specificity. Strikingly, the Vk21 gene has been

found to be used in several other murine antibody responses to epitopes on: collagen (Mo

et al,, 1993); the influenza A hemaglutinin Sb epitope (McKean et al., 1984 ); human

CD4 (Lohman et al, 1992); red blood cells (Casadevall et al.,1994); and trichosanthin

(Wang ad Yeh, 1996). It is dominant in response to influenza, predominat to human CD4

and collagen. This supports the theory of multispecificity by demonstrating that

individual V-genes can encode antibody molecules that have a spectrum ofbinding

reactivities. As an aside, trichosanthin is a potent cytotoxin related to ricin. Thus

trichosanthin, or a homoloque, may represent one such antigen that is capable ofexerting

stringent and immediate selection for survival that is thought to be neccessary in order

for antigens to shape germline genetic basis for host antibody repertoires (Weiss, 1993).

The protective capacity of Vk21 may be evaluated by performing toxicity studies with

trichosanthin in Vk21 knockout mice.

It is noteworthy that Vk21 has been found to recurringly encode antibodies to two

pathogens, influenza and chlamdiae. It raises thee possibility that the amino acid

sequence encoded by Vk21-JH2 has some general structural features that make it

particularly well adapted for binding protein epitopes on pathogens. This may well be the

case as Vk21 encodes a particularly well studied idiotype (Day, 1990) and has a groove



like structure typical ofantibodies that bind to peptide epitopes (Borurycastle et al.,

1996). The fact that Vk21 is recurringly used to target the MOMP, as well as other

antigens suggests that there may be some conservation between the epitopes bome on

these antigens. Given this, it is possible (although unlikely) that there is some functional

relationship between proteins used by a plant cytotoxin (with homology to other toxins

including ricin and bacterial homologues such as Shigella toxin, Cholera toxin, Diptheria

toxin;Zhang and Liu, 1992; ), that acts to inactivate eukaryotic ribosomes, and the

MOMP. it is particularly provocative when one considers the close proximity of

chlamydial EBs to host ribosomes in ther intracellular environment. A quick homology

search revealed that some domains on trichosanthin have homology to a 120-KD major

structural protein of Rickettsia, The 120 Kd protein on this intracellular bacterial

pathogen is organised into an S-layer perhaps suggesting a similar organization for the

chlamydial MOMP (Gilmore et al., 1989).

Repertoire drift occurs in the antibody response to MOMP. Thus the genetic basis

for affinity maturation to the chlamydial MOMP appears to involve the use of different

VH-VI pairings as the response matures, in addition to somatic mutation, consistent with

our previous findings (Zhong et al., 1994a). This represents both repertoire shift and

drift, similar to responses that have been seen to the Vesicula¡ stomatitis virus

glycoprotein antibody response as it matures in mice (Kalinke et al., 1997). This is also

consistent with the results ofStark and Caton ( 1991) who found that new V-genes were

recruited to an antigenically variable epitope of influenza hemagglutinin, rather than

somatically mutated version of the same v-gene. The molecular anlaysis of V-genes to C-
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VD1 directty corroborates the results of the OAS study which suggested genetic diversity

in the antibody response to the native epitope. However, despite this diversity, we found

several structural commonalitites between the antibody genes of different VD- 1

hybridomas.

There may be a relationship between restricted kappa usage and VH usage. There

was an epitope specific recurrence ofcertain antibody structures to VD-1. Three

structural featutes were redundant. 1) The usage ofthe identical Kappa light chains.

Vk2i was used in all early monoclonals and in four late mAbs. We found the presence of

the same VK21 kappa chain structure from different mice at different stages. Epitope

specific light-chain recurrence was found previously by Akolkar et al. (1987) in respose

to a carbohydrate epitope.It is worth noting that experimentally induced restrictions in

light chain diversity has previously been observed to lead to a shift in vH gene utilization

in transgenic mice (Bot et a1.,1996). Thus biased usage ofVk21 may effect the usage of

particular VH-genes in response to MOMP.

(2) The recunent usage of the VH5like allele with JH2 in one early and in several late

mAbs. The VH5-JH2 assemblage tolerates extreme junctional diversity. The antibodies

isolated previously from the iate stage (Cl.1-5) use the same DH and JH minicassettes

as well as the identical vk assemblage with minor variation. This along with the fact that

they were generated in a single fusion (albeit with splenocytes from two mice combined)

makes it impossible to rule out a common clonal origin. Nonetheless, the early clone,

1287, uses the same VH5 with JH2. lL4Ab 1287 is encoded by a different DH gene,

which has been documented in antlhapten (Gridley et al',1985) and anti-influenza HA
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Cb-site (Kavaler et al., 1990) antibody responses. VH5-JH2 dominance may be

explained by preferential stimulation and expansion, perhaps due to higher affinity

antigen receptors or expansion by cross-reactive antigens prior to immunization (Kavaler

et al., 1990) On the other hand, the high prevalence of VH5-JH2 antibodies to the VD-1

epitope may be a consequence ofthe ability ofthis assemblage to tolerate great

variability in thejunctional regions and still retain specificity (Kavaler et al., 1990).

(3) The recurrent usage of the identical CDR3 region associated with middle stage mAbs

Nort 5 and 8, and late mAb 486.4. These combinations used VHl or VH6-like genes.

Perhaps the VH6 -like gene is most interesting of these two. This is due to its low

homology with any of the known V-gene families. Therefore we conclude that it is eithe¡

a member of an as of yet unknown V-gene family, or is extremely mutated away from its

germline counterpart. The latter is expected ofclones such as 486.4 which were created

from B cells of hyperimmunized mice. These B cells are expected to have undegone

extensive somatic mutation and selection.

The finding of the same H3 amino acid sequence in two different mAbs to the

same epitope is remarkable. The Vs CDR3 (or H3) contains the highest genetic and

structural diversity, and it is, structurally, the most important antibody binding domain in

terms of antigen contact sites (Manuzza et aL, 1987; Casadevall and Scharff, 1991).

However, there are other examples where the identical CDR3 region has been isolated in

antibodies to the same epitope or to mimics of the same epitope (Sollazo et al., 1989;

Caton et al., 1990; Garcia et a|.,1992; Casadevall et al., 1994; Seidl et al., 1997). In some

cases different D region nucleotides were found to encode the same infened amino acid
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sequence (Casadevall eT. al., 1994). Unsusually, there are even examples where

individual minigenes are preferentially used (Siekevitz ef al., 7983 and references

therein). That minigenes can be important in antibody binding has been demonstrated in

the anti-arsonate antibody response, where changing the J¡¡ segement drastically reduced

affinity (Duchosal et al., 1989). A study of the chemically and structurally

complementary epitopes ofguanosine and cytidine revealed that an antibody to an anti-

cytidine molecule (an anti-idiotype antibody) had the same CDR3 paratope that was also

used in an anti-guanosine antibody (Cottet andBordenave, i994). lr{ost remarkably the

molecules used the same DH (D.SP2,2) and JH3 regions but with conserved differences

in the actual nucleotide sequence suggesting a stringent functional selection for

conservation of this paratope. Other examples of recurrent healy chain CDR3 structures

have been observed in antibodies to the same epitope in idiotype-anti-idiotype studies

(Garcia et a1.,1992), and other anti-pathogen studies ofantigenicity (Casadevall and

Scharff, 1991). Recur¡ent H-3 structures have been proposed to be generated in a series

of homology-directed rear¡angements, without N-region diversification (Feeney, 1990;

1992). It carurot be concluded that the N-region additions at the 3' end of the H-3 of486

and Nort 8 are indeed N-diversity because somatic mutation can be in the form of

inseÉions (Wilson et al., 1998).
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In summary, several forms of recurrent antibody response were found

simultaneously. Few other examples ofsuch a diverse yet pattemed antibody response

have been found with multiple recuning elements (Casadevall et al., 1995; Ikematsu et

al., 1998) Other potential reasons for the recurrence ofparticular antibody structures will

be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. The results are however, consistent with

selective forces that act upon B cell during, and not prior to an immune response (Manser

et al., 1984). That is some form ofa B cell receptor and VD-1 ligand interaction which

caused an expansion of clones with higher epitope affinity (Manser et al., 1984).

Regardless of the mechanism for recurrence, there are now many additional examples of

the usage of recurring antibody V genes in epitope specific responses to many antigens

(Table 2).

At present, we do not know whether the mAbs isolated at the early stage (d7)

represent early class switched IgG antibodies or if they pre-existed naturally prior to

antigenic exposure (Mo et al., 1993). These mAbs are likely the result of T cell-

dependent antibody response production. Although truly T-independent anribody

responses can be highly restricted (Reininger et al., 1990), they do not undergo somatic

hypermutation (Manser, ). The anti-VD1 V-genes studied here and previously do contain

mutation, and in some cases it may have been extensive as some have very low homology

to the known germline copies of mouse V-genes.
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While these data are provocative they do not allow us to unequivocally conclude

that particular antibody genes are recurrently used for MOMP. In order to rule out other

trivial explanations, for example, the potential selective effects ofthe hybridoma

procedure, or the pin-peptide screening process. Thus an independent method of analysis

was needed to study the relationship between the chlamydial MOMP VD-1 epitope and

expression ofparticular host variable region genes.



OBJECTIVE 3: The Relationship Between Chlamydial Antibody Responses
and Recurrent Immunoglobulin Gene Expression

(i) Rationale

Studies on the genetic profile of monoclonal antibodies to the VD- I epitope of

MOMP have suggested that there is recurrent usage ofparticular V gene assemblages by

the host immune system to target an epitope in the MOMP of Chlamydia tachomatis.

Using this information, we set out to explore whether the recurrent expression ofthese V-

genes can be used as a marker for expression ofan epitope specific antibody response (V-

marker), Similar studies performed with other antigens and have found recurrent antibody

responses to i¡dividual pathogenic epitopes (Casadevall and Scharff, 1991;Kofler et

al.,1992 Kalinke et al., 1996; Seidl et al., 1997; 1997b; Nayat et a1.,1998; table 2).

If a relationship between antibody gene expression and an epitope were to exist it

seems most likely that it could be observed in antibody responses to pathogenic

microorganisms. The identification of such relationships may be obscured by redundancy

in V-gene usage due to massive size ofthe V-gene repertoire expressed in the available B

cell compartment. Methods that select for the study of antibody molecules with a

common phenotype, such as idiotype binding (Claflin and Berry, 1988), antibody

competition (Roost et al., 1996; Kalinke er a1.,7997), and specificity for diminutive

epitopes (haptens or peptides; table 2) have in many cases identified antibody molecules

that are recurringly encoded by a limited number ofV-genes. Clearly, each ofthese in

vitro selection methods introduces a certain degree ofbias, and this may in some cases

have directly skewed these epitope specific V-genes studies. Similarly, we cannot rule
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out that the hybridoma pin-peptide screening procedure may have introduced a bias in the

V-gene structures we identified (above). Thus to further evaluate the relationship between

V-gene expression and chlamydial antibody responses we felt the need to use a new

approach. By modifring a previously published method for V-gene analysis (DeLassus

et al., 1995) we developed the PCR-Run off blot. Indeed, Delassus et al ( 1 995)

demonstrated that polyclonal antibody responses to a hapten, known to elicit a reshicted

antibody response, could readily be monitored for changes in expression levels of

individual immunoglobulin V-gene alleles. Herein we describe the use of this method to

compare relative expression levels ofspecific V-gene mRNA in the responding B cell

compartment of immunized mice.

Altibody expression is upregulated through increased transcription. Activated B

cells either begin an affinity maturation process, whereby some olits progeny ente¡ the

memory pool, or they terminally differentiate into a plasmablast. The plasmablast is a

much enlarged cell where the endoplasmic reticulum and the nucleus are greatly

increased in volume (Watson et al., 1992). This is in o¡der to facilitate the huge increase

in production of antibody molecules for secretion into the extracellular environment.

Increased antibody expression is facilitated largely via mechanisms that govem

transcriptional control (Max, 1993), and results in inc¡eased expression of the antigen

specific immunoglobulin mRNA. Indeed, it is a physiological fact that responding

plasmablasts increase the expression of their reananged Ig mfu\A 100-1000 times over

baseline levels (Yuan and Tucker, 1984; Lefkovits, 1995). Thus the presence ofa few

antigen specifrc B cell blasts can contribute significantly to the expression profrles of
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individual V-genes and the emerging clones can be detected in induced B cell responses

(Delassus et al., 1995). Similarly, upregulation of antigen specific mRNA in blast cells is

believed to be responsible for the successful selection ofrecombinant mAbs in

combinatorial antibody libraries produced from immunized animals as antigen specific

mRNA is dominantl¡' represented in the cDNA (Barbas and Burton, 1994a). The Run-off

procedure (figure 17 ) compares relative mRNA levels in polyclonal bulk B cell

populations through allele-specifrc PCR detection of the conesponding cDNAs. Thus we

reasoned that recurrence could be evaluated by comparing the relative levels of

expression of variable region mRNA in mice immunized with chlamydial vs other non-

specific bacterial antigens. Splenocytes were collected from immunized and naive mice,

and oDNA was generated from the isolated total RNA. Oligonucleotide primers were

designed that affreal to the family specific 5' end ofthe relatively conse¡ved framework 3

or framework 1 region of the heavy chain and kappa chain variable region alleles. These

were used in combination with IgG constant region back primers. The primers were

designed to span the V-C intron to eliminate any effects from contaminating DNA that

may have persisted despite RNA purification steps. These products were used as template

in a linear run-off step with biotinylated J-region back primers, The products of this run-

off conespond to the CDR3 region of VH and Vk chains. The biotinylated CDR3

cDNAs were size separated using polyacrylamide gels that are capable of single base pair

discrimination and blotted to nylon membranes. The relative levels of specihc V-gene

were visually detected by staining with an avidin-enzyme conjugate.
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1. First PCR (allele and isoVpe soecific)
(D.) VH6

(A.) Vk21 r' or

(El.) kappa or (C.)gamma

2. Run-off step with biotinylated ol¡gonucleotides on first round
products

---

3. Size separate^ in 7o/o
(sequencing) PAG E
mini-gel, blot transfer to
nylon, stain with
avidin-HRP

VH5-like*

Figure 17: Schematic outline of the runÐff blot procedure. Two rounds of
enzymatic elongation are performed. Following the first round, the pCR
products are passed through a G-50 sephadex column to remove most
of the first round primers. ln 2, the first round products are subjected to a
linear run-off reaction with biotinylated J-region oligonucleotide reverse
primers. Biotinylated run-ofi products are size separated and capillary
transferred to membrane. The membrane is stained with commercial
avidin-horseradish peroxidase conjugate in 2%-BSA, pBS. This
procedure was modified from Delassus et al, (199S). The size separated
products ditfer in size by as little as single base pairs.



Allele specific blots were performed on each of the th¡ee "V-marker" V-gene

assemblies recurringly identified in CVDl mAbs: (1) Vss-Jsz; (2) VH6-Jru; and V¡2¡-

Jk2. The initial round ofPCR was specific for the mRNA ofV genes reananged to IgG

or Igk constant regions respectively. In this fashion the amplif,red cDNAs from the

spleens of immunized annd naive animals were compared.

l. V-Marker Expression in Naíve Mice

In order to evaluate the baseline level of expression ofparticular V-gene alleles

we performed a PCR-Run off blot on Naive mice. Oligonucleotides were designed based

upon our monoclonal anti-VD-1 V-gene sequences and consewed constant region

primers. The assay was optimized using splenic oDNA from mice immunized with

serovar c EBs and has a sensitivity (where a band is visible to the naked eye) ofless than

0, 1 ng of amplifified cDNA (data not shown). The results of the Run-off assay on the 4

naive mice are shown in figure 18. For all three putative recurrent v-gene alleles a faint

band of the correct size was visible indicating the presence and low level expression of

rearranged alleles in naive mice. Because we used purified RNA and our

oligonucleotide primers sparured the V-C intron, we can conclude that these V-genes are

present in the available repertoire, and can engage antigen.
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Figure 18 (facing page): Baseline Variable Region Gene Expression in Naive Mice. (A)

The results of Run-off on Vk21-Jk2 V-gene cDNAs show very light and transient bands

similar in size to biotinylated Run-off products produced with purified Vk21-Jk2 oDNA

(indicated with the symbol +). This oDNA was derived from light chain cDNA of C-

VD1 hybridoma 5C6. (B) Run-off assay performed for the VH6-JH2 and VH5-JH2 V-

markers. Similar to 4., very light bands were transiently observed for these cDNAs in

naive mice. This indicates that mRNA expression ofthese V-gene configurations is

detectable but at very low levels. Numbers represent individual mice.
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2. V-Marker Expression in Mice Immunized wth Bacterial Antigens

We next studied the expression of V¡1s-tw,VH6-JH2, and V¡2¡-Jk2 V-gene

assemblages of the IgG class in respons e lo C. trachomalis. A clinical strain of

Pseudomonas aeruginosa with a mucoid phenotype (Courtesy of Dr. James Karlowsky,

University of Manitoba) and Mycobacterium tuberculosis (H37Ra) were used as control

antigens because they are antigenically complex and are commonly pathogenic. The

PCR-Run off blots from mice immunized with bacterial antigens were performed as

described and are shown in figures 19-21. Upregulation ofeach ofthe three V-markers,

over baseline levels, was seen in most mice recieving serovar C EBs. Strong bands

representing correctly sized biotinlylated CDR3 oDNA products were observed in

response to immunization with EBs; For the VH5-JH2 Run-off, 7/8 mice had strong

bands (figure 19); For VH6-JH2, 8/8 EB immunized mice (figure 20); and for Vk21-Jk2,

7/8 mice receiving EBs demonstrated increased expression levels. (frgure 21). Clearly,

there is a day-and-night difference between immunized and naive mice. Remarkably, B

cells from mice receiving either M tuberculosis or P. aeruginosa showed essentially

background levels ofthe V-markers in the same assay (Figures 19,20,21). There was,

arguably, an incremental increase in expression ofthe VH-6-JH2 marker in response to

P. aeruginosø.
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Figure 19 (facing page): Variable region gene upregulation ofthe VH5-JH2 marker.

Strong banding is observed in the lanes containing the size-separated, biotinylated CDR3

cDNAs from 718 mice immunized with Chlamydia trachomatis serovar C. Predominant

dark bands likely represent the effects ofclonal expansions and/or plasmablat mRNA

"jackpotting" with individual, identically-sized CDR3s. Run-off blots from mice

receiving M. tuberculosis and or P. aeruginosa are shown on the bottom and do not

demonstrate change from baseline. A fifth mouse (#5) immunized with M. tuberculosis

antigens had similar results for this and the other V-markers (data not shown). Numbers

indicate individual mice for groups receiving the same antigen as indicated above the

lanes for this and the other figures that follow.

Fisure 20 (second facing paeg)i Variable region gene upregulation ofthe VH6-JH2

marker. Strong banding is observed in the lanes containing the size-separated,

biotinylated CDR3 cDNAs from 8/8 mice immunized wifh Chlamydia t,.achomatis

serovar C. Run-off blots from mice receiving M tuberculosis and or P. aeruginosa are

shown on the bottom. All th¡ee mice receiving P. aeruginosa demonstrate incremental

increases in expression levels ofthis marker. A Run-off blot reaction was performed

with 10 ng of heary chain cDNA of the CvDl-specific hybridoma clone 486.4 (VH6-

JH2 encoded) in the lane marked "mAb". This was an internal control ofthe assay and

blot-transfer procedure.

Figure 2l (third iacing pagel: Variable region gene upregulation ofthe Vk21-Jk2 marker.

Strong banding is observed in the lanes containing the size-separated, biotinylated

CDR3 cDNAs from'l/8 mice immunized with Chlamydia trachomatis serovar C. Run-off

blots from mice receiving M, tuberculosis and or P. aeruginosa a¡e shown on the bottom

and all at at baseline levels for this marker.
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Next we evaluated the expression of other antibody gene mRNAs. We would

expect that all of the immunized mice would demonstrate detectable expression of V-

genes. Expression ofother V-genes would also indiçate that the B cells ofthese mice had

been exposed to antigen, and were responding normally. We used universal consensus

primers designed to anneal to most V-gene alleles (Dattamundjar et al., 1996) to measure

pan-immunoglobulin gene mRNA expression in the B cell response. These primers

an¡eal in the relatively conserved FR-1 region. Regardless ofthe antigen, expression of

V-gene mRNA was observed in all immunized mice (Figure 22). This shows that

antibodies encoded by other alleles are activated to M. tuberculosls and P. aeruginosa

and that the differences in the allele-specifìc Run-offblots are due to differenfial

expression of V-genes and not an artifact ofRNA degradation or failed reverse

transcription.

3. V-Marker Expression in Mice Immunized wth Synthetic Peptides

Synthetic peptides were tested for the ability to induce expression ofthe V-

markers in Run-off blot. In order to challenge our original hypothesis that "... an

immunogenic epitope mimic should elicit the same variable region genes or a subset of

the same genes that are used to bind the native epitope structure", we evaluated the

molecular natu¡e of the in vivo B cell reponse to synthetic peptide vaccine candidates in

Run-off blot. The derivation and optimization ofthese peptides is discussed in Appendix
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Figure 22 lfacing pagel: Universal Variable Region Gene Expression in Mice Immunized

with M. tuberculos¡s and P. aeruginosa. (A) Universal kappa-Jk2 V-gene expression.

The results of biotinylated Jk2 primer Run-off on cDNAs amplified with universal kappa

primers. The Run-offproducts produced are similar in size to that produced using

purified Vk21-Jk2 oDNA with the same universal kappa Fr-1 primer (indicated with the

symbol +). This oDNA was derived from light chain oDNA of C-VDI hybridoma 5C6.

(B) Universal Gamma-JH2 V-gene expression. The results of biotinylated JH2 primer

Run-off on cDNAs amplified with universal Gamma primers. This shows that

expression ofrearranged v-genes other than the v-marker alleles can be detected in Run-

off blot. Numbers represent individual mice.
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1. Peptides B-3-oxidized and B3-reduced are identical except that the former contains the

corresponding CVD-1 peptide, DVAGLQND, in a disulphide loop, and the latter is

linear. Both contain a promiscuous chlamydial helper T cell epitope. A similarly sized

linear peptide, 0921 (described in Methods, p. 145) with an inelevant sequence was used

as a control.

The results of V-marker Run-off blot for mice immunized with synthetic peptides

are shor.r¡n in figures 23-26. Remarkably, whereas complex whole bacterial antigens did

not trigger expression ofthe V-marker genes (above), the VD-1 epitope containing

synthetic peptides can do so. Indeed, 3 of 8 mice immunized with B3-reduced, and 4 of 7

that received B3-oxidized, showed increases over baseline in expression ofthe Vr¡s-Js¡

immunoglobulin gene marker (Figure 23). More striking, 6 of 8 mice immunized with

B3-reduced, and 3 of7 that received B3-oxidized had elevated expression of the Vg6.Js2

immunoglobulin gene marker (Figure 24). Finally, 5 of 8 mice receiving B3-reduced, and

5 of 7 mice that had been immunized with 83-oxidized showed increased expression of

the Vk21'Jk2 immunoglobulin gene marker (Figure 25). In contrast, mice immunized

with peptide 0921 had only baseline expression of each ofthese 3 V-markers. This is

despite the fact that peptide 0921 is vigorously antigenic, as shown by a high titre IgG

response in all mice receiving peptide 0921 in peptide ELiSA (data not shown). This

strongly suggests that the increased expression ofthese particular immunoglobulin V-

gene configurations is specific for the presence ofthe C-VD1 peptide epitope. The results

of the Run-off assays have been summarized for clarity in Table 8.
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Figure 23 (facing page): Variable region gene upregulation of the VH5-JH2 marker in

response to the B3-peptides. Top: Prominent bands, indicating increased levels of size-

separated, biotinylated CDR3 cDNAs, are seen in 3/8 mice immunized with B3-reduced

(linear). Bottom: Prominent bands are seen for 417 mice receiving B3-oxidized (loop).

Numbers indicate individual mice for groups receiving the same antigen as indicated

above the la¡res for this and the other figures that follow.

Figure 24 lsecond facing page): Variable region gene upregulation of the VH6-JH2

marker in response to B3 peptides. Top: Strong bands, indicating increased levels of

size-separated, biotinylated CDR3 cDNAs, are seen in 6/8 mice immunized with B3-

reduced (linear). Bottom: Prominent bands are seen for 3/7 mice receiving B3-oxidized

(loop). A Run-off blot ¡eaction was performed with 10 ng (top), or 5 ng (bottom) of

heavy chain oDNA of the CVD 1-specific hybridoma clone 486.4 (VH6-JH2 encoded) in

the lanes marked "mAb". This was an internal control ofthe assay and blot-transfer

procedure.

Figure 25 (third facing þage): Variable region gene upregulation ofthe Vk21-Jk2 marker

in response to 83 peptides.Top: Strong banding, indicating increased levels of size-

separated, biotinylated CDR3 cDNAs, are seen in 5/8 mice immunized with B3-reduced

(linear). Bottom: Prominent bands are seen for 5/7 mice receiving B3-oxidized (loop).

Figure 26 (fourth facing page): Variable region gene upregulation in response to peptide

0921 . Results of Run-off blot performed on oDNA of mice immunized with peptide

0921. Expression of Vk2l-Jk2 (top), VH5-JH2 (middle) , VH6-JH2 (bottom) is at

baseline (n=8).
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Table 8: Summary of Run-off Blot Assay:

lmmunogen VH5-JH2 VH6-JH2 vl<2.1-Jt<2

Serovar C EBs

CFA (M. tuberculosis
H37Ra, Ags)

P. aeruginosa (mucÐid)

Linear VD-1 Pept¡de

Looped VÈ1 Peptide

7t8

ot5'

0/3

3/8

4n

8t8

0/5-

3/3 (weak)

6/8

3n

7t8

o/5

ot3

5i8

5n

* Mouse #5 not shown on blot.
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4. Immunochemical characterization of the antibody response

Sera from mice used for Run-offassay were evaluated in pin-peptide and standard

ELISA for specific IgG reactivity. Mice immunized with bacteria were positive for

homologous serum IgG reactivity in standard ELISA on whole chlamydialEBs, M.

tuberct osis antigen, or whole P. aeruginosa organism (table 9). This corroborates the

results of universal Run-off blot for mice immunize d with M. tuberculosis and. P.

aeruginosa in that it shows that these mice did express antibodies in response to

immunization but these were encoded by immunoglobulin V-gene comprised of V-genes

other than VH5-JH2, VH6-JH2, and Vk21-Jk2. All mice immunized with serovar C EBs

were positive for serum IgG against the C-VD-1 pin-peptides, with titres ranging from

I/200-1/800, compared to background levels in mice immunized wirh M.tuberculosís and

P. aeruginosa (<l/50) (table 9). Serum IgG reactivity to chlamydial EBs and C VD-1

peptides correlated with upregulation or 2 or more V-markers assessed in individual mice

(table 9). Serum IgG reactivity of 83 immunized mice were positive on VD1 pin peptide

ELISA, and whole EB ELISA but are low (1/100 for each; data not shown). This was

expected as the 83 synthetic peptides, Iike most synthetic peptides are poor immunogens

(Fields and Chanock, I 989), and require multiple immunizations in order to generate high

titre antibody. This has been studied in detail for the 83 peptide. The 83 peptides are

both capable ofinducing high titre pin-peptide and whole EB antibody responses that are

neutralizing ofi vitro cell infectivity (Appendix 1). A collective summary of the

properties ofantibody responses to these antigens is given in table 10.
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Table 9: Relationship between serologial reactivity and V€ene expression

Ant¡gen MOUSË
VD-1 pin-peptide

ïtre
Homologous

ïtre*
V marker

upregulat¡on

C. trachomatis

M. tuberculosis

P aeruginosa

CEB 1

CEB 2

CEB 3

CEB 4

CEB 5

CEB 6

CEB 7

CEB 8

CFA 1

CFA 2

CFA 3

CFA 4

CFA 5

PA1

PA2

PA2

200

200

800

200

800

200

800

200

<50

<50

<50

<50

<50

<50

<50

<50

800

800

400

400

400

800

400

400

400

800

100

800

200

200

200

200

213

3/3

3/3

3/3

213

3/3

3/3

3/3

ol3

0/3

0/3

0/3

o/3

113

1/3

113

*homologous titres w€re measured on bacterial antigens conesponding to the
homologous bacterial strain/antigen used for immunizattion. 
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Table 10: Summary of Properties of Antibody Responses

lmmunogen Antigenicity

Chlamydial EBs

B3-reduced

B3oxidized

P aeruginosa

M. tuberculosis

lmmunogenicity Protective

+++

+

+

Yes

Yes

Yes

nd

nd

lnduction of all
V-Markers¿

strong

weak

weak

no

no

+++

++

++

+++

+++

1 Synthêtic p6ptidas requirê mulliple boêsts to $gendgr neuhaliing tirEs.

2. sùong: lmmunizaton elicils uF€gulation of s/s V.mskêrs in most indivftluål mlcåi wegk: ¡mmLÐization €llclls
upregulâlio¡ of 313 V-mêJkers ¡n soms mÌcê; no: ¡mmunization does nêt êlicit upreguldon ol all 3 V-msi*€IE in a¡y mice
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(II) Discussion and Conclusions

These studies show that several antibody V-gene assemblages are recunently

expressed in mice immunized with serovar C EBs. The V-genes assemblages identified in

our study of monoclonal antibodies to C-VD1 (above) enabled us to directly examine the

relationship between expression ofthese V-genes and antibody specificity in immunized

mice. AII mice immunized with C. trachomalis showed an elevated expression of at least

2 of 3 of the antibody gene markers as seen in Run-off blot assay. This conoborates the

results of the mAbs study which suggested that although the MOMP epitope specific

antiody repertoire was diverse, it sholvs patterned recunent usageof particular V-genes.

Indeed, 6 of 8 mice showed increased expression of all th¡ee ma¡kers over baseline in

Run-off blot assay. This correlates with serum antibody reactivity to the C VD-l peptide

epitope and to whole EBs from all mice that received chlamydial EBs.

Upregulation of all three V-gene alleles is specific to immunization with C

trachomatis. There were no increase over baseline expression ofour v-markers in mice

immunized with M. tuberculos¡s. Likewise, none of the mice receiving p. aeruginosa

showed increases in baseline levels ofexpression of the Vus-J¡¡z and Vk2l -Jk2 alleles.

Although expression ofone of the V- markers, Vso-Jsz, is arguably increased over

baseline for 3 of 3 mice recieving P. aentgìnosa. This is consistent with the use of this

V-gene to encode mAbs to outer membrane antigens of this similarly, gram-negative

porin-containing eubacterium (Emara et al., 1995 ). ln this fashion, the VH6-JH2 served

as a positive control in our analysis ofVH6 expression levels. Moreover, this finding

supports the theory that recunent expression ofcertain antibody genes occurs in response
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to some microbial epitopes. We a¡e not stating that these genes only encode chlamydial

antibodies but that the collective expression of all ofthese markers may be chlamydia-

MOMP specific. We expect that other unique patterns of V-gene expression predominate

antibody responses to the dominant epitopes of all pathogens including M tuberculosis

and P. aeruginosa, and that they need to be only characterized. Recently, examples of

diverse but pattemed V gene usage in human antibody responses have been observed. For

example, the immune response to rabies virus glycoprotein G, is composed of diverse

lambda light chains, recurring VH3 genes, and restricted Vk gene usage (ikematsu et al.,

1998). We have demonstrated that this knowledge can be used for evaluating vaccine

eff,rcacy ex vivo at the molecular level. Similar PCR-based measurements of allele

specific V-gene expression have been used for the study of human immunoglobulin

(Rassenti et al., 1995) and T cell receptor repertoire diversity (Marguerie et al., 1992) ex

vivo. Importantly, for the study of mucosal pathogens, these studies are amenable for

usage on mucosal lymphocyte samples (Trentin et al., 1996). practically, similar

protocols are used clinically for the detection ofB lymphoid clonality in

lymphoproliferative disorders and malignancies ofhumans (Billadeau, et al., 1991;

Deane et al.,1991; Aubin et al., 1994;Thunberg et al., 1997).

Similar and overlapping antibody V-genes are expressed to synthetic MOMp

peptides. This supports the results ofothers who have recently observed that different

subunit vaccine formulations elicit distinct but overlapping antibody repertoires

(Adderson et al., 1998; Nayak et al., 1998). In our studies, both the linear and looped VD-
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I peptides were able to increase V-marker expression over baseline, and very little

difference was seen in the ability ofthese constructs to do so. However, that both

variations ofthe same peptide epitope can elicit the same antibody genes is consistent

with the findings ofNayak et al. (1998). A comparison ofthe monoclonal antibodies

raised to two forms of a synthetic peptide epitope, DPAF, revealed a remarkable

homology. A subset ofanti-looped peptide and anti-linear peptide mAbs (from different

mice) was found to share a common heavy chain variable region.

The VD-1 peptides do not perfectly portray the native epitope. The synthetic

peptides do not produce the same pattem of V-gene expression in MOMp specific V_

markers. This may be due to differences in epitope valence beween peptides and the EB,

adjuvant effects ofLPS, or the limited structural information contained within synthetic

peptides. Although the numbers are not large it is provocative to note that the synthetic

peptides do elicit expression ofleast one V-gene known to be used against the native

MoMP in all mice. This fact along with the structural homology of these peptide to the

MOMP VD-1 epitope provides some structural basis to the previously observed

biological mimicry shown by these peptides (zhong et al., 1994b). This indicates that the

synthetic peptides bear a resemblance to MoMp, and although this type of biological

mimicry is not well understood (Paul, p460), similar host responses are engendered at

the molecular level.
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There are some important limitations to this analysis. These include: a) We do not

know the binding specifìcity of the CDRs visualized in the blots. b) We do not k¡ow the

sequence identity of the CDRs visualized in the blots. c) We do not know the frequency

ofB cells expressing particular V-genes in naive mice. Caveat a) can be tested via

recombinant grafting and expression of the CDR regions. Altematively B cells can be

enriched for antigen specificty prior to performing V-gene analysis. Caveat b) requires

cloning and sequence determination ofJH2 run-offproducts for comparison with those

V-genes used in VD-l mAbs or in run-off products generated from EB immunized mice.

Caveat c) is more difficult to overcome and represents a fundamental shortfall in the

knowledge of the immune system. New technology, genome sequencing, functional

genomics, and the DNA chip facilitate large scale analysis ofgene expression. One day,

this may lead to scientists being able to definitively sort out "fingerprints" ofV-genes

expressed in response to individual epitopes.

Antigen selection alone may not be totally responsible for the recurrent nature of

some V-genes. SomeV-gene assemblages have been found at higher frequency in the B

cell pre-immune repertoire (Paige and Wu, 1989; Cox et al., 1994; Weber et al., 1994).

lndeed, Nadel et al. (1998b) suggested that exposure to environmental antigens had

minimal effects on V gene representation for the kappa chain in adult humans, supporting

the importance of the initial recombination events i determing the functional anribody

repertoire. Moreover, in some cases these frequently made V-genes have been found to

be used in some recurrent epitope specific antibody responses (Claflin and Bem. l9B8).

The high precursor frequency ofcertain V-genes may be mediated by differential
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efficiency of trancriptional promoters (Fitlsimmons et al., 1998), diffe¡ences in DNA

accessibility prior to recombination (Nadel et aI.,1998b), or repertoire skewing by other

environmental antigens like the B cell superantigens (Silverman, 1995). Indeed, the more

non-germline elements required to generate a particular V-region structure, the lower the

probability that such a V-region will be found in the available antibody repertoire

(Feeney et al., 1988; Claflin et al., 1989). This is consistent with our sequence data for

the Vk21 alleles which are commonly expressed in unmutated form. Limits on heavy

chainjunctional diversity have been implicated in recurrent anitbody responses (Manser,

1990). Indeed, in addition to antigenic selection, the high probability with which certain

VH genes are formed during B cell differentiation may contribute to recurrent expression

through non-random assembly ofthe same structures.
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IV. OVERALL SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION AND SPECULATION:

These studies have reveaied new and significant insights regarding the nature of

host antibody diversity to a variable pathogen protein that are ofgeneral interest to the

field of immunobiology and of particular interest fo¡ the field of chlamydial vaccine

development. Both the polyclonal and monocronar immunogloburin responses to a

neutralizing peptide epitope on the MoMp of chtamydia trachomatis (serovar c) were

comprehensively analyzed in Balb/c mice. The most significant conclusions include:

I. Heterologous sequential immunization with sero-related chlamydial strains broadens

antibody reactivity both to the whole organism and at the single epítope recognition

pattefns.

' The VD- 1 epitope is an important target in secondary homologous and

heterologous exposure To c. trachomatrs. Antigenically drift variant MoMp molecules

¡ecall antibodies with enhanced crossreactivity from identically primed mice. The

enhancement ofantibody reactivity may have generai use as a vaccination strategy

against antigenically variable pathogens. Importantly, the selective recall ofepitope

specific antibodies in the oAS responses to vD-1 demonstrates the existence ofa

phenotypically diverse B cell pool to this epitope. This ín tum suggests the existence of

genetic diversity encoding these diverse fine specificities.



2. Structural commonalities exist amoung genetically diverse but functionally

homogeneous antibodies to the identical MOMP VD-l epitope of Ç. trachomatis.

To determine the strucutural basis ofthe anti-C-VD-1 antibody response we have

examined the paratypic and genetic diversity exhibited by a panel of 4 primary, 6

seconda¡y ("mid"), and 12 tertiary ("late") response mAbs specif,rc for this determinant.

Direct analysis of the genotypes of monoclonal antibodies to a neutralizing MOMp

epitope located in vD-1 has revealed that diverse genetic structures can encode antibody

that recognizes the same epitope. These data support the implication of genetic diversity

implied by the previous serological studies, ald show that, indeed, diverse antibody

structures are recruited to the MoMp. v-gene sequence analysis of vD-1 monoclonal

antibodies shows that they are encoded by at least 16 different vH gene segments from g

V¡1 gene families, and 6 different Vk gene segments from 4 V¡ gene groups. Despite the

apparent redundancy of these antibodies, genetic analysis of the V-gene sequences

expressed to VD-1 shows that there is a pattemed usage ofparticular V-genes

assemblages with structural commonalities. These reccurent structwes are in the form of

shared expression of V¡1and,/or Vk gene assemblages from VD-i epitope specific

antibodies isolated from independent mice. For example, a V¡¡5-Js2 assemblage, in

combination with disparate D¡1 minigenes, encodes an antibody found in both early and in

late clones. In fact, this V-gene pattem dominates the late panel ofhybridomas

suggesting that clonal expansion and ligand selection was responsible for the clonal



dominance of this particular v-gene assemblage. other structural commonalities include

the recu¡rent usage of the same germline vx2l-J*2 light chain in all 4 early,2mid, and

in four of 12 late clones. Remarkably, mid-clones Nort 5 and 8 and late clone 486, which

utilize V¡1 genes from V¡11 and Vu6 in combination with a DgFLl6.1-J¡12 segment,

respectively, have identical infened amino acid sequence for the cDR3 domain ofthe

heavy chain. The recu¡ent isolation of genetically similar antibodies amongst this

functionally homogeneous group of antibodies suggests that antigen-mediated clonal

expansion is a powerful selective force upon B cell clones found within the host's

antibody repertoire. Furthermore, these data suggest that expression of these genes may

be useful as markers of an epitope specific antibody response to MOMP.

3. There is recurrent expression ofparticular immunoglobulin gene combinations in the

host antibody response to C. trachomatis.

The recurrent expression of antibody gene combinations was specific to

chlamydial organisms and was conelated with a measurable vD-l antibody response in

the serum. we used the structual commonarities we identified in vD-t mAbs as

molecular markers in a novel PCR-blotting procedu¡e in order to examine the effects of

immunization on the baseline *RNA expression of these potentially recunent vD-1

antibody genes. The results show that indeed these clonotypes are common amongst the

available B cell repertoire. secondly, increased levels ofrearranged v¡15-J¡.¡2 ,vk2r-Jk2,

and v¡16-J¡12 allele-mRNA were nearly universally observed in mice immunized with

chlamydial EBs, but not in response to immunization with other bacte¡ium. The increased
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baseline expression of these V gene assemblages correlates with a measurable IgG titres

to the serovar C VD1 pin-peptide in the sera. The common availability of B cells

expressing V-gene structures that can encode MOMP specificity partially explains the

immunodominance of this antigen in the anti-chlamydial antibody response. If a similar

relationship is found in the human v-gene locus, we may conclude that there is enormous

and inhe¡ent selective pressLÌre for antigenic variation ofthis antigen. These data indicate

that BALB/o mice have available a paratypically diverse repertoire ofB cell specificities,

encoded by distinct v-region structures, that are capable ofrecognizing a single epitope.

However, these specificities are not equally represented in the immune ¡esponse to the

MOMP protein. Although these findings represent only an initial step in the study of

chlamydial antibody gene markers, the identification of a relationship between a variable

host and va¡iable pathogen protein is provocative with respect to the role of natural

selection on individual immunoglobulin genes within the v-gene locus. Knowledge of

the specifìc patterns ofhost immune system genes expressed in response to invasion by

specihc pathogens may be useful in diagnosis, particularly with the advent of DNA anay

chips. These data suggest that an ideal vaccine should be able to elicit the expression of

some ofthe recument antibody genes that encode antibodies to the authentic native

epitope.
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4. VD-l synthetic peptide vaccines are capable of eliciting the same antibody gene

combinations that was evoked by the native epitope.

The immunogenicity of conformationally different VD-1 synthetic pepide

vaccines was evaluated in 810 H-2 disparate mice. A¡tibody in hyperimmunized mice

neutralized in vitro infectivity of C. trachomatis. Remarkably, the surrogate VD-1

epitopes were capable ofeliciting expression ofthe same antibody gene combinations

used to the native VD-1 in some, but not all, ofthe mice, supporting our hypothesis. The

evaluation ofthe ability ofvaccines to trigger expression ofspecific host defence genes

represents a novel method of measuring vaccine immunogenicity.In turn, the ability of

the simple vD-1 peptides to elicit antibody structures used to the authentic vD-1 epitope

supports the specificity ofthe v-gene reccurrence to the VD-1 epitope itself. However

the presence of only marginal VD-1 peptide and whole EB reactive antibody suggests

that the extent ofbiological portrayal, while not completely understood, is likely poor.

This may be due to the selection ofthese peptide structures with a single monoclonal

antibody which may have placed all of our eggs in a single basket. Altematively, this

may simply mean that the short synthetic peptides are not very good at portraying an

epitope normally found in the context ofan integral membrane protein on the outer

surface of a bacterium.



5. Pathogen-Host Coevolution: Revisited

We have identified a relationship between the expression ofa variable host and a

variable pathogen genes. The genes encode the molecules involved in intimate

interactions between host and pathogen. While in some cases, recunent V-gene

expression may be due to clonal expansion and / or structural limitations placed upon

dominant B cell specificites, clearly there is selection on the immunoglobulin locus for

survival ofthe whole organism (Smith et al., 1971) . The specific expression of the th¡ee

V-gene assemblages (VH5-JH2; VH6-JH2; Vk21-JkJ) in response to chlamydial

organism shows that B cells expressing these rearranged V-genes are commonly found

within the available B cell repertoire of BALB/c. The common presence of these

specificities suggests a functional role. Natural selection by common pathogenic

structures, and or immunoregulatory network ¡oies may make up this selective influence

on the B cell repertoire (Andris et aI.,1995). Indeed, more evidence is emerging to

support the notion that particular V genes are maintained for rapid and high affinity

protection against pathogens (Kalinke et a1.,1997). The highly restricted V-gene

repertoire of 3-week old ¡abbits has been postulated to encode antigen specificity to a

major pathogen ofyoung rabbits which may provide early protection from infection

(Knight, 1992). Consistent with this speculation, some D-proximal V-genes (which are

overrepresented in the neonate) have been found to encode some polyreactive antibodies

(Holmberg, 1987; Bona, 1988) which may facillitate early protection to multiple

pathogens in an underdeveloped immune system. Selection for the emergence ofother V-



gene assemblages as the host develops may be less dramatic and influenced by somatic

assembly mechanisms and affinity maturation. Many vertebrate antibody repertoires are

limited in their usage ofallelic V-genes through the biased expression ofone or a few V-

genes out oftheir respective total germline repertoires (Berens et al., 1997; Lopez et a.1.,

1998; Sun et al,, 1998).

The pairing of different VH and Vk in adult and neonatal mice has been shown

to occur in a random fashion (Kaushik et al,, 1990) and we believe that the recunent V

gene usage we observed is driven by B cell receptor ligand interaction. Bias in the

recombination of VH genes in their relation to D proximity (Malynn et al., 1990) does

not relate to the c-vDl specific clones since the members of both vH5 (D-proximal) and

vH 6 (D-distall) (see figure 2) were both found to have a recuning relationship with the

MOMP epitope. Moreover, a position and age-related preferential gene rearrangement as

desuibed for the VH locus does not occur in the Vk locus (Teale and Monis, 19g9;

Lawler et al., 1989) and thus cannot explain the vk bias observed. Restricted antibody

gene usage has been suggested to be a property of immunodominant epitopes (Noronha et

al., 1998).
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T/. SUMMARY

In summary we have identified a novel relationship between a variable host and

variable pathogen p¡oteins. Through the study ofantibody gene usage to a neutralizing

epitope on the chlamydial MOMP we have not only defined the molecular basis for a

classic serologic phenomenon termed "original antigenic sin" but have also uncove¡ed a

novel observation; namely that particular antibody genes are recturently used in different

hosts (of the same species) to respond to identical epitopes. This relationship, between a

variable pathogen antigen (the MOMP) and variable host (immunoglobulin) molecules,

supports the notion that there may be coevolution between antigenic determinants found

on pathogens and the immune recognition molecules encoded within the host genome.

This information has important applications in terms ofvaccine design (for instance, an

ideal vaccine should be able to recall those protective antibody gene combinations that

are elicited by the authentic native epitope) and for the possibility to diagnose infectious

diseases by the identification ofspecif,rc antibody gene expression profiles found in host

samples. To illustrate this we have compared the ability of MOMp synthetic peptide

vaccine candidates to elicit expression of the same V-marke¡ alleles.



Appendix Ì

Recombinant and Synthetic MOMP VD-l Peptides

Early success with whole bacterial cell vaccines has sustained the efforts to

develop a chiamydial vaccine although these studies suggested that a subunit vaôcine

with enhanced immunogenicity would be necessary. In this regard, understanding the

molecular basis of immune responses to native chlamydial antigens is fl¡ndamental in

order to design a vaccine. This is important because some immune responses can be

modified through advances in vaccine delivery and design such that an improved

immunogenicity can be attained. Importantly, the native immune response can be used to

guide the design of vaccines through comparison. in this section we discuss the

optimization and immunochemical characterization of phage-bome VD-1 peptides as

well as the evaluation of the optimized peptides without the phage canier.

Immunization with Recombinant Phage-Borne Peptides :

The immunogenicity of several VD-1, conformationally-optimized phage-peptide

clones were tested as described previously (Zhong et al., 1994b). Sera from mice

hyperimmunized with phage clone #81 (optimized with a VD-1 mAb raised to native

EBs) reacted with VD-l pin-peptides (data not shown), to MOMP protein in westem blot

and to whole EBs in ELISA (Zhong et al., 1994b). Despite these immunochemical

indicators of immunogenicity these sera did not neutralize chlamydial infectivity in ln

vitro cell culture (Figure 27). This paradox however, is consistent with batch variation of

EBs observed in repeated ELISAs with the same sera (data not shown).
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Figure 27: Neutralizing memory response recalled by VD1-phage
and homologous Chlamydia trachomatis (Serovar C) EBs in EB
primed mice.Pooled sera from groups of mice (n=3-4) were
analysed in triplicate in a blinded neutralizat¡on assay by Dr. H.
Caldwell (NlH Laboratory Hamilton, Montana). pooled sera
collected from mice that were de novo primed and boosted with
C-VD-I phage was not neutralizíng despite having a 1/5000 titre
for wild type M13 or recombinant VD-1 phage in ELISA (data not
shown). ln contrast, the neutralizing sera from EB primed and
VD-1 Phage boosted mice (above) reacts minimally with wild-type
M13 phage (1/200), but strongty with VD-1 phage (1/4000) in 

-

whole phage EUSA (data not shown) indicating that the
neutralizing antibodies are specific to the VD-1 peptide borne on
recombinant phage.
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A possible explanation may be the recessiveness of the MOMP VD-1 epitope in the

context ofthe native bacteriophage capsid proteins. Indeed, upon closer examination of

the phage-VDl sera using westem blot, it is obvious that the recombinant pVIII peptides

bearing the VD-1 epitope are only a minor component of a much larger immune reaction

to native pVIII, pIII and other phage proteins (data not shown). Thus it seems that the

population of antibodies raised in a de novo immune response to the phage peptide may

be different than those raised against the native MOMP epitope owing both to the lack of

MOMP shuctu¡e or the presence ofphage proteins or both (This increased ou¡ need to

examine the molecular characteristics of anti-MOMP antibodies). Similar disparity

between de novo and booster immunogenicity has also been observed in response to a

TMV virus decapeptide epitope @ennick et al., 1980). Notably, another paradoxical

seeming reactivity was observed between immunochemical analyses and protective

properties ofantibodies induced to peptide epitopes ofrhinovirus type 2 despite an

apparent homogeneity in recognition of a nominal peptide epitope of viral origin @amett

et al., 1993; 1995; and Barnett et al., 1996).In the case of the VD- 1 epitope, some of this

disparity may originate from the use of single rnAb structures for the optimization of a

vaccines, The single specificity ofthe mAb used for such an affrnity selection may place

all ofour eggs in a single basket. on the other hand this does not preclude the finding that

anti-MOMP VD-1 antibodies can bind to phage-bome VD-1. This suggess that the

conformation and context ofthe vD-l epitope in native and phage settings when tested in

vitro creates the perceived one-way reactivity with polyclonal sera. That this is indeed the

case is supported by the ability of the phage bome VD-1 construct to recall neutralizing



antibodies from mice primed with the native MOMP (figure 27), that react

with the MOMP protein in western blot and boost pin-peptide serum igG titers (fìgure

28). This is consistent with the observed ability of a recombinant fusion protein to recall

protective antibody against morbillivirus (Obeid et al., 1995).. Thus the context ofthe

phage carrier can impact negatively on the immunogenicity of the recombinant VD-1

peptide. The absolute representation of recombinant plll proteins is unknown, and may

maximally be 10-20% of all copies of the native PVili phage protein (Dr. Guangming

Zhong, University of Manitoba; Greenwood et al., i 991). While secondary immunization

with v/ild type phage shows that the booster effect is peptide specific (Figure 2B), we did

not compare the ability of looped versus linear phage bome peptides to produce this

boosting effect. Thus we do not know if conformational constraints improve the ability of

a peptide to recall a secondary MOMP antibody response. Clearly more studies on this

would be valuable other studies have found that polypeptides bome on surrogate caniers

a¡e not always highly immunogenic (Schreuder et al., 1996). This contrasts still other

studies that have found that phage-bome peptides may be imunodominant on the phage

(Greenwood et al., 1991; Willis et al., 1993), although the immunogenicity of the

constructs for the native epitopes were not detailed. Thus the properties of individual

peptide epitopes are unique, possibly due local topological influences or close proximity

of other surface molecules, and therefore precludes generalization.
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Figure 28 (facing page): Phage peptide recall ol MOMP reactive antibody. Sera was

collected and pooled from groupd of BALB/o mice (n=3-4) 7 days following boost

with either serovar C EBs, VDI-phage clone 81, or wildtype Ml3 phage. Sera were

tested in VD-l pin peptide ELISA and whole EB western blot. A representive pre-

boost reactivity is shown in the top panel. Notice the minimal MoMp reactive staining

in the western blot and a VD-l pin titre of l/300. Boost with C-EBs (bottom, left) or

VD-l phage(bottom, middle) recalls high titre VD-l pin IgC in sera (l/6000 and

l/5000 respectively) and markedly increases the antibody staining of the MOMp.

Booster immunization with wild-type Ml3 phage (bottm, right) does not recall high

titer IgG to the vD-l pin-peptide nor does it change MoMp staining in western blot

compared to pre-boost levels,
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Conformational Optimization of A VD-l Epitope Functional Mimic Through

Afìnity Selection

The structure of the B-cell peptide epitope was optimized by affinity selection,

with a conformationally-dependent monoclonal antibody to the native MOMp epitope

sequence using randomized epitope display libraries on f,rlamentous phage (Zhong et al.,

1994b). The optimal phage-borne epitope was found to be flanked by two cysteine

containing oligopeptide sequences:

-D-C-W - MOMP epitope (12-mer) - W-C-W-.

The Effects of Conformational Constraints on the Antigenic and Immunogeni.c

Properties of a Synthetic Peptide Vaccine

Six inbred strains of mice and BAIB/o (Table l1) were immunized as briefly

described. Groups of four B10A.sgsnj, 810D2/j, B10.BR/sgsnj,C57BLli 0snj,

Bl0.AKlvlsri (a panei of H-2 disparate congenic mice), and Balb/c mice were pre-bled

several days prior to immunization. Each groups received either a peptide (25 ug) , or

Serovar C EBs in IFA, in 200u1 volume, via intraperitoneal inoculation. Mice were

boosted on day l4 and day 35 with 25 ug peptide or EBs and bled via tail vein on day **.

Whole blood was incubated at37oc for I hou¡ and then at 4oC ovemight. The serum

was drawn off of the pellet following a brief 10 minute spin ar top speed (14,000 X g) in

an Eppendorf microcentrifuge at 4oc. Equivalent amounts of sera from each mouse was

pooied according to group, and stored at 4oC prior to analysis.

The oligopeptide vaccines are immunogenic in all B-10 congenic mice

suggesting that the A8 TH epitope is indeed capable ofengendering help in a variety of

H-2 contexts (f,rgure 29a and b).



The oligopeptide vaccines are immunogenìc in all B- 10 congenic mice

suggesting that the A8 TH epitope is indeed capable ofengendering help in a variety of

H-2 contexts (f,rgure 29a and b).

The looped peptide appeared to be less immunogenic in the B-10 D2 (H-2d) strain

than the linear oligopeptide suggesting that the loop structure may affect immunogenicity

in this one i¡rbred strain.

Importantly, the looped peptide construct was able to engender antibody

responses that were more cross reactive to the native epitope on the surface of serovar c

EBs than was the linea¡ oligopeptide. These results can be expressed as an

immunogenicity ratio with the EB crossreactivity of the looped peptide as the numerator

and that of the linear peptide as the denominator. As shown in figure 30, this ratio for the

looped oligopeptide ranged from i to 70, and in 4 of6 strains of mice exceeded unity.

The pooled antisera raised to the looped oligopeptide neutralized chlamydial

infectivity two-fold greater than the anti-linear peptide sera (Figure 3l). The titer ofthe

antiJooped and anti-linear peptide sera which produced 50% reduction in infection were

(IF5o) 1/500 and r/250 respectively. This suggests that the constrained peptide is a better

mimic of the native epitope. However this difference between looped and linear sera

neutralization was not statistically significant. Moreover the VD-l peptide titre in

polyclonal sera does not correlate with in vitro neutralization. This shows that the

peptides are not verbatim mimics of the MOMP vD-i domain and that only a portion of

the anti-peptide antibody is capable ofpotent neutralization. These or similar peptides

may be useful for boosting ofantibody responses in an epitope specific fashion.
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Table 11: Strains of mice. The strains of mice used to studyB3 peptide
immunogenicity are shown.

soug/mouselnject¡on, 5X10ô EBs/ inject¡on, g injections (d0, di4, d2B than bled t4 days later)

STRAIN

Number of mice per immunogen

B3-PEPTIDE 83-PEPTIDE 86-PEPTfDE
(oxrDrzED, (REDUCED, (L|NEAR, CyS "'T:',Jl'f u
LOOPED) LTNEAR) At.A) \L'¡Jù.'

Bl0A.sgsnj a 4 4 4 4

810D2/j d 4 4 4 4

B10.BR/sgsnj k 4 4 4 4

C57BU10snj b 4 4 4

B1 0.AKM/Srj m 4 4 4 4

BALB/c d 4 4 4 4
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Figure 29: Homologous 83 oligopeptide immunogenicity
(white bars) and EB crossreact¡v¡ty (black bars) in MHC
disparate 810 mice, Pooled serum lgG was tested in ELISA on
(4.) linear and (B.) tooped 83 synthetic peptides. ln general
the serum raised to the looped BO construct were more
crossreactive with whole chlamydial EBs.
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FIGURE 31: 83 peptide anti.sera ìn neutralization assay. The neutralizing serum lgG titre of
pooled anti-serum (equal amounts from all H.2 groups) raised to BS peptides that produced a
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1/ô0 and 1r40 respectively. llso t¡ters were determined by triplicate cultures in which preimmune

sera was used as control,Pin.peptide ELISA data are reprsentative ofthree other assays with
similar results.



Appendix 2

Examination ofcDNA ampli/ìcations producedfor substrates in the Run-of Blots

Contained herein are the EtBr stained agarose gel analytical gels of the products

ofthe first round ofallele specific amplification performed on splenic oDNA isoìated

from large numbers of individual mice for Run-off blot assay. All of the PCR reaotions

produced bands of the conect size representing Ig V-gene cDNAs (807 bp for the heavy

chain oDNA produced with framework 3 primers and the IgG-3'primer that arureals to

the 3' end of CH2 of all IgG isotypes; 600bp for the light chain oDNA with framework- 1

primers and the lg-kappa-3' primer that anneals to the 3'end of CH1). This confirmed the

success ofthe RNA isolation and oDNA production for all mice, and that the PCR

products all contained amplified V-gene cDNAs (albeit of unknown assemblage), prior to

J-region run off assay.

Figure 32 : Allele specific PCR in Naive mice.

Figure 33: VH5-lgG amplifications in immunized Mice.

Figure 34: VH6-lgG amplifications in immunized Mice.

Figure 35: Vk2l-IgK amplifications in immunized Mice.
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VH5 FR3- lgG-3' (- B00bP)

CEB Tb Ag PA Ag

- 1 2 g 4 5 6 7 B1KB1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3:/"'

VH5 FR3 - lgG - 3' (- B00bP)

Looped-VD1 Llnear - VDl

1i(8 1z34s 67+1K8 12345 67B+



VH6 FR3 + lgG - 3' (- B00bp)

C - EB TbAg PAAg
lKB ,-- /-\-\1KB

+123 45678 12345123

VH6 FR3 + lgG - 3' (- 800bp)

Looped -VD1 Linear - VD1

.K8#\-,xs#
12 345 67 1234567 B+



VK21 -FR1 + 3'K (- 650bp)

C-EB Tb-Ag PAAs
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